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1. Introduction

1.1 Scope

This users manual has been drawn up with the purpose of giving the (actual or potential)
user of GOME data a reference at hand which describes, concisely yet comprehensively,
the GOME instrument, its features and limitations, and the satellite and supporting
ground system.

Following a brief description of the instrument's history, both programmatically and
technical (in terms of development programme), the essential features of the ERS-2
satellite and mission are described in Chapter 2, as far as they are of relevance to GOME.
Chapter 3 summarises the main requirements for the instrument, while Chapter 4
describes in detail the technical implementation. In Chapter 5, the results of the
functional and performance tests are reported; in Chapter 6, the results of the instrument
calibration are noted.

The formats and possibilities for commanding the instrument, both by direct command
and by timeline, are described in Chapter 7. Additionally, the contents of the S-band
('housekeeping') and X-band ('science data') telemetry are provided.

The operational schemes for operating the GOME are reported in Chapter 8. After a
general description of how ERS-2 is commanded and controlled, the GOME operations
as conceived prior to launch are outlined. Plans for the commissioning phase for the first
six months after launch are reported in a special section.

Chapter 9 deals with the transmission of the data to ground, their forwarding to the
processing centre, and what processing steps are envisaged to arrive at the final data
products. Chapter 10 concludes with the plan for the validation of data, and gives a brief
look into the future. Various industrial, institutional, and scientific contributors to the
GOME Project are also acknowledged.

This manual does not address any underlying scientific issues; these are described in
great detail in "The GOME Interim Science Report" 161 and are not repeated here.

1.2 Historic Evolution of the GOME Programme

In 1988, the executive of the European Space Agency started with the preparatory work
for ERS-2, the follow-on to ERS-1. At that time, the assembly phase of the ERS-1
programme was just starting. It was felt necessary to complement the capabilities of
ERS-2 with instrumentation which could contribute information for the general
discussions taking place in public about issues such as global warming and ozone
depletion. On 29 November 1988, selected European scientists, involved in atmospheric
chemistry instrumentation, were requested to submit proposals for such an instrument for
inclusion into the ERS-2 payload, possibly replacing the Infrared Radiometer part of the
ATSR instrument.

Among the proposals received was one prepared jointly by J. Burrows and P. Crutzen
named "SCIAMINI", because it was derived from the "SCIAMACHY" instrument
concept proposed for flight on the Polar Platform (which later became part of the
ENVISAT Project). As an independent ESA in-house assessment of the involved
technology confirmed, in principle, the feasibility of such a concept, the executive was
given authority to proceed with a more detailed instrument concept study. (Although



right from the beginning there were some drastic simplifications: no limb view, only one
unit rather than two next to each other, etc.)
By the end of 1989, a contract was placed with the Dutch optical firm TPD to elaborate on
the optical concept in greater detail. In parallel, ESA performed in-house studies on the
possible accommodation of the instrument inside the ERS-2 Service Module. In
February 1990, initial contacts were made with the Italian firms Officine Galileo and
Laben, in order to complement TPD in a Phase B study, scheduled to begin in July 1990.
In parallel, the Earth Observation Programme Board endorsed the ERS-2 Programme,
including GOME, the programmatic and technical feasibility of which had been reported
in a special paper /I/.

The industrial Phase B activities culminated in a Design Baseline Review which was held
12 and 13March 1991 in the Hotel Noordzee, Noordwijk, The Netherlands. The outcome
was quite significant in a number of areas:

The electrical configuration presented, with its own Instrument Control Unit (ICU)
and a premultiplexer to multiplex GOME and ATSR (which was finally retained) data
prior to presenting the combined stream to the Instrument Data Handling and
Transmission Subsystem (IDHT), was considered to consume far too much power. At
that time, ERS-1 had not been launched and the actual system margins were not yet
established. Instead, it was proposed to provide these services through the Digital
Electronics unit of the ATSR.

Change to active thermal control of the detectors by Peltier coolers rather than passive
radiators.
Change in calibration optics: light path via the scan mirror, protection of the sun
diffuser by a shutter and mesh, possibility to monitor diffuser degradation by the
calibration lamp.

On this basis, the phase CID contractual documentation was prepared and negotiated,
resulting in a kick-off meeting on 28 April 1992. A separate contract was placed with
RAL and BAe for modifications to the ATSR DEU hardware and software.

The political and technical boundary conditions for the inclusion of GOME into the
ERS-2 programme can be summarised as follows:

GOME must not jeopardise any other aspect of the ERS-2 mission, either technically
or programmatically;

GOME must be constrained within the system margins as known by the time of its
approval: 30 kg, 60 x 30 x 20 cm, 40 kbps, -30 W, non-redundant;

No financial provisions could be made in the ERS-2 Programme for GOME data
routing and processing;

Project Management and system engineering must be done directly by ESTEC staff:
this was considered the only possibility to comply with the schedule constraints.
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1.3 The Instrument Development Programme Figure 1.3-1 GOME Master Schedule. as of
Mav 1990 (reference I)

The initial programme for the GOME instrument development as politically envisaged
/I/ implied some breadboarding activities of critical subunits and a benchtop model for
scientific testing, but it was essentially a prototlight programme aimed for a delivery in
early 1993 (Fig. 1.3-1).

Soon after the detailed definition started of what should comprise the breadboard model
(BBM), it became obvious that some critical performance parameters could be evaluated
only in vacuum. So the first upgrade to the BBM concerned its suitability for thermal
vacuum testing. In the next step, it was then realised that the critical aspect of spectral
stability, in particular, could only be thoroughly evaluated ifthe structure would be fairly
close to the final one. After all these definitions had been implemented, the final step to a
full engineering model was to subject the instrument model to a full environmental test
programme at qualification levels: vibration, EMC, and thermal vacuum. In addition, the
model was then used for interface testing with the ATSR-DEU and with the entire
payload in the payload TB/TV test, and was also subjected to a full calibration
programme to exercise all necessary set-ups and procedures.
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While this was still under way, the Flight Model (FM) programme started. For schedule
reasons, after the instrument level vibration and EMC tests, the FM was delivered for
participation in satellite-level alignment, vibration, acoustic and EMC tests and was then
returned to the contractor for TV test. The subsequent calibration programme benefitted
greatly from the dry run executed on the BBM; the finalised FM was delivered just in time
to go on the same transport to the launch site as the satellite. Finally. a Flight Spare model
(FS) was produced, which went through the normal sequence of vibration/EMC/TV
testing, followed by the same calibration programme as for the FM.

A summary of the "as run" development programme is given in Figure 1.3-2.

It is the intention to use the BBM and the FS, once no longer needed after the launch of the
FM, for scientific activities such as ground validation, acquisition of reference spectra, or
cross-calibration with other instruments.



2. The ERS-2 Satellite and Mission

2.1 The ERS-2 Satellite and Payload

Basically, the ERS-2 Satellite consists of two distinct modules: the PayloadModule, car
rying (nearly) all the instruments, and the Satellite Module, providing all the necessary
services such as power generation and distribution, attitude control, telemetry link, on
board computer, etc.

Figure2.1-1 Overall ERS-2 Satellite
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The payload consists of:

a. Active Microwave Instrument (AMI)
The AMI is comprised of two separate radars - a Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) and
a Wind Scatterometer. These enable three modes of operation - Image Mode, Wave
Mode (both performed by the SAR) and Wind Mode (performed by the Wind Scatter
ometer).

b. Radar Altimeter (RA)
c. Along-Track Scanning Radiometer (ATSR)
d. Precise Range and Range-Rate Equipment (PRARE)
e. Laser Retroreflector
f. GOME

a. Active Microwave Instrument (AMI)
In Image Mode, the SARobtains strips of high-resolution imagery, I00 km inwidth,
to the right of the satellite flight path. The 10m long antenna, aligned parallel to the
flight track, directs a narrowradar beamonto theEarth's surface across the swath. Im
agery is built up from the time delay and strength of the return signals, which depend
primarily on the roughness and dielectric properties of the surface and its distance
from the satellite. Operating in Image Mode excludes operating in the other AMI
modes, and power considerations limit operating times to amaximum of 12minutes
per orbit. The data rate of I05Mbps it too high to allow on-board storage, and so im
ages are only acquired within the reception zones of suitably-equipped ground sta
tions.
Wave Mode operation of the SAR measures the changes in radar reflectivity of the
sea surface due to the surface waves, and provides 5 km x 5 km images ("imagettes")
at intervals of 200 km along the track. These imagettes are transformed into spectra
providing information about wave length and direction of wave systems. Series of
power spectra can be used to determine the evolution of swell wave systems.

The Wind Scatterometer uses three sideways-looking antennae, one pointing nor
mal to the satellite flight path, one pointing 45° forwards and the third pointing 45°
backwards. These antennabeams continuously illuminate a swath500 kmwide as the
satellite advances along its orbit, and each provides measurements of radar backscat
ter from the sea surface for overlapping 50 km resolution cells using a 25 km grid
spacing. This results in three independent backscatter measurements relating to cell
centre nodes on a 25 km grid, which have been obtained using the three different
viewing directions and are separated by only a very short time delay. Calculation of
the surface wind vector in terms of speed and direction takes place using these so
called "triplets" within a mathematical model, which defines the relationship
between backscatter, wind speed, wind direction and incidence angle of the
observation.

TheWindScatterometer cannot be operated in parallel with the SAR in ImageMode;
however, parallel operation of the wind and wave modes is possible (Wind/Wave
Mode).

b. Radar Altimeter (RA)
The Radar Altimeter is a nadir-pointing pulse radar designed to measure the echoes
from ocean and ice surfaces. It has two measurement modes, optimised for measure
ments over ocean and ice, respectively. In ocean mode, it is used to measure wave
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height, surface wind speed and sea-surface elevation, the last of which is appropriate
to the study of ocean currents, the tides and the global geoid. In ice mode, the instru
ment, operating with a coarser resolution, provides information on ice sheet surface
topography, ice types and sea/ice boundaries.

c. Along-Track Scanning Radiometer (ATSR)
The ATSR consists of two instruments, an Infrared Radiometer (IRR) and a Micro
wave Sounder (MWS). The Infrared Radiometer is a four-channel infrared radiom
eter providing measurements of sea surface and cloud-top temperatures, with higher
accuracies than similar instruments flown on previous satellites. The scanning tech
nique enables the Earth's surface to be viewed at two different angles (0° and 52°) in
two curved swaths 500 km wide and separated along the flight track by about 700 km.
Data from the two swaths are then combined to eliminate atmospheric influence in the
calculation of sea-surface temperature. The instrument has been designed to provide
an absolute accuracy in sea-surface temperature of better than 0.5 K, when averaged
over areas of 50 km x 50 km and in conditions of up to 80% cloud cover. For cloud
free pixels, of 1km x 1km, the relative accuracy is about 0.1 K.

The Microwave Sounder is a nadir-viewing passive radiometer providing measure
ments of the total water content of the atmosphere within a 20 km footprint. This is
used to improve the accuracy of sea surface temperature measurements and also to
provide accurate tropospheric range correction for the Radar Altimeter.

d. Precise Range and Range-Rate Equipment (PRARE)
The PRARE is an all-weather microwave ranging system which was designed to
perform high-precision two-way microwave range and range-rate measurements us
ing ground-based transponder stations. These measurements were supposed to be
used for orbit determination and for geodetic applications. Unfortunately, the
PRARE suffered fatal damage to the Random Access Memory due to radiation after a
few hours of nominal operations. An improved version of PRARE is being built for
ERS-2.

e. Laser Retroreflector
The Laser Retroreflector is a passive optical device which is used as a target by
ground-based laser ranging stations and thus enables the accurate determination of
the satellite's altitude.

f. Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment (GOME)
The Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment is the subject of this Guide.

2.2 GOME Accommodation

GOME is accommodated at the outside wall of the payload module, on the panel which
is facing the flight direction (-y panel). It has a clear field of view to the Nadir direction
and in the forward direction, such that it can perform across-track scans and sun cali
brations when it is approximately over the North Pole.

At high elevation angles (+75 to +85° with respect to Nadir), GOME can also occasional
ly observe the moon. Figure 2.2-1 shows the field of view of the scan mirror (in the
along-track direction, i.e. into and out of the plane of the paper, it is± 1.4° symmetrically
to the paper's plane), whereas Figure 2.2-2 gives the geometry of the Sun calibration
Field of View.
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The mechanical interface to the satellite is provided by four feet, each of which is at
tached by four screws, with thermal insulating washers, to the aluminium honeycomb
panel. The somewhat asymmetrical mounting pattern is driven by the need to keep clear
from existing inserts for carrying electronic equipment mounted at the inside of the pay
load module. The four feet carry the optical bench. The foot next to the GOME aperture
has a circular cross section and provides a tight register for the optical bench. The other
three feet have blade-shaped rectangular cross sections. with the bending direction in the
connecting line to the fixed foot. In this way. differential thermal expansion between
mounting panel and optical bench does not introduce stresses and thermal distortions into
the optical path.

Next to the fixed foot, and immediately below the main aperture, is an optical reference
cube to which the alignment of the optical path is done. This cube is also used to reference
the GOME alignment to the satellite reference coordinate system. During flight, the
alignment cube is covered by a small black cover. The actual values of alignment offset
with respect to the satellite reference coordinate system were:

aboutx
abouty
aboutz

0.042 deg.
-0.004 deg.
0.013 deg.

Except for the apertures, the external radiator, and the radiators of the electronic boxes.
the entire instrument is wrapped with multi-layer insulation blankets. This. together with
the insulation of the mounting feet. provides for optimum thermal decoupling from the
environment. Figure 2.2-3 shows the instrument as integrated onto the payload module.

Figure ~.2-3 lntcgratcc' lnst nnncnt \\Tl//)/'l'll in
MU hlunk.cts.
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The instrument is electrically supplied by two cable looms coming from the inside of the
satellite and running down from the connector bracket immediately underneath the an
tenna support structure. For further details, see Chapter 4.8.

2.3 The ERS-2 Mission

Orbit

ERS-2 will be in a sun-synchronous, polar, near-circular orbit. Because of the need to
phase ERS-2 with ERS-1, which will be used for cross validation, SAR interferometry,
and as an in-orbit spare, there will be only one orbit* with a repeat cycle of 35 days. This
orbit has the following parameters:

Semi-major axis
Inclination
Eccentricity
Arg. of perigee
Mean local solar time at asc. node

7147.191 km
98.4913 deg.
0.001165
90.0 deg
lOh 30m

The subsatellite track repeatability will be maintained to within± 1km of the nominal one. This
requires orbit correction manoeuvres to be executed. The frequency of these manoeuvres
depends upon the solar activity; on average, a manoeuvre is executed once every two weeks.
Inclination maintenance, requiring out-of-plane manoeuvres, is expected to occur about twice a
year. Apart from the inclination manoeuvres, which take longer, normal attitude should be
resumed within two minutes from the beginning of a manoeuvre.

On the basis of tracking information, orbital parameters will be predicted for 16 orbits
(about one day) in advance with the accuracies as per Table 2.3-1.

3 o accuracy position [m] velocity [mm/s]

radial 28.5 954.3

along track 913.5 28.5

across track 14.7 15.3

Table2.3-1 Orbit Prediction Accuracy

After the satellite has actually passed the tracking station and actual
measurements have been evaluated, the orbit is restituted with the accuracies as per Table
2.3-2.

* Note: ERS-1 had several orbits with different repeat cycles to optimise the orbit for
certain investigation phases: Venice orbit, ice phase, multidisciplinary phase, geodetic
phase.
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3 CT accuracy position [m] velocity [mm/s]

radial 25.2 39.3

along track 57.3 26.4

across track 13.8 14.4

Table2.3-2 Orbit Restitution Accuracy

Note: The processing delay will determine which of the above orbit information will be
used for the processing of GOME data; for normal off-line data, the restituted orbit will
be used.

Attitude

ERS-2 is a three-axis stabilised satellite with local normal pointing, i.e., the Nadir axis (-z
axis) will be controlled such that it is normal to the Earth reference ellipsoid model stored
onboard.

Normally, ERS-2 will be in "Yaw Steering Mode" (YSM), in order to compensate for
the Earth's rotational velocity. This means that the satellite is continuously rotated
about the yaw (z) axis, depending upon the position of the satellite with respect
to the Earth. Figure 2.3-3 shows the yaw steering angle as a function of the orbit
fraction.

I
t
fI ...,

4.00

0.00

0.25 1.00

Figure2.3-3 YawSteering Angle

II

0.50

Orbit fnlctlon

0.75



The satellite's Attitude and Orbit Control System (AOCS) provides attitude and attitude
rate stability as per Table 2.3-4.

x y z
(roll) (pitch) (yaw)

Maximum Bias 0.11 0.11 0.21 deg

Maximum Random
Harmonics 0.03 0.03 0.07 deg

Maximum Rate Error 0.0015 0.0015 0.0015 deg/s

Table 2.3-4 Attitude and Attitude Rate Errors

12



3. Main Instrument Requirements

This chapter summarises the Main Instrument Requirements as applied to the Flight
Model. Note that compared to some previous publications (e.g .. /6/). some parameters
have been updated as result of the BBM testing.

band IA IB 2 3 4

parameter

spectral coverage [nm] ( l ) 240-307 307-316 311-405 405-611 595-793

spectral resolution [nm] (I) 0.20 0.20 0.17 0.29 o.:n

signal to noise ratio (for 10-434 434-841 849-5100 3500-4200 3239-4214
integration times) (2) (30 sec) ( 1.5sec) ( 1.5sec) ( 1.5sec) ( 1.5sec)

pupil area [crn-] 0.98 0.98 0.98 (3) 0.215 0.215

optical efficiency l%] 15-27 15 6-14 10-15 5-10

Table 3-1 GOMt· 0111ic11!Perjonnuncc Ker Puramctrrs

The band boundary between bands 2A and 2B can be set via software for any meaningful pixel
between 31 I and 405 nm. At present. the baseline is to use no separation in channel 2.

(I) In vacuum at 20.0 deg.

(2) For signalfluxes as comp lited with LOWTRAN.

(3) At 320 n111.An asymmetric diaphragm located in channel 2 reduces theflus at
longer wavelengths linearlvjroni I at 320 nm to 0.6 at 400 n111.

On-chip Integration Times: Commandable in multiples of93.75 ms.
independently for each band.

Ana Iogue-Dig ita I
Com -ersion: 16 hit resolution.

Readout lnterval: One readout is transmitted every 1.5 sec. Longer
integration times are filled with dummy data.
Shorter readout times arc transmitted only once per
1.5 sec.

Noise (at -3X°C): Less than 2000 e, i.e .. 2 Binary Units.

Dynamic Range: < 60.000 BU (depends on saturatiochargc
Reticon detector, specified >9 pC).

Linearitv: Better than 0.01% full-scale after offset correction
and calibration.



Instantaneous Field of View: 2.9 x 0.14° (along x across track)

Scan Swath: Selectable between:
±4.390° (corresponding to 120km on ground)
± 8.725° (corresponding to 240 km on ground)
± 12.940°(corresponding to 360 km on ground)
± 16.990°(corresponding to 480 km on ground)
± 30.976° (corresponding to 960 km on ground)

Center Line ofSwath: Nominally 0° (Nadir direction), but programmable
bias (e.g., for polar swath) within the total clear
FOY.

Total Clear FOV: From -48.073° to +85°
Note: A range from+ 70° to +85°
is foreseen for moon observations.

Static Pointing: Commandable anywhere within the TotalClear
FOY;plus fixed positions for lamp and diffuser
views.

Static Pointing Accuracy: Better than 0.06° optical.

Scanning: Full forward scan for any of above swaths
within 4.5 sec.
Flyback within 1.5sec.
Note: Forward scan of 4.5 sec is subdivided into
three periods of 1.5sec each, corresponding to an
on-ground pixel size of 40 km x 320 km for the
maximum scan swath.

Scanning Telemetry: 14bit at I0.67 Hz, included both in S-band and
X-band.

14



4. The GOME Instrument Design

4. The GOME Instrument Design

4.1 Overall Architecture

In principle, GOME is a spectrometer, in which light arriving from the sun-illuminated
atmosphere is dispersed and sensed by four individual channels, each equipped with its
own Focal Plane Assembly. In order to sweep the instantaneous field of view over a wide
angle in the across-track direction, a Scan Unit is used. This also provides the possibility
to view a Calibration Unit, which is equipped with a calibration lamp for wavelength
calibration and a sun diffuser for direct sun viewing. Because the instrument is sensitive
to the polarisation state of the incoming light, a Polarisation Unit measures the degree of
polarisation in three broadband channels. All these units are mounted on an optical bench
Structure, which also has Thermal Control. Finally, all electrically active elements are
supplied and controlled by the Detection and Data Handling Unit, which in turn inter
faces with the Digital Electronics Unit of the ATSR instrument (see Chapter 1.2).
Figure 4.1-1 gives an overall block diagram of the GOME instrument. The highlighted
subsystems are described in detail in the following chapters. Figure 4.1-2 shows the
assembled instrument, with the MU removed, during the instrument level vibration
test.

4.2 Spectrometer Optics

From an optical point of view, GOME is a double spectrometer. A quartz prism produces
a moderate spectral dispersion, which is split into four channels. High dispersion is ob
tained by means of diffraction gratings in each of the fours channels. A functional block
diagram of the optical system is shown in Figure 4.2-1.

Figure 4.1-1 Block diagram of the GOME
instrument

15
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The first optical element is the scan mirror. which reflects the optical beam into the tele
scope. focusing it on the spectrometer slit. The diverging beam is then collimated by an
off-axis parabola and is dispersed in the predisperser prism. The low dispersion spectrum
is then focused onto the channel separator, which provides the separation between chan
nels 1 and 2 by a combination of reflecting and transmitting coatings. The long wave
length part of the spectrum passes the channel separator unaffected and is split between
channels 3 and 4 by a dichroic filter. Each individual channel consists of a diffraction
grating and an objective which focuses the dispersed spectra on the detectors, housed in
their Focal Plane Assemblies. By setting the scan mirror to the proper position. it is possi
ble to insert the signals coming from the Calibration Unit (see Chapter 4.4 for details).

At the predisperser prism, light, with the polarisation plane parallel to the entrance slit.
leaks out at the backside and is channelled to a detector with three spectral bands corre
sponding to about the spectral ranges of channels 2, 3, and 4 (see Chapter 4.5 ).

Figure 4.2-2 Slit (in its support}

Scan Mirror

The individual optical elements are described in more detail:

The scan mirror is made of aluminium with nickel plating and an MgF2 coating
optimised for best efficiency in the UY. The mirror is bonded to the scan axis. (See
Chapter 4.6 for details of the mechanism.)

The beam coming from the scan mirror is focused by an anamorphous telescope
formed by two cylindrical mirrors onto the spectrometer slit. The first cylindrical
mirror has a focal length of200 mm in the plane parallel to the slit height, while the
second one has a focal length of 40 mm in the plane perpendicular to the slit. The
slit has dimensions of I0.15 mm x 0.10 mm. The focal lengths of the cylindrical
mirrors and the slit size define the instantaneous Field of View, which is
2.9 x 0. I43 deg. Figure 4.2-2 shows the slit in its support.

Telescope and Slit

17



Figure 4.2-3 Channel Separator Prism and
Dichroic Filter

18

Predisperser Prism

The beam coming from the entrance slit is collimated by an off-axis parabola and
is limited in size by a circular diaphragm. This circular beam falls upon the predis
perser prism, which is a quartz prism with an apex angle of 35°.

The refractive index of quartz is not only a function of wavelength (hence the dis
persive power), but also a function of temperature. Comparison of this effect with
possible other impacts of temperature change has revealed that the predisperser
prism is the element most sensitive to temperature change. Therefore, the temper
ature at the predispcrser prism is measured and forms the reference temperature
for the wavelength calibration.

Channel Separator Prism and Dichroic Filter

The dispersed, collimated beam leaving the predisperser prism is focused by an
other off-axis parabola onto the edge of the channel separator prism. Part of the
front surface of this prism is supplied with a reflective coating, which reflects the
impinging part of the spectrum into channel 2. The other part of the front surface is
anti-reflection coated; the part of the spectrum impinging on this surface is chan
nelled internal to the prism into channel 1. The long wavelength part of the spec
trum, corresponding to channels 3 and 4, passes the beam separator unaffected.
The edge of the beam separator prism can be seen in Figure 4.2-3,just at the right
margin.

The separation between channels 3 and 4 is made by means of a dichroic filter,
which reflects channel 3 and let pass channel 4. The transmission curve of the di
chroic filter is shown in Figure 4.2-4.
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Spectrometer Channels

The light corresponding to channel I is transmitted through the channel separator
prism. collimated by a parabola. diffracted by the flat diffraction grating. and fi
nally focused by the objective with F-number 2 onto the detector housed in this
Focal Plane Assembly.

The light of channel 2 is reflected at the channel separator, folded by the beam
folding prism. collimated by an off-axis parabola, diffracted by the grating and
imaged by the objective with F-number 2 onto the detector.

The long wavelength light corresponding to channels 3 and 4 passes the channel
separator unaffected. is reflected by a flat mirror. collimated by an off-axis parab
ola and limited in diameter by a diaphragm. It then reaches the dichroic beamsplit
ter at an angle of 19.5 deg. with respect to the normal.

The light reflected into channel 3 is diffracted by the grating and then focused by
the objective with F- number 3 onto the detector.

Channel 4 is composed of a flat mirror, the diffraction grating. and the objective
with F-number 3. Figure 4.2-5 shows the flat mirror and the diffraction grating of
channel 4.

Figure -1.2--1 li«111.\111issio11 cu1Te (fthe
dichroicliltcr
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Figure 4.2-5 Channel 4.flat mirror and
di/Ji-action grating

20

Gratings

All gratings are flat holographic master gratings used in first order, blazed for
maximum efficiency, and selected for minimum stray light performance. The sub
strate onto which the hologram is developed was selected such as to compensate
for certain temperature effects. Table 4.2-6 shows some key parameters for the
gratings employed in the four channels.

3600 35 KIO 239-316

2 I 2400 50 ZKN7 311-405

3 I 1200 44 BKlO 405-611

4 1200 44 ZKN7 595-793

I
fohle 4.2-6 Keyparametersfor gratings emploved in thefour channels
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Objectives

All objectives are four quartz lens achrornats, housed in a titanium tube to mini
mise de-focusing due to changing temperatures. The objectives have flanges at the
rear side to which the Focal Plane Assemblies are attached and aligned. Each ob
jective carries a set of redundant Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs). The diodes illu
minate the detectors and can be used for test purposes. Figure 4.2- 7 shows the
objective of channel 4, as an example.

Polarisation Optics

At the predisperser prism, the light polarised parallel to the slit is reflected inter
nally to the prism, and does not leave the prism at the Brewster angle. This light is
internally reflected at the third surface of the prism and then exits. This fraction of
light is used to monitor the polarisation state of the incoming light, by focusing it
by using an off-axis parabola (not shown in the optical scheme), deflecting it out
of plane with a plane mirror, and then detecting it in three broadband channels
with the polarisation unit. (See Chapter 4.5 for details).

Calibration Optics

The calibration unit, which has its own self-standing optics, is optically interfaced
to the spectrometer by driving the scan mirror to the appropriate position. (See
Chapter 4.4 for details.)

Figure4.2-7 Objective of channel 4



Figure ..f..l-8 Partial \'inr ojcnlibratii.n 011/i(·s during asscmblv stage

Figure 4.2-8 gives a partial view of the optics during the assembly stage. This
photograph gives an impression of the high packing density of the optics, which is
even further increased by the numerous baffles installed to suppress external and
inter-channel stray light.

4.3 Focal Plane Assemblies

Each Focal Plane Assembly (FPA) consists of a number of elements:

the detector
the Peltier coolers
the "pin plates" to which the Peltier clement and detector are mounted
the charge amplifier printed circuit board
the housing with its connection to the thermal control system, mechanical
attachment to the objectives, and the pipe connection to the evacuation system.

All these elements arc described in detail in text that follows.

22
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Detectors

The detectors are Reticon RL-1024 SRU-type linear array silicon detectors, with
1024 pixels of size 25 µm (in dispersion direction) by 2.5 mm (in the along slit di
rection). In principle, each diode of the array can be addressed individually; in
GOME, however, only the detectors of channels 1 and 2 are split into two virtual
bands which can have different integration times and readout cycles. The physical
dimensions of the detector are42.7 mm x 15mm x 1.9mm, with the light-sensitive
area being 25.6 x 2.5 mm. The light sensitive area is covered by a 3 µm-thick Si02

protective layer; the window covering the commercial units has been removed. In
stead, an additional ceramic baffle is attached to the top surface of the detector
package. Table 4.3-1 provides some key characteristics of the detectors. Figure
4.3-2 shows a detector. Although the detector has some built-in temperature sen
sors, these are not being used. Instead, AD590 temperature sensors are glued to
the bottom side of the detectors at either end.

number of pixels 1024

pixel size 25 µm x 2.5 mm

saturation charge > 9 pC

quantum efficiency at > 30155165 %
254/3651750 nm

dark current (each pixel) < 0.5 fA at -38°C

efficiency non-uniformity < 10%

linearity errors < 0.1 %

Table4.J-1 KeyCharacteristics of the Detectors

Peltier Elements

The Peltier elements (also called thermoelectric coolers or heat pumps) are two-stage
coolers based upon the Marlow-type SP 1548, with the two stages electrically in series.
The detector is glued to the top stage, while the bottom stage is brazed to the copper dowel
of the pin plate. These coolers can provide a maximum delta temperature between hot and
cold side of 60°, when loaded with 300 mW. The Peltier elements are driven in closed
loop by the DDHU (see Chapter 4.8) with the AD 590 attached to the detectors as
sensors. Maximum electrical ratings are 5 V and 1.2 A; overall efficiency is better than
10%.

Pin Plates

The pin plates provide the mechanical support to the detector I Peltier group, ther
mal connection to the Peltier hot side, and electrical supplies to the detector, tem
perature sensors, and Peltier element.
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The hot side of the Peltier element is brazed to a copper dowel which has nearly
the same surface area as the bottom stage of the Peltier. The dowel reaches through
to the backside of the FPA housing where it is attached to the heat pipes (see Chap
ter -J..7).

In order to account for the different focal positions for different wavelengths. the
detector planes arc tilted with respect to the normal to the optical axis. The angles
are different for each channel.

channel
I
,..,

3
-J.

angle
-9.55°
+5.72°
-3.50°
-1.-J.Y'

The copper dowel is interfaced with the titanium plate which contains 38
electrically-isolated, vacuum-tight feedthroughs. Figure 4.3-3 shows a side view
of the pin plate with the Peltier element installed. but without detector. Figure
4.3-4 shows the back side of a pin plate.

Charge Amplifier PCB

A printed circuit board (PCB). which carries the preamplifier. is mounted at the
back side of the pin plate. This is a low noise amplifier and a dual FET input stage.
The preamp Iifier converts the charge collected by the diodes of the Reticon array
into a voltage which is then transmitted to the Analogue Processing Module Board
of the DDHU (see Chaptcr4.8).

FPA Housing

The overall FPA is comprised of two compartments: one which houses the detec
tors and Peltier clements. and one which houses the preamplifier PCB.



Figure 4.3-3 Side \'il'lr of pinplate with
Peltier element

Figure 4.3-4 Back side riew of a pin plate
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Figure ./.3-5 Schematic cross-section ojth«
FPA

Figure 4.3-6 FPA al/ached to the objective
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The detector compartment is vacuum-tight and has a quartz window on the side to
wards the objective. All elements arc sealed by 0-rings. At the front side. the FPA
is flanged to the objective.

The pin plate is the interface between the vacuum-tight detector compartment and
the preamplifier compartment. The preamplifier compartment provides the elec
trical interfaces to the DDHU. separate for the detector and temperature sensor
signals, and the supply lines for the Peltier cooler.

The FPA housing is constructed of titanium. Figure 4.3-5 shows a schematic
cross-section of the FPA. In Figure 4.3-6. the FPA is shown from the side where it
is attached to the objective. Figure 4.3- 7 shows a bottom view of the FPA attached
to the objective.

4.4 Calibration Unit

The calibration unit provides the means to perform the in-orbit calibration of the GOME
instrument for both wavelength and radiometric calibration. The wavelength calibration
is provided by a calibration lamp. powered by its power supply. The radiometric cali
bration is achieved by looking at the sun via a diffuser, which is protected by a shutter.
Both paths have a number of optical elements which also enable to monitor the diffuser.

Calibration Lamp

The calibration lamp is a hollow cathode gas discharge lamp with a neon gas fill
and a Pt/I 0% Cr alloy electrode. This lamp provides a number of atomic emission
lines of the three elements (Pt. Cr. and Ne), which are sufficiently well distributed
over the spectral range covered by GOME. Figure 4.4-1 shows the lamp spectrum

Fig11!"<' -Ll-7 Ho/10111 1·ic11·o/FP.J.. attactu-d lo

thcobjrctivr
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as recorded with the inxtrumcnt. A similar lamp. without the Cr addition to the
electrode. had flown 011 previous space missions 121. In order to select the opti
mum lines for performing the wavelength determination, the lamp spectra of two
of these lamps have been measured at high resolution /?i/ with a Fourier Transform
Spectrograph and then convoluted to the GOME resolution. In another test pro
gramme, several lamps have been operated, either continuously or with a
switched duty cycle of 50'/r. to demonstrate the suitability for Jong-term opera
tions. Degradation after 500 burning hours has been moderate and shows the com
patibility of the selected lamp type with the mission requirements.
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Figure ./.-t-Z« Bare cnlibration /a111p Figur« ./../-21> Calibration lump with its 11w1111t

The lamp is mounted using a glued-on pyrex ring, onto which flexible blades snap on.
Figure 4.4-2a shows the bare lamp and Figure 4.4-2b the lamp with its mounting support.

Lamp Power Supply

The calibration lamp is supplied by its own power supply, which is activated by
the DDHU by switching the appropriate relay. Once power is applied, the voltage
to the lamp is raised rapidly up to a maximum of 400 V.Once the lamp has ignited
(the usual ignition delay is less than 10s), the power supply regulates the lamp cur
rent to I0 mA to stabilise the optical output. This current corresponds to a voltage
of about 200 V, resulting in a net power consumption of the lamp of about 2 W.
Lamp and power supply together consume less than 5 W of electrical power. In
formation of the lamp current and voltage, as well as the temperature of the power
supply, is provided in the telemetry.

Diffuser

For the purpose of calibrating GOME, the sun can be considered as a stable radio
metric calibration source /4/. The problem is that not only docs the sun's relative
position to the GOME instrument change continuously during one orbit, but it
also changes during the year with the seasonal variation in the Earth-sun distance.
Figure 4.4-3 shows a plot of the sun's angular position with respect to the GOME
coordinates. In order to avoid a complex mechanism to acquire and follow the sun,
a diffuser is used to illuminate the instrument with the solar flux. The angular
range for which this can be done is indicated in Figure 4.4-3. The diffuser itself is
made out of wet sand blasted aluminium, which has been vacuum-coated with 5
nm Cr/I 00 nm Al. (See Chapter 6 for the diffuser's properties.)

The signal coming from the sun is several times higher than the signal coming from the
Earth. In order to attenuate the solar signal such that it does not saturate the detectors, a
mesh, with a transmission of 20%, is applied in front of the diffuser. The diffuser proper is
shown in Figure 4.4-4.
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Shutter

American experiences with a similar concept for radiometric calibration by
means or a di Huser hm c shown that the diffuser is subject to significant degrada
tion if permanently exposed to the sun /5/. So. next to the mesh which already pro
vides a certain degree or protection. a shutter is placed in front of the diffuser
aperture to protect the diffuser during periods when no sun calibration is per
formed. It also prevents stray light from entering through that path.

The shutter is a metal cylinder with an oval hole normal to the cylinder axis. corre
sponding to the sun Fo V. This cy Iinder i' suspended hy t\\ o hcari ngs and is rotated
by means of a two-pole torque motorA spring acting Oil a square section of the
cylinder assures that the shutter has only two stable states. open or closed. The ap
propriate status signal is prm idcd by two Recd S\\ itches at the end positions.

Optics

There arc two optical paths within the calibration unit: the lamp path and the dif
fuser path. The lamp path consists of a pair of lenses. which images the lamp arc
onto a transmission diffuser. The divergent beam is collimated by an off-axis pa
rabola and is reflected hv a tilted flat mirror onto a second tilted flat mirror. which
then reflects the hcam to the scan mirror.

The diffuser path begins with a rectangular mirror at 57S' to the optical plane.
which is placed immediately behind the shutter and the mesh. The light reflect.'> off
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this mirror and to the diffuser. From there. it is reflected to a mirror placed imme
diately behind the scan mirror. If the scan mirror is driven to the appropriate posi
tion. the light is reflected into the telescope.

A third path provides the possibility of monitoring the diffuser degradation. Of the
collimated light reflected off the first flat mirror in the lamp calibration path. half
of this beam is picked up by a protruding mirror. "folded" twice. and then reflected
onto the diffuser. From there. it follows the sun view. By ratioing measurements of
the lamp directly and via the diffuser. the diffuser reflectivity can be monitored at
the particular angular situation of the lamp. and at the wavelengths provided by
the lamp light. Table 4.4-5 provides the status of the various involved subsystems
for the different modes.

closed lamp viewWavelength I on
Calibration

Radiom Calibration I off open diffuser view

diffuser view I lamp view *closedDiffuser Monitoring I on

Table ../.../-5: Sub-svstem Status versus Modr»

us the 111011itori11g is done bv ratioing, both lamp l'il'H' and dijiuscr rinr are ncccssarv.

Figures 4.4-6 a.b and c show the optical paths for the different views. Figure 4...+-7 shows
the assembled calibration unit.

4.5 Polarisation Monitoring Unit

The light reaching the instrument can be partially or completely polarised. or not at all.
depending on angular relations. the reflecting/scattering medium. and the wavelength re
gime. As the response of the instrument is not equal to the two principal polarisation di
rections of the incoming light (neglecting a priori the possible contribution of circular

Figurc ; .../-../ Oif/i1ser
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Adjusting equipment T

polarisation, which is assumed to be much less than 1%), there is the need to monitor the
polarisation state of the light measured in the main channels. This is done by using the Po
larisation Unit*.

Next to the optical elements, the Polarisation Unit consists of amechanical support and
the detector hybrid, which is mounted on a printed circuit board. Figure 4.5-1 shows an
overall schematics of the Polarisation Unit.

Optical Elements

The first element in the polarisation monitoring path is the predisperser prism (see Chap
ter 4.2). There, the collimated light coming from the slit and telescope is wavelength dis
persed in a quartz prism. The dispersed light leaves the predisperser at the Brewster angle.
Part of the light, however, is reflected internally (back-reflected within the prism) and
then leaves at a different position with respect to the main beam. This part is used for the
polarisation monitoring, by focusing it with an off-axis parabola and deflecting it below
the main optical axis. A flat mirror, lowered into the optical bench, then deflects the beam
out of the optical bench, to where the detector is mounted at the focal point of the off-axis
parabola.

Mechanical Support

The mechanical support for the detector housing must not on!y provide the mounting sup
port, keeping clear of all elements of the main optical path, but it also has to provide the
apertures for the polarisation beam and the alignment possibilities for the detector with

*The polarisation planes for s and pare defined such that p polarisation is parallel to the long direction of the
spectrometer slit (and parallel to the grooves of the gratings) ands polarisation is orthogonal to this.

Figure 4.5-1 Schematics of' the Polarisation
Unit
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Figure 4.5-2 Polarisation Unit mechanical
support

Figure 4.5-3. Detector hybridfor the polarisa
tion detector
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respect to the optical beam. Figure 4.5-2 shows the mechanical support of the Polarisa
tion Unit.

Detector Hybrid

The detector is a custom-made hybrid based on silicon photodiodes. Three rectan
gular areas are sensitive to light in three different broadband wavelength ranges:

UV Band
Visible Band
Red Band

300 to400 nm
400 to 600 nm
600 to 800 nm

According to the geometry of the optical path and the dispersive power of the pre
disperser element, the sensitive areas are 1.550, 0.853 and 0.327 mm in width. re
spectively, and I0.0 mm high. Separation between sensitive areas is 0.060 mm.
The sensitive areas are covered by a protective quartz window. Figure 4.5-3 shows
the detector hybrid of the polarisation detector.

Next to the exposed detector elements, the hybrid carries a second detector group with
the same geometry but not exposed to light. This is used to subtract the dark current of
the (uncooled) detector elements and to minimise the effect of temperature variations on
the measured polarisation signal. On the same hybrid, low noise prearnplifiers, based on
the OPA 11I- type operational amplifier, are accommodated.

4.6 Scan Unit

The Scan Unit is used to select which light source is imaged on the entrance slit and therefore
onto the detectors: the radiance from the Earth, the sun, the moon or the calibration lamp.

The Scan Unit consists of two discrete assemblies: the Scan Unit Mechanical Assembly
(SUMA) and the Scan Unit Electrical Assembly (SUEA).

Scan Unit Mechanical Assembly (SUMA)

The Scan Unit Mechanical Assembly, on the optical bench. consists of the scan axis,
which carries the scan mirror proper (see Chapter 4.2), and is supported by the bearings.
The actuation is done by a brushless motor; the rotational movement is sensed by a
brushless resolver. The whole unit is contained in a housing which is aligned on the opti
cal bench. Figure 4.6-1 shows a cross-section of the entire SUMA. The individual ele
ments are described in the following paragraphs.

Scan Axis

The scan axis, oriented along the satellite's direction-of-flight axis (y), is made of
titanium. In the centre of the axis, an aluminium scan mirror is glued to its seat.
The glue allows for the different thermal expansion coefficients between titanium
and aluminium. A heater and a temperature sensor are attached at the rear side of
the mirror. Should the need arise, this would permit the mirror to be heated to 75°C
to drive off contaminants. Supply to the heater and temperature sensor is via a
flexible printed circuit board, which can be wound and unwound depending on the
commanded position.
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Within the given constraints of mass and volume, the inertia of the scan axis has been maxim
ised in order to minimise the effect of torque noise produced by the hearings.

Bearings

The scan axis is supported in the housing by two non-separable angular contact bearings.
mounted hack-to-hack for high stiffness and preloaded by a spring. The halls are coated
with TiC: the races are dry lubricated with lead. A cage of special design has been fabri
cated of lead bronze to provide lubrication throughout the life of the hardware. Bearings
of this configuration have been life-tested for cycles being equivalent to several times the
expected on-orbit life. without any noticeable signs of degradation.

Motor

The motor providing the rotation of the scan axis is a brushlcss DC torque motor with
three-phase supply on eight poles. The permanent magnet rotor and wire-wound stator do



not require an electrical connection between the static and rotating parts. Peak torque pro
vided is 0.76 Nm. A temperature sensor monitors the motor temperature.

Resolver

The resolver is a rotating transformer. supplied with an AC reference input frequency of
1800 Hz which is derived from the master clock. Two AC signals at the same frequency
are output; the amplitudes represent the sine and cosine angles of the shaft position. Sup
ply to the rotor part is through the same flexible printed circuit board. which also supplies
the mirror heater and temperature sensor. In order to minimise the potential of EML the
resolver is mounted at the opposite end of the scanner axis from the motor.

Housing

The SUMA housing is constructed from titanium to match the properties of the axis opti
mally. It provides the seats for the bearings. motor and resolver stators. and the electrical
connections. The central part of the housing recedes such as to provide clearance for the
optical paths at all necessary positions. The housing is provided with a flange by which it
is mounted and aligned on the optical bench. Figure 4.6-2 shows the assembled SUMA.
The electrical connector interfaces via an appropriate harness with the Scan Unit Electri
cal Assembly.

Scan Unit Electrical Assembly (SUEA)

Figure 4.6-3 shows a block diagram of the SUEA and its interfaces with the DDHU and
the SUMA.

Figure ./.6-2 Assembled SUMA
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The entire scan unit is powered through a relay in the DDHU. Mode and position com
mands are communicated via an RS422 link from the DDHU to the SUEA. From the re
ceived commanded position and the sensed actual position of the scan mirror. an 80C3 l
radiation-hardened microcontrollercomputes the new position to be achieved. This digit
al signal is converted into an analogue signal. filtered and then provided to the motor
PWM driver. which supplies the appropriate power to the three phases of the motor.

The SUEA also provides the excitation of the resolver at 1800 Hz. which is derived from
the master clock. The analogue signals from the resolver arc converted into 14-bit resolu
tion digital signals. which arc used for control loop computation and as telemetry for the
mirror position (sec Chapters 7.3 and 7.4).

The electronic circuits arc implemented on four printed circuit boards:

motor driver
excitation
microcontrollcr (with 4k PROM)
input/output

and are contained in a self-standing box. mounted on the optical bench and supplied with
its own thermal control surfaces.

Scan Unit Functions

The Scan Unit has two basic modes of operation:

static pointing
scanning

Static Pointing

In principle. the scan mirror can be driven to any static pointing position within the
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limits of the software stops. (Beyond the software stops, there are hardware stops
to prevent damage to the flexible connection between rotor and stator part.) There
is a number of discrete positions of interest:

Nadir Pointing

This measurement position is an alternative to scanning. The scan mirror is
positioned such that light from the Nadir direction is sensed. This is also the
default position if, 30 sec after power-up of the scan unit, the communica
tions link is not established.

Pole View

Static position towards the North Pole at 47.620 degrees; static position
towards the South Pole at -47.093 degrees.

Moon View

For calibration purposes, the moon can be viewed at positions between+ 70
and +85 degrees.

Sun View

In this mode, the sun can be viewed via the diffuser of the Calibration Unit.
This position is also used for monitoring the diffuser (see Chapter 4.4 ). The
scan mirror will be placed in this position during launch.

Lamp View

This is the position of the wavelength calibration (see Chapter 4.4) with the
wavelength calibration lamp.

Telescope View

In this view, the mirror is positioned such that the mirror surface is normal to
the optical axis of the telescope/slit. This position is intended to be used for
dark current measurements (on the night side).

Figure 4.6-4 shows all the different static pointing positions as well as the
software end stops. (Note that the scan mirror surface is not on the rotation
axis!)

Scanning

The scan unit can be commanded to perform an angular scan around the centre
position for the following mechanical angles (optical angles are twice these values):

± 15.488 deg
± 8.495 deg
± 6.470 deg
±4.362 deg
± 2.196 deg



Figure -1.6--1 St« tic poi» ting positions and
rn/i11·1m' end stops o(lhe ScanUni!
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Special scans of 0 and± 60 degrees amplitude can he commanded as well, but are
for test purposes only. The centre position does not necessarily mean the zero po
sition: in order to account for the limited alignment accuracy by the much better
measurement accuracy of the alignment. a "bias" value can be commanded as the
new scan centre position. This feature then also can be used to make non-nadir
scans, e.g .. around the polar views. The only limitations are the restrictions in the
clear field of view.

The SU operation is timed by two hardware signals driven by the DDHU: the
SSYNC (Scan Sync) and the MPSTB (Mirror Position Strobe). The SSYNC has a
period of 6 sec while the MPSTB has a period of93. 75 millisec (the shortest possi
ble detector integration time: see DDHU in Chapter 4.8).

The SSYNC pulse drives all SU operation and is used to synchronise the SU to the
DDHU. 4.5 sec after the last sync pulse. the SU checks whether a new correct
command has arrived. If so, the following 1.5 sec are used to drive the mirror to ei
ther a fixed position (if a "fixed position" command was received) or to the com
puted starting position of a scan (if a "scanning" command was received).

At the next SSYNC pulse, the scanner movement will start. The speed profile is
shown in Figure 4.6-5. After an initial acceleration period of less than 50 ms, the
scanner reaches its constant angular speed, according to the commanded scan. Af
ter 4.45 sec. the scanner is decelerated to 0 speed and moved into the opposite di
rection (the "flyback." at three times the angular speed as for the forward scan). If
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a new mode (new swath or fixed position) is commanded, the starting position for
this is achieved within this 1.5 sec period. About 50 ms prior to the end of a 6 sec
cycle, the scanner is braked to 0 and awaits the next sync pulse.

As the basic integration time on the detectors is 1.5 sec for the visible channels,
this 6 sec period corresponds to four detector integration cycles. With the subsat
ellite point moving by 40 km in this period, and with the projection of the instanta
neous field of view being approximately 40 km by 2 km (along track x across
track), a continuous ground coverage within the commanded swath widths is
achieved (Figure 4.6-6 ). The impact of the various swath widths on the global cov
erage is shown in the coverage plots in the Appendix D.

4.7 Structure and Thermal Control

The structural elements of GOME reside on the optical bench, which is supported by
four feet providing the interface to the satellite. The optics are protected by a cover,while
the underside of the optical bench is closed by an EMC shield. Some auxiliaries are ac
commodated in the structural elements as well: the harnesses, the evacuation system
and a Quartz Crystal Monitor (QCM) for contamination monitoring.

For thermal control, the main path is the active detector coolingchain which has been
partially described in Chapter 4.3. The remaining elements are the flexible connections
between FPAs and heat pipes, which end up in the radiator. The remainder of the thermal
control is via passivethermal control means, except for the OFF/SAFEmode heaters.
Sensors are distributed throughout all essential active and passive elements.

Structural Elements

Optical Bench

The optical bench of dimensions 788 x 634 x 79 mm was milled out of a single
piece of aluminium alloy. Except for those surfaces used to mount equipment, all
surfaces are black anodised.

The top surface carries the optical elements and other items such as electronic
boxes directly screwed to the mounting surfaces using threaded holes. All the rim
of the top surface is used to attach the cover, except for a protruding part immedi
ately in front of the aperture which carries the alignment cube (see Chapter 2.2).

The bottom surface consists of a outer frame and a web-like structure, with the
material in between milled off, which provides the necessary structural stiffness at
a moderate weight. The harness and the pipework of the evacuation system are
routed through this web, and the off-mode heater mats are attached there. Some
holes in the optical bench permit feedthrough of the harness and pipework be
tween the top and bottom sides. The EMC shield is attached at the frame and the
centres of the webs.

At the+ and - z sides, lids, with central holes in them, protrude. The holes are used
to mount the optical bench onto the feet. At the -x side, the radiator is attached via
insulating washers.
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Figure 4. 7-1 Bottom 1·ie11· of'optirnl bench during a.1.1e1111>/y phas«

Figure 4.7-1 shows a view to the bottom side of the optical bench during the as
sembly phase. The top side, with many of the optical elements mounted already, is
shown in Figure 4.2-8.

Overall structural stiffness of the optical bench, in the completely assembled state
and suspended on the feet. results in a first resonance frequency of about 140 Hz.

Feet

The optical bench is supported by four titanium feet: the feet are locked to the lids
in the side of the optical bench frame. Each of the four feet is mounted with four
MS screws and thermal washers to the -y panel of the satellite. The foot next to the
main aperture, called the "fixed foot," is 40 mm in circular cross-section and pro
vides a rigid register for the alignment reference. The other three feet are blade
shaped with cross-sections of40 x 5 mm. The long sides of the blades are oriented
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normal to the connecting line between the centre of each foot and the centre of the
fixed foot. This provides the flexibility to adapt to changing thermal environments
without introducing stresses and deformations into the optical path.

Cover

The cover is assembled from milled piece parts of black anodised aluminium. It
protects the optics from the environment. Inside the cover are some baffles which
form a labyrinth with the baffles mounted on the optical bench. Openings for scan
ning and sun observation views are provided. During ground handling, the open
ings are protected by red aperture covers attached to the optical bench cover.

EMC Shield

The EMC shield, made from a simple aluminium sheet, covers the bottom side of
the optical bench and forms, together with the optical bench frame and the cover,
a nearly closed Faraday cage around the instrument. (Obviously, the openings for
the optical apertures are the holes in that Faraday cage.)

Auxiliaries

Internal Harness

All internal harnesses start at the bottom side of the DDHU, where all connectors
for internal harnesses are mounted. They are routed through the ribs at the bottom
side of the optical bench, and are clamped at these passages. Most of the harnesses
can be seen in Figure 4.7-1.
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Evacuation System

During ground operations, the FPAs can be evacuated to prevent freeze-out of wa
ter and other condensables on the cooled detectors. Each FPA is equipped with a
pipe connection in the vacuum part of the FPA. via flexible metal-bellows tubes,
they are connected to a manifold mounted at the bottom side of the optical bench.
From this manifold, one rigid connection passes through a hole in the optical
bench frame and ends in a conventional NW I0 flange. During ground operations,
a valve is mounted to this flange and then interfaces with the vacuum pump sys
tem. During periods of transport and storage, dry nitrogen is applied to
the FPAs. Figure 4.7-2 shows the manifold with the pipe to the external
flange.

During launch preparations, the valve is replaced by a blind flange. This flange is
removed at the latest possible point in time to leave the system open to space vacu
um after launch. Because of the long diffusion path from the FPA through the flex
ible tubes, the manifold, and the external pipe, a period of one month is planned
to allow for sufficient venting prior to switching the coolers on for the first
time.

Quartz Crystal Monitor (QCM)

A quartz crystalmonitor (alsocalledmicrobalance)protrudes from the cover into the space
above the optical bench. Itmonitors contamination of the optics during ground operations.
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The external readout electronics have been connected to take recordings at regular inter
vals.No contamination has been detected. (Next to this internalmonitor, external witness
plates have been used throughout the AIV Programme.)

Thermal Control

Detector Cooling Chain

The front-end elements of the detector cooling loop have been described already
in Chapter 4.3. This includes the Peltier element, brazed to the copper dowel of the
pin plate, which reaches through from the vacuum compartment of the FPA to the
back end (see Figure 4.3-4).

At the back end, the copper dowel is connected via a flexible connection to the
heat pipes. The flexible connection is made from an oval shaped piece of alumini
um, wire-eroded at the round parts (Figure 4.7-3 ). Connections to the copper dow
el and the fins of the heat pipes, respectively, are made at the straight parts. In this
way, good thermal contact is established, yet enough flexibility is allowed for
thermal expansion of the various elements. The bent heat pipes (two off in paral
lel) have two pairs of fins where they are attached to the external radiator. This ra
diator looks towards the deep space direction (-x), although with a limited view
factor. It is 440 mm high x 485 mm wide. The surface is covered with SSM tape.
The radiator is attached to the -x side of the optical bench frame with
titanium spacers. (In Figure 4.2-8, one can recognise the heat pipes behind the
channel objectives. The radiator is exchanged for a heat exchanger for TV
testing.)

Instrument Thermal Control

The remainder of the instrument thermal control is passive. The electronic boxes
(DDHU and SUEA) have their own radiative surfaces; non-radiative surfaces are
covered with aluminized kapton tape. They are thermally coupled to the optical
bench, and prevent its temperature from dropping too low. The optical
bench/cover are wrapped in MU foil, except for the apertures and the space be
tween optical bench/cover and radiator, which are taped with SSM foil. Heat flux
to and from the satellite panel is minimized by the isolating washers under the feet
and by MU foil between the panel and EMC shield at the bottom of the optical
bench. Figure 2.2-1 shows the fully integrated situation on the satellite.

OFF/SAFE Mode Heaters

When the instrument is "off" (payload off/safe modes), the temperature could
drop below the minimum allowed switch-on temperature. The electronic boxes,
as well as the optical bench, are therefore equipped with thermostat switched heat
er mats, which keep temperatures above -25°C.

Flight Predictions for Thermal Control

On the basis oftest results obtained with the BBM at instrument and payload level
TB/TV tests, and FM at instrument level, the temperature distributions as a func
tion of operational mode have been modelled. The results of this flight prediction
are reported in Table 4.7-4.
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Mean optical bench temperature:
hot operational case 24°C
cold operational case 6°C

Radiator temperature:
hot case - 3 "C
cold case - 24 °C

Peltier hot side temperature (cold side at - 38°C):
hot case 11 to I3°C
cold case - 15 to - I 3°C

Orbital fluctuations of 0/8 temp. <± I"C

Maximum temperature gradient along 0/8:
hot case 0.28°C/m
cold case 0.13 °C/m

Hot case. with Calibration Lamp on 0.90°C/m

Temperature increase at predisperser prism:
after I orbit of lamp operation 0.43''C
after 3 orbits of lamp operation I .8°C

Maximum heat flow between GOME and mounting panel < 3 W

Heater power demand:
off mode 13W
safe mode 23 W

Tab!« ../../-.../ Thrnnal Control Pcr/i>n11t1111·cl'rnlidio11\

4.8 DDHU and DEU

As outlined in the introduction (Chapter 1.2). al the beginning oft he GOME project it was
decided not lo provide GOME with its own Instrument Control Unit (ICU) hut instead
provide this service through the Digital Electronics Unit (DEUJ of the ;\TSR instrument.
The ATSR (apart from the DEU being the common electronics) consists of two sub
instruments: the Infrared Radiometer (IRR) and the Microwave Radiometer (MWR ). As
this single non-redundant electronics unit \\ ould control three instruments (including
GOME). it was decided to employ a second. identical DEU and a "DElJ switching unit"
to prm idc the cross-strapping between the DEUs and the instruments (IRR. MWR. and
GOME). Figure 4.8-1 shows a block diagram of the ATSR/GOME assembly and its
electrical interfaces with the satellite subsystems.

Sen ices provided to GOME by the DEUs arc described briefly in the next sub-section.
followed by a design description of the DSLJ. The design. interfaces with GOME
subsystems. and functions of the DDHLJ !GOMFs main electronics) arc then
described.



Figure 4.li-1 DEU/DSU/IRRJMWRJGOME
block diagram
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JRR-2

COME MWR-2

ERS-2 Payload Module

4.8.1 DEUsand DSU

The DEUs provide the following services to GOME: commanding, telemetry acquisi
tion, science data acquisition, timing and surveillance. These services are described in
detail in the following paragraphs:

Commanding

The DEUs interface with the ERS On-Board Computer (OBC) via the On-Board
Data Handling (OBDH) bus and are the addressees for GOME-related, uplinked
macrocommands (MCMDs). There are five GOME related MCMDs:

GOME on: Powers GOME by activating a relay in the DDHU act
ing on the prime power bus coming from the Power
Distribution Unit (POU)

GOME off: De-powers GOME.

GOME Parameter: The values in the parameter, converted by the DEU
into a serial bit stream to the DDHU, contain the set
tings of all subsystems and parameters. When for
warded to the DDHU, the ICU time is appended. (For
details of the settings, see Chapter 7. I).
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GOMETimeline No.
(1, 2 or 3) Load:

Loads a timeline addressed to GOME into one of the
three DEU memory are as reserved for this.

A timeline consists of up to 30 parameters (as con
tained in the "GOMEParameter"MCMD) plus adelay
value for each parameter.

GOME Timeline No. Starts the execution of the respective timelines.
(1,2 or 3) Activate: According to the specified delay with respect to the

starting time of the timeline, command bit streams are
sent to the DDHU.

One timeline can, in principle, run successively for up to 16times; the number of
repetitions is contained in the "Activate" format.

The hardware interface consists of differential signal lines for command, strobe
and clock.

Telemetry

The DEUs acquire housekeeping telemetry from the DDHU and send it to
the ground via the OBDH/OBC and the S-band link. The contents of this
housekeeping information is the same as is put into the first frame of the
science packet (see next paragraph). Because of the constraints of the existing
system, GOME housekeeping data are transmitted for 16 sec, alternating with
ATSR housekeeping information every 32 sec. (This limits the visibility of
GOME behaviour somewhat for the operations people.) The hardware interface
consists of four differential signal lines: telemetry data, sample (to initiate the
word transfer), clock, and request (to initiate a "frozen" housekeeping set to be
transmitted).

Science Data Acquisition

The DEUs acquire the GOME science packets, which are transferred to ground
via the IDHT and X-Band interface. A science packet, comprised of 20 frames
with 200 words each, is produced nominally by the GOME every 1.5 seconds.
Since the generation intervalof theATSR-2DEUvaries as a function of the instru
mentmode (150milliseconds ifthe ATSRIRR isON, 151milliseconds ifthe IRR
is OFF), the GOME is able to discard the last frame of its science packet if the
DEU is too slow to acquire the data with respect to the 1.5second rate. When the
IRR isON, all packets will contain 20 frames; when the IRR isOFF (non-nominal
case), two frames will be discarded every seven science packets. (Packets will be
shortened to 19or 18frames by the DDHU.)

Timing

The DEUs pass on the OBDH clock signal, its rate divided to 256 Hz, to the
DDHU. From this clock signal and the ICU time appended to the command word,
the datation of the science data is derived.

Hardware implementation is via a differential line carrying the clock.



Figure -1.8.2-1 Hoard conjiguration in the
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Surveillance

Limited surveillance (and reporting of detected anomalies) is done by the DEUs.
No autonomous re-configuration of GOME will result from this surveillance.

DSlJ

The DSU is the unit in which the signal and power lines from the two DEUs (A and
BJ are merged to the non-redundant sub-instruments (!RR. MWR. and GOME).
Signal lines arc passively spliced (two drivers into one receiver. and two receivers
for one driver). The selection of which DEU to activate is by ground command to
the ICU power relay in the payload Power Distribution Unit.

4.8.2 Detection and Data Handling Unit (DDHlJ)

All the GOME electrical interfaces to the ERS-2 payload arc located in this unit.
Moreover. it receives the GOME commands. controls all the other GOME subsys
tems according to those commands. and collects the relevant scientific and house
keeping telemetry. As such. it is the most important unit from an operations point
of view.

The DDHU is located in the+ Yl+Z corner of the optical bench. It is composed of
eight electronics hoards (power supply module. pixel readout logic. power control
and service block. analog processor module. GOME microprocessor hoard. re
mote telemetry module. Peltier control module. and mother hoard). which arc de
scribed in the following paragraphs. These hoards arc inserted into the DDHU as
shown in Figure 4.8.2-1: Figure 4.8.2-2 shows the box open.

Power Supply Module

The main function of this hoard is to generate all the secondary supplies needed hy
the GOME subsystems. including the DDHU itself hut excluding the calibration

+Z
ffi -Y

I
+X __Li_

etcther board



unit lamp (see Calibration Unit. Chapter 4.4). This is achieved using a DC/DC
converter which converts the GOME NOMINAL POWER bus from the PL-PDU
(28 V unregulated) to the required secondary levels. The switching frequency
(65.5 kHz) of the DC/DC converter and its phase are slaved to the GOME master
clock in order to minimise internal GOME EMC problems. The same 65.5 kHz
signal is distributed as well to the CU power supply for the same reason.

The secondary supplies are isolated with respect to the primary power bus. which
may vary from 22 Volts to 37 Volts. without detrimental effect on GOME opera
tions. The secondary outputs are:

+5 Volts: digital supply used for the DDHU itself and electrical interface
circuitry.
+28 Volts: supply used for the detector thermal control and the cover
emergency mode.
+/-12 Volts: used directly for the scan mirror unit and indirectly with
+/-9 Volts series regulator to the PU and the analog circuitry in APM and
FPA. It also powers a current source which is used for opening/closing the
CU shutter in nominal mode.
+8 Volts analog: precise supply used by the APM and the RTM. It also
provides the current sources which supply the LEDs.
-5 Volts analog: used by the RTM board.

The power supply board temperature is measured by the DDH U itself and by the
PL-PDU.

Pixel Readout Logic

The Pixel Readout Logic (PRL) board is composed of the following blocks:

Figure -1.8.2-2 l>/JHl 'hur O/Wll showing
electronic» boards



Time base and synchronisation: generation and the synchronisation for the
entire DDHU and the GOME subsystem are performed by the clocks.
ADC logic: the control signals for APM.
Address generation: the address for the FPA pixels.
OBC timer I/F: the interface to acquire and count the 256 Hz signal derived
from the OBDH clock by the ATSR DEU.
Anti-latch-up circuitry: the anti-latch-up protection for APM.
Bus I/F: the bus interface to/from the DDHU system bus.

The Pixel Readout Logic board generates the address and the strobe to each pixel
of the four FPA detectors. Each detector is made of an array of I024 pixels. The
pixels are addressed sequentially, one pixel every 91.55 us; if the specified inte
gration time (IT) for that pixel has elapsed, a strobe signal is generated to the array
and a pulse, proportional to the quantity of light integrated on that pixel, is pre
sented to the video input of the APM board for conversion.

Each readout operation resets the corresponding arraypixel, hence the integration
time is the time distance between two consecutive strobe pulses addressed to the
same pixel. The nominal pixel readout time is 91.55 us, leading to a minimum IT
of93.75 ms (1024 * 91.55 µs). The duration ofa "groundpixel" is nominally 1.5
seconds in the visible and corresponds to 16minimum ITs.

Nomore than one useful readout, performed byDMA transfer fromAPM's ADC
to memory, is made every 1.5 seconds. If the selected IT is shorter than 1.5 sec
onds, softwarecommands the PRL to insert a propernumber of' dummyreadouts'
according to the integration time selected. Such 'dummy readouts' always corre
spond to an IT of93.75 ms duration.

For integration times longer than 1.5seconds, the PRLpresents an invalidpattern
('FFFFHex') meaning that the integration time is not yet completed within the
present 1.5second interval.The pixel readout is synchronisedwith the scanmirror
movement whose period is 6 seconds.

Another OMA data transfer relates to the PRL. It consists of programming the
PRL for every pixel of each array to indicate whether its nominal IT is complete
and initiates a readout. A PRTtable is computedby theDDHUprocessor for every
93.75 ms period for that purpose.

To summarise, there are two types of DMA transfers associated with that
board:

one 'write' type which transfers one line of PRT to control the integration
time and to select if the data or dummymust be taken away from theAPM's
ADC;
one 'read' type which transfers data converted from the APM's ADCs to
memory.

It must be noted that the PRL has total hardware control over the APM board
(ADC conversion, transfer, etc.).

The PRL temperature is measured by the DDHU and transmitted to the ground.
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Power Control and Service Block

The main purpose of the PCS (PowerControl and Service) board is to switch and
control various power lines:

Main power line
Calibration Unit line
Mirror heater line
Cover motor line

Furthermore, it furnishes other services:

Power supply to external sensors
Current regulation for calibration LEDs
RS232 interface

Themainpower line is switchedon andoffby two separate lines received from the
DEU. In addition, the PCS receives a separate Switch Off Line (SOL) from the
payload power distribution unit to switch off the unit in case of an emergency.

The calibration unit is powered directly from the primary 28 Voltswhich is con
trolled by means of a latching relay. (Refer to the Calibration Unit, Chapter 4.4.)
Two other circuits control power to the mirror heater and to the cover motor, and
send the appropriate supply polarity for movements. The status of the cover reeds
relays is acquired on that board as well and put into an I/O register which can be
accessed by the DDHU software.

Apower regulator is included on that board to supply the optical sensors and relat
ed electronics. The constant current sources for the calibration LEDs aremounted
on this board as well.

The RS232 interface provided a convenient way to load software and test the
GOME instrument on the ground. This interface is disabled during flight.

Analog Processor Module

Themain function of the board is to filter anddigitally convert the voltage coming
from the diodes of the FPAarrays.

The voltage from the diodes is filtered through a Double Differentiating, Double
Integrating (DDDI) circuit (analog filter) and then applied to the ADC. The four
converters work in parallel and produce four 16-bitwords which are read by the
central processor by means of a DMA technique (refer back to the PRL section).
These converters provide an on-chip calibration function which can be run con
secutively or interleaved. A continuous calibration is initiated at power-up, or af
ter a latch-up or by command, and takes -400 ms to complete. At the end of this
calibration, the converter is controlled by the DDHU software to enter an inter
leaved calibration which runs forever and completes every -5 seconds. The latter
mode of calibration is totally transparent to the DDHU processor.

Polarisation and motor current acquisition is also performed on that board. The
three PU detectors (see Chapter 4.5) and the IMOT signals are acquired through a



multiplexer by an ADC that stores the converted data in four registers. The
registers are downloaded on interrupt call by the digital processor module. The
four signals are read 16 times and averaged by software over the 93.75 ms period.
It is possible to disable this averaging function.

The same board contains a precise 5-Volt regulator for the ADC and anti-latch-up
circuitry which switches off the complete APM analog circuit if the current is
greater than 100 milliamperes. The enabling of the supply is performed under
software control. Four temperature sensors are mounted on this board to allow
precise monitoring of the analog chain temperature.

GOME Microprocessor Circuit (GMC) Board

The GMC consists of a PCB with two hybrid circuits. One hybrid contains the
microprocessor, the PROM, and the most important 1/0 circuits and glue logic,
while the other hybrid contains the RAM and EEPROM memory. The remaining
logic associated with the use of a processor is installed on the PCB itself.

Main processor configuration:
processor type:
crystal clock:
processor clock derived
from master clock:
PROM:
EEPROM:
RAM:
RS232 l/F to SU:
RS232 1/F to EGSE:
DMA controller:
Master interrupt controller:
Slave interrupt controller:
Programmable interval timer:

80C86
14.680064 MHz (Master Clock)

4.893 MHz
4 Kbytes
32 Kbytes
96 Kbytes
80C52
82C52
82C37
82C59
82C59
82C54

From an operations point of view, the processor board is detailed in the functional
chapters of this document.

Remote Telemetry Module (RTM)

The RTM implements most of the hardware interfaces between GOME and the
ATSR DEU, as well as the acquisition of auxiliary analog telemetry from the
various GOME subsystems. The term 'auxiliary' relates to the fact that the critical
science analog acquisition is performed by the APM described above.

The 'DEU interface' functions are:

reception of the differential signals from the DEU
conversion of differential signals to single-ended signals
serial to parallel conversion to transfer relevant commands to GMC
parallel to serial conversion of HK and science telemetry from GMC
transfer of these telemetry data to the DEU via differential interfaces
control of OMA channel to transfer science data from GMC to RTM
control of DMA channel to transfer HK data from GMC to RTM
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temporary storage of command words from DEU into FIFO
generation of hardware interrupt to GMC when a new command is received

The analog acquisition functions are:

acquisition of all GOME temperature sensors
acquisition of the CU voltage and current
acquisition of analog chain offsets
selection by software of the conversion gain
to maximise the span of the ADC

The baseline is that differential signals are measured with low gain, and single
ended signals are measured with high gain.

The various channels and measurement options are selected with a software
driven multiplexer. Note that the scan mirror temperature signal is monitored con
tinuously by the hardware of the RTM to provide feedback for the scan mirror
heater mode.

Peltier Control Module

The function of this board is to stabilise the temperature of the four FPA detectors
individually. Cooling the detectors reduces their dark current which is a source of
noise; warming of the detectors could introduce attenuation effects due to contam
ination or radiation. The board has been designed to be software controlled to al
low more flexibility during the design and test phases. Moreover, this flexibility
will permit changes to some parameters of the thermal control loop, in case the
GOME thermal system degrades. The module is composed of the following com
ponents:

Four step-down converters to partition the incoming 28 Volts secondary
supply from the power supply module into a 0 to 5 Volts supply to the Peltier
element after passive filtering.
Relays to select polarity of the voltage to the Peltier and implement cooling
or warming of the detectors.
Four software-loaded registers to control the step-down converters and
relays.

Each bit of the step-down converter control register corresponds to -125 mV out
put to the Peltier coolers. The maximum voltage is limited by software to 4.625
Volts. A built-in overvoltage limiter will prevent the Peltier output from rising be
yond 5.5 V.Moreover, a current limiter will trigger and turn off the Peltieroutput if
any Peltier current exceeds 1.5A.

One temperature sensor is mounted on the board; its output is transmitted to the
ground.
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5. Instrument Performance

GOME FM underwent a series of test and performance evaluation activities. The major
test campaigns were:

Functional and Performance test in clean room at Galileo
• Vibration test at Dornier

EMC test at Dornier
Payload level test at ESTEC
TV test at Galileo

• Calibration and characterisation at TPD.

The summary of the performance evaluation results presented in this chapter focus main
ly on characterisation results, whereas the calibration results are described in the next
chapter.

The performance evaluation results of GOME described here report the in-orbit situation,
which means measurements have been performed in vacuum and at about 20"C optical
bench temperature. The temperature reference point is the predisperser prism. Parame
ters such as instantaneous Field of View and pupil area, which are by design not affected
by these assumptions, are measured in ambient air and at room temperature.

5.1 Instantaneous Field of View

The instantaneous Field of View is defined as

along track: the projection of the length of the detector pixel through the
telescope, designed for 2.87 deg.
the projection of the width of the entrance slit through the
telescope, designed for 0.14 deg.

across track:

The actual figures for Field of View as measured are as per Table 5.1-1:

2.57 - 2.61 0.139

2.63 - 2.81 0.139

2.74 - 2.77 0.139

Table 5. 1-1 Measurements of Instantaneous Field of Vie\\'*

The PMD channels have the following characteristics:

PMD channel I:
PMD channel 2:
PMD channel 3:

2.59 deg
2.59 deg
2.59 deg.

These channels overlap more than 97% with the main channels.

*The different values in the along-track direction correspond to the wavelength extremes
of each channel.



5.2 Pupil Area

The pupil area is defined by diaphragms and by the values of the optical components in
the instrument, and is hence channel dependent. The principal diaphragm, having a circu
lar shape of 25 mm diameter. is located at the predisperser prism. For channels 3 and 4. an
elliptical diaphragm in their common parallel light path, with axes length of 24.1 mm by
17 mm, defines their pupil areas.

An asymmetric diaphragm at the front of the objective of channel 2 reduces the relative
pupil area linearly from I at 320 nm to 0.6 at 400 nm.

The overall figures for the size of the entrance pupil for the different channels are:

Channel I :
Channel 2:
Channel 3:
Channel 4:

0.980 cm2

0.980 cm2 (at 320 nm)
0.215 cm '
0.215 cm2

5.3 Spectral Coverage and Resolution

The spectral coverage of the GOME FM is defined by the optical layout and the mechani
cal adjustment of the four detectors in the focal planes. The results, presented in Table
5.3-1, are deduced from TV test data and are representative for vacuum conditions at
about 20°C.

0.20 0.17

405 - 611 595 - 793307-316 31 l - 405

0.29 0.330.20

Table 5.3-1 Spec/ml cm·emge and resolution

The channel separation at 50% of the overlap regions is as follows:

Channel 1 - 2
Channel 2 - 3
Channel 3 - 4

313.4nm
not useful
606.50 nm

5.4 Spectral Stability

Spectral stability was assessed during the instrument level TV test. During the execution
of the test. GOME had been temperature cycled between -20°C and+ 40°C. Each meas
urement was performed after having reached a steady-state situation. The values repre
sent the average shift in pixel of the analysed spectral lines. The ambient pressure
situation is given for information. The temperature is referenced to the predisperser
prism.
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Ambient II 20.2°C -1.46 -1.85 -1.25 -1.87

Vacuum 22.7°C 0 0 0 0 I Reference
I

Vacuum - I3.8°C 0.556 0.197 1.004 0.202

Vacuum 0.45°C 0.409 0.033 0.648 0.112

Vacuum 19.?°C 0.215 -0.014 0.061 0.056

Vacuum 39.4"C O.oI I -0.073 0.067 0.008

Table 5.4-1 Spectral shifts as a function of temperature

The resulting temperature shift per degree C is given below. As the fluctuation of the tem
perature around an orbit is expected to be about l .6°C. the third column gives the expect
ed wavelength stability per orbit.

channel 1
channe12
channel3
channel4

0.023 pixel/deg
0.015 pixel/deg
0.028 pixel/deg
0.021 pixel/deg

0.037 pixel/orbit
0.024 pixel/orbit
0.045 pixel/orbit
0.034 pixel/orbit

The particular set-up in the instrument TV test gave a somewhat optimistic picture,
because it minimised gradients in the optical bench and their variations. In reality, the
spectral shifts are expected to be larger by a factor of two than those reported above. As an
order of magnitude, this has been confirmed with the BBM in the payload thermal
balance test.

5.5 Optical Efficiency

Optical efficiency was measured at the component level and then compiled for the
end-to-end assessment. The individual measurements were done by Galileo, Balzers and
Carl Zeiss.

The definition of the polarisation direction of GOME is made with reference to the
orientation of the four gratings, the main polarisation-sensitive elements. Parallel means
parallel to the grating grooves and therefore parallel to the entrance slit. This is also the
signal measured with the polarisation measurement device (PMD). In the literature,
polarisation directions are sometimes referenced to the incidence plane of the in
coming radiation. In this case, the GOME definition of p and s polarisation must be
switched.



The overall results of optical efficiency are:

Channel 1

II "',;' {5'~,tH
239 267 300

p avg s p avg s p avg

0.14 I 0.22 n.18 0.16 0.28 0.23 0.13 0.35 0.24

lli ••• ll
Channel 2

II 'X3°fii&+ihte::::'~~JI I
320 360 400

p avg s p avg s p I avg

0.151 0.29 0.22 0.1 0.23 0.17 0.08 0.11 I 0.12
0

I' '"'"'i"'jfftWITT\iP4W

Channel 3

Ii }.-~~~:.,'f~M·~,-·!1 I
400 502 605

p avg s p avg s p avg

0.141 0.15 0.14 0.18 0.24 0.21 0.08 0.07 0.08

i[·~JI
Channel 4

h <;'" lf:"7'™'1iiiiiiiill I
600 690 790

p avg s p avg s p avg

0.01 I O.G3 0.02 0.10 0.08 0.09 0.06 0.06 0.06

Table 5.5-1 : Optical efficiency of polarised channels

Table 5.5-1 Optical efficiency of GOME channels for p, s polarisation and
as an avem!(e (i.e.,for unpolarised light}.

5.6 Stray Light Characterisation

Stray light in GOME consists of uniformly distributed stray light, plus ghosts, and inter
channel stray light (stray light as a result of flux from the other channels), but is mainly
intra-channel stray light (stray light within one channel).

Ghost lines are a more or less focused image of a spectral range on another part of the
channel. These ghosts are created by a specular reflection oflight impingingon the detec
tor,which is reflected back in zeroth order of the grating or from the surfacesof the lenses
closest to the detectors.
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The design goal for stray light reduction was" 1% of the expected signal flux." For spec
tral regions with a change in signal by many decades, such as in channel I and partly in
channel 2, this requirement has to be folded with the expected signal flux for the in-orbit
situation. This results in a" I% level of the expected signal per detector element." As a re
sult, the acceptable stray light levels are:

Channel I: 0.0085% at 240 nm
0.28% at 290 nm

Channel 2: 0.11 % at 310 nm
0.99 % at 350 nm

Channels 3 and 4: 1% at all wavelengths

The actual figures for the uniform stray light level are:

Channel I:
Channel 2:
Channel 3:
Channel 4:

not measurable
0.3%
0.3%
0.2%

Ghost characterisation was done and is reported in the following table. The defocusing
information is the ratio of the full width at half maximum of the ghost line to the parent
line. The illumination wavelength is the centre wavelength of the interference filter used.

320 nm 530 0.6 0.1%

380 nm 547 0.8 0.05%

450 nm 480 1.0 0.2 %

550 nm 478 1.2 0.1 %

650 nm 547 1.1 0.02 %

750 nm 550 1.4 0.05%
!'; TCt<":f:'i%fH.~f'i:pf@TN"<;~Jf~::!I

Table5.6-1 Ghost (stray light) characterisations

The levels of inter-channel stray light are so small that they are not of importance.

5.7 Electro-Optical Performance

5.7.1 Noise of Electrical Chain

The noise of the electrical chain was assessed at several points in the test flow of GOME
FM. In most cases, noise was assessed for the following conditions:



detector cooled to 235 K
integration times of 93.75 msec and 1.5 sec
noise defined as standard deviation of a set of 256 measurements

The mean noise figure is 2000 electrons.

The noise in electrons can be converted to binary units (BU) by using the relation:

903 electrons equals I BU.

5.7.2 Signal Chain Offset

The offset of the signal chain is:

Channel I
Channel 2
Channel 3
Channel 4

148 BU
143 BU
144 BU
140 BU

5.7.3 Saturation Level

The individual detector arrays used in channels I to 4 all have slightly different saturation
values. which are defined by the maximum capacity of the p-n junction in the individual
pixels. The maximum signal outputs at saturation are:

Channel I
Channel 2
Channel 3
Channel 4

55488 BU (9.0 pC)
57961 BU(9.I pC)
53440 BU (8.9 pC)
59119 BU (9.5 pC)

5.7.4 Dark Current

Dark current behaviour of the four Reticon detector arrays has been measured at 235 K.

Channel I 0.29 fA
Channel 2 0.27 tA
Channel 3 0.26 fA
Channel 4 0.23 fA

5.7.5 Signal-to-Noise Ratios

Signal-to-noise ratios were verified by analysis (related photon noise and the noise of the
electronic chain) for the nominal fluxes specified in the following table:
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30 s 310 4000 6325

2 I 1.5s 312 600 849

2 1.5s 320 1600 3609

2 1.5s 350 2000 4682

L. 1.5s 400 4000 5134

3 1.5s 460 4000 I 3967

3 1.5s 590 4000 4251

4 1.5s 600 4000 1925

4 1.5s 670 4000 4214

4 1.5s 790 I 4000 I 3139
II

Table5.7-1 Signal-to-noise ratios

5.8 Slit Function

The slit function of GOME was assessed by analysing the measurements of the internal
wavelength calibration lamp at several steps in the environmental testing of GOME FM.
A comparison of these slit functions with slit functions derived from external light
sources (Hg lamp) does not show large discrepancies, except for channel 2. The slit
functions derived vary with:

pressure (ambient or vacuum)
temperature (-15 ° C to +40° C)
position on the detector array.

The complete set of slit functions is available as part of the k~y calibration data.
The slit functions of GOME for the vacuum conditions at 20 C can be described by the
formula:

with x0 being the centre of line position and a 1and a0 as follows:
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0.6568 0.6568

0.7679 0.7675

0.7381 0.7377

Note: The application of the slit function is for the convolution of high resolution
absorption cross-section measurements from literature references to the
GOME resolution.

5.9 Polarisation Monitoring Device(PMD)

5.9.1 Spectral Coverageof PMD

The PMD spectral coverage and the signal-to-noise ratio were analysed in vacuum and
are reported below.

The channel separation of the PMD is realized by imaging a polarised, low-dispersion
spectrum, generated by the predisperser prism onto the PMD detectors. The three detec
tors for the UV, visible and red spectral bands are different in size to compensate for non
linear dispersion. The PMD 3 for the infrared is only 0.36 mm broad, but covers 200 nm.
The difference between the refractive index of the predisperser prism (fused silica) in air
and vacuum leads to a shift in wavelength coverage. As a consequence, the fixed detectors
monitor slightly different wavelength bands in vacuum than in air. The wavelength bands
covered in vacuum were assessed as part of the TV test:

400 - 600 nm

580 - 745 nm

397 - 580 nm

600 - 800 nm

5.9.2 Stray Light in the PMD

The PMD sensors are sensitive to long-wavelength stray light, which illuminates PMDs 1
and 2. The amount of light is difficult to assess because it cannot be measured at the same
time with the Reticon detectors. A first assessment showed that, with a laboratory light
source, 4% of the PMD 1signal came from wavelengths 700 -1200 nm and less than I%
of the PMD 2 signal.

5.9.3 Signal-to-Noiseof the PMD

The signal-to-noise ratios of the PMD were evaluated by analysis of the noise data taken
during the TV test and by evaluating the expected signal output.
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The expected signal output is about 18000 BU. Therms noise levels are very small as a
consequence of the averaging process (16 samples per 93.75 msec are averaged). The
noise level is below I BU. Taking into account the photon noise, the signal-to-noise val
ues are:

PMD I 22500
PMD2 90000
PMD 3 90000

5.9.4 Temperature Drift of the PMD

The temperature drift of the PMDs was assessed during the TV test and is quantified as
follows:

PMD I 0.23%/deg C
PMD 2 0.27%/deg C
PMD 3 0.36%/deg C

5.9.5 Instrument Performance during TB/TV Test

During the satellite TB/TV test performed in September 1993. GOME FM was not avail
able and therefore the BBM replaced the GOME FM during this test. Nevertheless, due to
the very similar design of GOME BBM and FM, the results can be used for a performance
assessment.

The following results are based on the outcome of this test:

orbital variation of the reference temperature sensor on the optical bench is
+!- 0.8 K.

• average temperature of the optical bench is typically 7-10 K lower than the
predicted values. This is mainly caused by a stronger coupling between the optical
bench and the local radiators of the electronic unit and the scan mirror electronic
unit. The average values of the final flight predictions are 2°C in cold operation
(beginning-of-life, summer solstice) and about 21°C in hot operation (end-of-life,
winter solstice).
temperature differences on the optical bench are less than 2.5 K.
temperature increase at the optical bench (reference point) after three orbits of
operation of the calibration lamp is 2.3 K (after one orbit, 0.6 K).
stray light can enter the instrument via the scan unit.

The last point has been overcome by using an improved design of the baffling system of
GOME for the FM.



The spectral shift of lines during one orbit for the four different channels has been as
sessed by TPD. The following values are reported:

During one of the test phases, the calibration lamp was switched on for four hours. The in
fluence of the related slowly increasing temperature of the optical bench was measured
during this phase. In general, it is small compared to the overall shift due to the orbital
swing in temperature.

5.10 PointingPerformance

5.10.1 PointingError Budget

The pointing budget as presented in the GOME on ERS 2 overall pointing budget is sub
divided into different cases. The figures are given for the x. y, and z axes of ERS-2.

The pointing budget for static nadir pointing is given for the beginning of life:

0.223 0.148 0.268

0.225 0.3580.290

The pointing budget for nadir scanning:

0.185 0.145 0.268

0242 0.3590.276
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The pointing budget for the sun pointing mode (without scan unit contributions):

0.149 0.2150.124

0.221 0.3040.188

5.10.2 Pointing Error Rates

Pointing error rates have been assessed as:

in (pitch) x axis:
in (roll) y axis:
in (yaw) z axis:

1.277 mdeg/s
0.607 mdeg/s
1.127 mdeg/s

5.10.3 Influence of Pointing and Mapping Errors and Slit Image on Earth

Pointing errors of both the satellite platform and the instrument cause a distortion of the
instantaneous field of view, which is determined by the projection of the entrance slit on
the earth's surface.

The distortion of the slit is dominated by the influence of earth curvature. Pointing errors
account for changes on the ten-meter range while earth curvature at the extreme points of
the scan (+/- 30 deg) are in the range of a kilometre.

The deviation of a 2 km by 40 km slit in nadir view, compared to the extreme swath posi
tion, is +0.9 km across track and+ 7.2 km along track.

5.11 Resource Demands

The actual resource demands of the FM instrument, as built, are:

mass: 55.3 kg (including thermal and interfacing hardware)

volume: 786 mm x 634 mm x 380 mm (x * y * z)
(radiator height 468 mm in z)

idle mode
normal operations
lamp calibration

14W
26W
31 w

power:

heater power: off mode
safe mode

13w
23 W (36 W maximum)

data rate: 43 kbps
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6. Instrument Calibration

6.1 General

Calibrations are performed to obtain data which arc applied (as necessary) to correct in
orbit measurements to arrive at correct measurement values. Characterisation is the in
vestigation of parameters which arc not applied in the data processing immediately (i.e ..
because the real values can he obtained only in orbit) but where it is of interest to know
them (c.g .. in order to assess the effect of environmental change from ground to orbit).

The focus of the principal ground calibration exercise is on those parameters which are
essential for data processing. hut which cannot be measured in orbit (but arc also not sup
posed to change from ground-to-orbit).

6.2 Rationale for Calibration; Calibration Requirements

Calibration is the assembly of measurements and other activities to allow. with sufficient
accuracy. the transformation of raw in-orbit data (level 0) of a representation in physical
quantities to the raw data input of binary units as a function of pixel number. Also includ
ed within the definition of calibration are several additional measurements needed in or
der to be able to make full use of the physical quantities. Examples of those additional
measurements are the Ring effect and the observations of molecular cross-sections.

Figure 6.2-1 diagrams the processing path of raw data into physical quantities and other
refined products. The starting point here is raw data (binary units as a function of pixels).
With proper wavelength calibration. these data are converted into binary units as a func
tion of wavelength. With proper polarisation calibration. the influence of instrument po
larisation properties is removed. yielding binary units corrected for polarisation as a
function of wavelength. The data can then be processed further in two ways:

RAW DATA @.U. vs pxl

j wavelength calibration

RAW DATA VS WAVELENGTII (B.U. vs A)

l polariz •• /M calibr.at ion

I
RADIANCE (W/cm'.sr.nm}

1

ATMOSPHERIC ALBEDO (sr'l

1
slit function

linearity calibration
straylight

REFINED PRODUCTS REFINED PRODUCTS Figure fJ.2-1 /'nh·cssi11g rt/\\' data info phvvi-
cul qtunniti:» wit! refined proihut»
Ii. I" = !>i11<1r\ unit! I!: /I\ =/>ire/rs I



Table 6.2:2 Summary o(GOME calibration
requirements.
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a. into radiances (in W/cm2 sr nm) as a function of wavelength; for this step a radiance
calibration is required;

b. into atmospheric albedo (in sr') as a function of wavelength; for this step the BRDF
calibration of the GOME Calibration Unit (CU) is needed.

In addition to these primary calibration functions, as shown in Figure 6.2-1, instrument
characterisations are undertaken such as characterisations of field-of-view, noise, instru
ment stability, and so on.

A condensed listing of calibration/characterisation requirements as used for GOME
FM/FSM is presented in Table 6.2-2.

~f ,~,,.,,,v .. -- , ' n ~ ~ n

l,· 'I

iJ > ~ ~ . -·
1. BRDF of CU ±1% crucial for BUV technique;

independent check by means of
items #3 and #4; polarisation
sensitivity to be included

2. Polarisation ±1% includes responses of channels 1-4
properties and PMD outputs; influence of

scan mirror to be included

3. S~tral radiance overall accuracy
± 3.0 - 3.5%
overall
reproducibility ±
1%

4. S~tral irradiance overall accuracy
± 3.0 - 3.5%
overall
reproducibility ±
1%

5. Wavelen~ :I: 0.05 px; crucial for DOAS technique
calibration goal :t0.02 px

6. S~tral resolution :I: 0.1 px on
and slit function FWHM

7. Stray light :I: 0.3 - 0.4% GOME requirement for stray light
is< 1%

8. FoV and near-field :I: 0.2 - 0.4% also to be included: effects on
scattered light radiometric response and on

spectral calibration when partially
illuminated FoV

9. Overall noise :tO.l B.U. for scientific channels as well as
forPMDs

10. Lineari!Y :I: 0.2 - 0.4%

11. Diffuser reflectance < 1% for an in-orbit long term changes shall be
individual known with an accuracy of :t0.2%
calibration per year

12. Molecular reference crucial for DOAS technique
~

13. Zenith sky zenith sky observations provide
information on Ring effect

14. -Alig!!filent ± 0.05 deg.

15. Light tightness to be demonstrated before starting
actual calibrations



6.3 Calibration Facility

The aim of the preflight calibrations was to determine with sufficient acrnracy the prima
ry calibration functions and other instrument characterisations as outlined in Table (1.2-2.
For GOME. the majority of calibrations were performed with the instrument in air. This
was possible for GOME because the focal plane assemblies could he evacuated, allowing
the instrument in air to operate with detectors cooled to -38°C. Supporting measurements
from the instrument thermal \ acuurn test provided information on changes due to the
transition from air to vacuum. and on changes due to the influence of temperature. The
preflight Calibration Facility included:

a double-monochromator, featuring a collimated output beam of a high degree of
uniformity. with low stray light and low residual polarisation. which covered the
wavelength range of interest for GOME:

a white-light set-up. producing multi-spectral diffuse light with low residual
polarisation

a Brew stcr polariser. enabling linear polarisation of light O\ er a large spectral range
(UV+ VIS+ near JR)

a rudiuncc/irrudiance detector unit. enabling the detection of radiance as well as of
irradiancc using the same optical components and detector

Figure 6.3-1 lhc cout. im11w11l"11/ 111011111cd

0111/1c/urge turntable in the Calibration lruil it-:
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Figure 64-1 BRDF of the Calibration Unit
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standards for spectral irradiance, traceable to the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST), USA

a large turntable onto which the instrument was mounted, in particular to characterise
the polarisation properties as a function of the scan angle

An optical test unit was developed for use during the thermal-vacuum test at instrument
level, providing white diffuse light to GOME during the test; the unit contained a six
band spectral monitoring instrument to check the long-term stability of the unit.

6.4 Flight-Model Calibration Results

In this section, a summary is presented of selected calibration results obtained for GOME
FM during preflight calibration.

Bidirectional ReflectionDistribution Function (BRDF)of the Calibration Unit

Figure 6.4-1 shows the results obtained for the BRDF calibration of the GOME
Calibration Unit flight model. It illustrates that the BRDF is a smooth function
over the azimuth and elevation angles of interest of the in-orbit sun calibrations of
GOME.

The accuracy analysis for this calibration, based on actual measurements or esti
mates of all error sources, yields accuracy figures of I. 7% (A> 270 nm) and 2.2%
(250 nm< A.<270 nm). These figures represent the 99% error interval and might
be somewhat pessimistic in view of the actual accuracy achieved. The calibration
obtained from the preflight measurements in air are directly applicable to the situ
ation of the in-orbit environment.
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Polarisation Properties

This calibration consisted of a number of different measurements, including the
four array detector channels and the three PMD channels of GOME, and also in
cluded the influence of the GOME scan mirror. As an example of one of these
measurements, the ratio of the response for P polarisation and S polarisation is
shown in Figure 6.4-2.

As expected, the instrument showed a pronounced polarisation response. The nar
row structures in channel 3 and the phenomenon in the overlap region between
channels 3 and 4 are caused by the dichroic beamsplitter used to separate spectral
ly channels 3 and 4. The figure also clearly shows the influence of the gratings.

For the curve shown in Figure 6.4-2, the accuracy analysis yields figures of 0.34 -
0.83% for channels 2-4 and 0.45 - 3.5% for channel I. The poor accuracy of 3.5%
in channel 1 applies to the low-wavelength part of channel 1 where the preflight
and in-orbit measurements were hampered by a lack of signal. Apart from this de
viation in channel I, the accuracies obtained for the calibration of polarisation
properties were within specifications. To convert the preflight calibration func
tions to those for the in-orbit environment, corrections are implemented for:

a. changes in performance of the GOME dichroic channel separator
b. changes in performance of the GOME fused-silica predisperser prism.

chan 2chan 1 :
0 -!-~+-----+~-+--·

200 300 400 500 600 700
Wavelength [nm]

800

Figure6.4-2 Ratio of"GOMEResponsejor
Sand P Polarisation
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Spectral Radiance I lrradiance

Spectral irradiance of GOME was calibrated using I000-Watt FEL lamps cali
brated for spectral irradiance by the NIST. The spectral irradiancc calibration
function obtained is shown in Figure 6.4-:la.

The curves in Figures 6.4-:la and -:lb show quite erratic behaviour. This is most
likely caused by:

a. the so-called etalonning effect (i.c .. optical interference effects originating in
a thin surface layer of the Rcticon detector): this causes a modulation in output
with changing wavelength: the effect is shown in an undisturbed way in channel 2
(A.= :ioo - ..+oonm):
b. irregularities in the spectral region A.= ..+50- 500 nm due to the dichroic beam
splitter providing the splitting between channels 3 and-l
c. a strong anomaly (a so-called Wood's anomaly) around A.= 700 nm. due to the
grating of channel-l.

Apart from these spikes. peaks and valleys. the figures also display changes in op
tical efficiencies of the gratings within the GOME spectral channels.

The ratio of the irradiancc response function and the radiance response function
theoretically yields the BRDF of the CU. This technique prm ides an independent
check on the direct calibration of the BRDF of the CU. The results arc shown in

BRDF of Calibration Unit
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Figure 6.4-5 Radiance Cross Calibration
between GOME standards
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Figure 6.4-4. The figure shows that in ratioing irradiance and radiance response
functions, the etalonning effect and other instrumental features cancel nearly
completely and indeed the curve obtained is very similar to the BRDF calibration
of the CU. Main deviations occur in the overlap regions, indicating temperature
changes between radiance and irradiance calibrations. Apart from that there is a
bias between the two curves of approximately 3%.

In cooperation with the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center and ST Systems Cor
poration (Boulder, Colorado, USA), an effort was undertaken to establish a com
mon radiometric scale between GOME and the U.S. instruments SBUV/2 and
SSBUV. The NASA integrating sphere and corresponding light sources and
standards used for the calibration of SBUV/2 and SSBUV were brought to the
GOME calibration facility to be used for GOME FM. Excellent agreement was
observed between the radiance calibration functions obtained by using the GOME
radiance standards and those obtained by using the NASA radiance standards; see
Figure 6.4-5.

The accuracy assessment gives the following values for the total 99% error
intervals:

absolute spectral radiance
absolute spectral irradiance
independent check on BRDF

1.6- 2.7 'Ir
1.5 - 2.7 'Ir
1.7 - 2.3 'Ir

The high values for each estimate apply to the UV in channel I. These values are in
agreement with the requirements of Table 6.2-2. The comparison with the NASA
sphere shows that the radiometric standards as used by NASA for SBUV/2 and
SSBUV, and by TPD for GOME, coincide to within± I%. The approximately 3%
bias observed between the direct calibration of the BRDF of the CU and the inde
pendent check from irradiance and radiance calibrations is under further investi
gation; it is believed that this might be caused by the mesh in front of the diffuser in
conjunction with the particular measurement set-up.
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To convert the preflight calibration functions for radiance and irradi.mcc to the
in-orbit environment. corrections arc implemented for:

a. changes in performance of the GOME dichroic separator
h. changes in performance of the GOME fused-silica prcdispcrscr pnsm
c. change in etalonning structure between the preflight situation and the

in-orbit situation (to he determined during in-orbit GOME
commissioning).

Wavelength Calibration
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Stray Light
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During the thermal-vacuum test of GOME at instrument level. spectra of the on
hoard Pt-Cr/Ne hollow cathode calihration lamp were recorded. These obscrva
tions provided a wavelength calibration for each of the four GOME channels at
di ffercnt temperatures in vacuum. The wavelength calibration for each channel is
described by means of a -lth-ordcr polynomial. The dcv iations from this curve for
the individual reference lines amounts to 0.02 - 0.03 pixel. This result is in agree
ment with the accuracy requirements given in Table 6.2-2.

By using the on hoard Pt-Cr/Ne lamp and an external mercury lamp. many spectral
profiles under different conditions were obtained. From these observations. ana
lytic functions were deduced to represent the so-called slit function (the overall
spectral response function of GOME for monochromatic input) for in-orbit condi
tions.

By illuminating GOME at various wavelengths. stray light was measured in the
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Figure 6.4-7 Characterisations ofField o(
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output of GOME at other wavelengths. Contributions from two types of stray light
were distinguished: ghost images (due to parasitic reflections) and diffuse stray
light. From the measurements and the expected in-orbit llux levels, the expected
in-orbit stray light levels were calculated. Results are shown in Figure 6.4-6; the
figure shows that the I<;(, relative stray light requirement is generally met for
GOME FM, except for the overlap regions (when the signal becomes small) and
the short wavelength part of channel I.

Field of View (FoV) Characteristics

The variability in the radiometric response and spectral shift in the along-slit di
rection was measured. This is of particular interest for the lunar calibration, as the
Moon only partially fills the spectrometer slit. The design parameters for the
GOME FoV are 0.14° x 2.8°. Under normal observational conditions, the entire
slit and the entire GOME pupil are illuminated. However, when the Moon is ob
served, only a fraction of the slit is illuminated. For that reason, several scans of
the FoV were made using collimated light as input for the GOME telescope.
These measurements provided information on:

actual dimensions of the FoV
out-of-field scattered light
inlluence on radiometric response and on wavelength scale when only a
fraction of the FoV is illuminated.

An example of results obtained from these characterisations is shown in Figure
6.4-7.

6.5 Spectroscopic Measurements

In order to retrieve the trace gases for which GOME has been developed, it is necessary to
fit the measured spectrum with reference spectra (absorption cross-sections) of the sub
stance under investigation (see Chapter 9.5 ). In principle. these reference spectra should
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be independent of the instrument by which they arc measured. hut in reality they depend
strongly upon the resolution of the instrument. Therefore. ideally one would like to meas
ure the reference spectra of all substances which can possibly be detected (sec /(1/) hy the
instrument itself. However. this is not possible. as quite a number of these substances are
very difficult to measure and the time available to perform measurements with a Flight
Model is naturally very limited. Hence. only the most important measurements have been
performed with the Flight Model, after having previously been executed on the BBM.
The substances which have been measured were ozone and NO, at different
temperatures. and SO,.

In order to perform the measurements. the CATGAS (Calibration Apparatus For Trace
Gas Spectra. developed by JFE Bremen) was optically coupled to GOME by an optical fi
bre and a small telescope. Figure 6.5-1 shows a schematic drawing of this apparatus and
Figure 6.5-::?. is a photograph of the set-up.

The measured spectra compare quite well with previously recorded ones and. in most cas
es. the variations can be attributed to di tfcrcnccs in spectral resolution /7/.As an example.
Figure 6.5-3 shows the comparison of part of an N02 spectrum with 1itcraiurc data. (This
spectrum was recorded with the BBM: evaluation of absolute cross-sections from FM
measurements was still underway at press time.) Figure 6.5--1- shows the temperature de
pendence of the ozone Huggins Bands as recorded with the FM.
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Another feature required for the retrieval process is the so-called Ring spectrum /7 l,
which is treated as a quasi-absorption spectrum. The measurement is done by observing
Zenith sky measurements at two orthogonal polarisation directions and ratioing the
measured spectra. Figure 6.5-5 shows such a Ring spectrum as measured with the GOME
FM.
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Calibration Lamp:
Light Emitting Diodes:
Scan Mirror Heater:
Analog-to-Digital
Converter Calibration:
Diffuser Shutter:

independent for each detector cooling loop: Peltier
cooling loop can be commanded to -38°C (default).
-20°C (backup) or "off."
on/off.
on/off.
on/off.

7. Command and Control, Data Formats

7.1 Command Word Structure

As outlined in Chapter 4.8. commanding of the GOME instrument is by means of the
"GOME Parameter" macrocornrnand through the DEU. The command word is passed
from the DEU to the DDHU and there initiates the respective subsystem settings. The
Command Word (CW) consists of 12 bytes. of which the last four bytes contain the ICU
time, appended by the DEU. to each CW passed on. Apart from some internal functions
(checksum, patch and dump. enabling/disabling of certain functions. etc.). the major im
pacts of the command word on the operational mode of the instrument arc described.

Subsystem Settings

By means of the appropriate bit settings in the CW. the following subsystem
switching/settings can be achieved:

Cooler control:

on/off.
open/closed.

Scan Unit Mode Settings

Two bytes of the command word command the scan unit. The first two bits define
the scan unit mode: off, bias update. fixed position, or scanning mode.

The bias update is a fixed value which applies to both fixed position and scanning
mode; it accounts for the finite alignment accuracy of the instrument on the satel
lite and the much better measurement accuracy (i.e .. knowledge of the residual
misalignment). However, it can also be used for other purposes (see Polar Obser
vation Timeline, Chapter 8.2). Sending a bias update value docs not lead to an im
mediate change but. rather, it is memorised and only becomes active when the next
command is received.

If the 'fixed position' bit is set, the following 14 bits specify the fixed position to
which the scan mirror is driven in the last 1.5-sec interval of a 6-sec period. For the
most important fixed positions. see Chapter 4.6. Fig. 4.6-4.

If the 'scanning mode' bit is set, the following bits contain the code for the vari
ous scan angle ranges which are required (see Chapters 3 and 4.6).

Integration Time Settings

A total of three bytes is used to set the integration times of the Reticon array detec
tors independently for each channel's respective bands (channels I and 2 have two
bands each).

In general, two commands are required: one called 'base' value and the other



called 'trim value. They specify cells in a look-up table stored in the DDHU.
which contains a total of 256 possible integration time values (Table 7.1-1 ). Most
of these values will never he needed: but in this way there is sufficient flexibility to
adapt the integration times of each individual hand to the prevailing illumination
conditions in the various observational and calibration modes.

(Note that for atmospheric measurements in the UV. only multiples of six seconds
make sense. because otherwise the scan pattern becomes asynchronous. leading
to irregularly-shaped ground pixels.)

7.2 Timelines in the DEU

Illumination conditions of the Earth change significantly around an orbit. requiring fre
quent updates of integration time settings in order to achieve optimum signal-to-noise
without risking saturation of the detectors. To avoid heavy traffic on the command uplink
which may result from these updates. the DEU can store three tirnelincs onboard (sec
Chapter 4.8 ).

A time line is a sequence of up to 30 Command Words and time delays with respect to the
start time of the time line. together with a header field specifying the timeline number ( 1.2
or 3). start time. and a 'Ioop' parameter. The loop parameter permits repetition of the
same timeline up to 16 times without the need to uplink a new command. When sending
the command word. the actual ICU time is appended. as is done for "direct' commanding.

Three default tirnclincs arc defined:

Normal Observation Timclinc (NOT)
Optimises integration time settings around the orbit and performs dark current measure
ments on the night side.

Table 7./-1: tntrgration time in seconds versus
triin and have,

Sun Observation Timcline (SOT)
Similar to the NOT. hut with a period of 42 sec inserted close to the North Pole pass in or
der to perform sun calibration.

Trim table 0 I I I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I 6 I 7 I 8 I 9 I 10 I 11 I 12 I I 3 I 14 I l 5

(*93. 73ms) 0 I l 1 2 1 4 1 8 1 l 6 I .J 2 I u I 128 I 256 I 512 11024 I 2048 1 4096 I 8192 ll6384
base tnble

("93.75ms)

0 1 093751 .187501 .aeras] 468751 84375f 1.593751 3.093751 8.093751 12.093751 2••.09375) 48.093751 98.093751 192.093751

2 187501 aetas] 375001 562501 .837501 1.687501 3.187501 B.187501 12.187501 24.187501 48.187501 H.187501 192.18750( 384.187501 768.18750f 1536187
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8 .750001 .843751 !137!Sol 1.125001 1.sooool a.asoco] 3.750001 8.750001 12.760001 24.75000( 48.75000( 86.7&000( 192.715000( 384.750001 768.75000( 1536.7

4 16 1scooo] 1.593751 1.88750( 1.81sool e.esoooi a.oooco] 4.500001 7.oooool 13.000001 25.500001 48.eooool 97.50000) 193.50000) 385.500001 769.50000, 1537.5'

5 3 2 a.occoo] 3.09375( 3.187501 3.37:100( 3.750001 4.500001 6.000001 0.000001 10.000001 27.oooool 51.000001 99.000001 195.00000( 387.00000( 771.0000011539_,

6 64 e.oocco] 8.09375( 8.187501 6.375001 8.75000f r.sooco] 0.000001 12.00000! 10.000001 30.oooool se.eccec] 102.000001 1se.oooool 380.oooool n4.oooool 1S42.

128 12.000001 12.093751 ta.terso] 12.375001 12.750001 ts.eoooo] rs.coooo] 10.000001 24.oooool 36.oooool eo.oooooJ toe.cocoo] 204.oooool ase.eccco] reo.eocoo] 154e.

li..li ae.oocoo] 24.083751 24.1an;ol 24.375001 24.750001 as.soooo] 21.000001
_, 38.000001 40.000001 12.000001 120.000001 21e.oooool 408.ooooof 782.00000J teso.

9 512 .••.000001 48.08375( 48.187501 48.375001 48.750001 49.sooool 51,000001 04.oooool 00.000001 72.000001 96.oooool 14".oooool 240.oooool 432.oooool 616.0000011584.
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Calibration Timeline (CAT)
Used to perform wavelength calibrations. diffuser characterisation and detector perform
ance monitoring.

Additional timelines will be used during the Northern and Southern spring periods: these
are like normal observation timelines, except that in the polar regions the 'bias· feature of
the scan unit command is used to also cover the regions up to the poles. (Normal across
track scans would leave a coverage hole of about 8° latitude about the poles.) Detailed set
tings of the tirnelines, as conceived prior to launch, arc given in Appendix A. The use of
timelines in routine operations is described in Chapter 8.

7.3 Housekeeping Telemetry and Monitoring

To monitor proper execution of commands and to obtain general information on the in
strument's status and health. a number of housekeeping and status data are acquired by
the DDHU and forwarded via S-band to the ground. (For the detailed routing. see Chapter
9.) In addition to the 'command echo' and status flags for the various subsystems, it is
comprised of:

data from Polarisation Monitoring Detectors (3 channels. 16 readings each every
1.5 sec):
scan unit position and motor current ( 16 readings each every 1.5 sec):
FPA temperatures (four readings for each of the four PFAs every 1.5 sec):
other temperature readings (every 1.5 sec):

charge amplifier
polarisation unit
scan mirror, motor, electronics
calibration lamp and power supply
sun diffuser
DDHU analogue chains, DC/DC converter, PLT board, PRL board
external radiator
four positions on the optical bench
predisperser prism

calibration lamp voltage and current (every 1.5 sec);
three sample pixels per band of the Reticon detectors:
acquisition chain offset.

Acquisition and transmission of these data enable control functions to be executed by the
DDHU (e.g., detector cooling loop), automatic surveillance by DDHU (e.g., lamp igni
tion status) or DEU (GOME status monitoring), and health checks and performance eval
uations (e.g., thermal control subsystem) by the ground control centre.

7.4 Science Data Format

The science data also go through the DEU, where GOME data (with their own secondary
header) are multiplexed with the ATSR IRR and MWR data and are forwarded to the
IDHT (see Chapter 9.1 ). Because the ATSR data acquisition is driven by the ATSR syn
chronisation pulse (of approximately 150 ms). the GOME data transmission is also driv
en by this cycle.

GOME science data are organised into 20 frames of200 words and are transmitted during
a 1.5 sec interval. The first frame contains header information; all subsequent frames



have a frame counter in the first word of the frame. Except for the header (which is differ
ent), all information described in the previous chapter on housekeeping telemetry is cop
ied in the first frame of each packet.

Frames 2-19 contain all the readouts from the detector pixels. Depending on the integra
tion status of each individual band, one has to distinguish the following cases:

Integration times shorter than or equal to 1.5 sec: Only the last readout within a 1.5
sec interval is transmitted.
Integration times longer than 1.5 sec: If a readout has been performed, the data are
put in the telemetry. lfno readout has been performed, the corresponding fields are
filled in with dummy data. Integration status is reported both in the housekeeping
information and in the first frame. This also holds true for aborted integration times,
in case a new command is received prior to the completion of a running integration.

Because of restrictions in the data rate, not all 4096 pixels of the four detector arrays arc
transmitted, only 512 pixels in channel 1 are transmitted. Note that some of the pixels in
channels 1and 2 arc not supposed to be lit by a part of the spectrum: their contents give at
least an indicative measure of stray light levels.



8. Instrument Operation

8.1 General ERS-2 Operations

Operations of the satellite. its payload (including GOME). and the ground stations for
command uplink and telemetry reception arc performed by the Mission Management and
Control Centre (MMCC) at the European Space Operations Centre (ESOCl in Darm
stadt. Germany (Figure 8.1-1 ).

Because of the low-altitude. polar. sun-synchronous orbit of ERS-2. there is no continu
ous contact with the satellite. Instead. commands arc uplinked and telemetry is received
in bursts at a high latitude tracking station in Kiruna, Sweden (Figure 8.1-2 ). Out of the
approximately 14 orbits the satellite makes every day. each of 10 orbits have a contact
time with Kiruna of at least 10 minutes duration. For the remaining orbits. see
Chapter 9.2.

The High Level Operations Plan specifies a number of general rules for the operation of
the instruments and the satellite. From this the MMCC establishes the Detailed Mission
Operations Plan. taking into account the level of onboard resources. contact times with
the ground station. tape recorder operations (sec Chapter 9.1 ). land/ocean/ice masks. illu
mination conditions. etc. From this plan. the command uplink files arc derived and station
operations arc scheduled. The command file for the satellite is transmitted to Kiruna and
then uplinked via S-band transmission to the satellite's onboard computer. which for
wards the commands (either directly or time-tagged) to the respective subsystems or In
strument Control Units (in the case of GOME. this is the ATSR-DEU).

8.2 GOME Operations

By default. GOME is operated by means of timclines stored onboard in the DEU (see
Chapter 7.2). So. for the routine phase. traffic on the uplink is limited to a few "activate
timeline #"commands per day.

Figure 8.1-1 E11m/>l'<111S/)(IC<' Operations
Centre (/:SOC) in Dannstudt, Gcnnauv
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Figure 8. 1-2 Kiruna (Sweden J ground station
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For 13 out of the I.+orbits per day. the "Normal Observation Tirnclinc" (NOT) will he
used. A sun calibration is performed daily by means of the "Sun Observation Timcline"
(SOT). Once per month. the "Calibration Tirnelinc" (CAT) will he run for several orbits:
for the user, this will he reported as "not available."

Because of the orbit and scan geometry. an area of a few degrees in latitude around the
poles is normally not covered (sec coverage plots in Appendix D). In order to cover this
region in the polar spring-time when the ozone hole develops. special timelines have been
generated in which. in the polar regions, the scan mirror is biased sidewards to cover the
region up to the poles. The angles for the North and South Poles are slightly different.
so a North Pole Observation Timcline <NPOT) and a South Pole Observation Timclinc
(SPOT) have been generated. During the periods around equinoxes. they will he
uplinked to supersede the CAT and then used alternating with the NOT. The normal
coverage in polar regions below 82 degrees latitude provides sufficient redundancy such
that this scheme does not generate coverage gaps elsewhere. The SOT will still
he executed daily. After the ozone hole episode is over. the normal CAT will he
reinstalled.

Except for the CAT. all other observation tirnelincs have a duration of one orbit (6030
sec). Timing of the timeline activation is linked to illumination conditions which vary
with the seasons: so. from day-to-day. there is a slight change in the activation time with
respect to the equator crossing.

8.3 In-Orbit Calibration

Calibration of the instrument and supporting measurements are performed at different
levels and with different frequencies:

Dark current measurements are performed on the night side of every normal
observational orbit (except when calibrations are performed):
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Radiometric calibration, by means of the sun, are performed daily for 42 sec.

Wavelength calibration is performed once a month by means of the CAT. The
spectral lines are mapped all around one orbit; the set of wavelength calibration
coefficients as a function of temperature is used to correct each individual spectrum
(measurement) for temperature variations as a function of orbital position. The
monthly frequency is derived from the expected rate of mean temperature change,
which is mainly driven by seasonal changes and by the rate of degradation of
thermo-optical surfaces.

Also within the CAT, some monitoring measurements are performed for diffuser
characterisation, fixed pattern characterisation, checks for radiation damage, etc.
These data are not routinely applied in the processing.

In principle, there is the possibility of also performing moon calibrations by
pointing the scan mirror sidewards to an angle between 70 and 85 degrees with
respect to Nadir. However, there are some problems associated with moon
calibrations:

Because of the geometric relationships (sun/moon/satellite orbit/instrument
viewing range; see Figure 8.3-1 ), approximately only a 3/4 illuminated moon
can be viewed. The lunar phase variation of several degrees introduces some
variability, which can be corrected for only in long term series.

The number of possible moon observations is not distributed evenly
throughout the year, but occurs in clusters, with gaps of up to 6 months
between observations.

The circular moon disk is much larger than the spectrometer slit width. So the
spectrometer slit has to be moved (or is moved by the satellite's motion)
across the moon's disk. Because of the limited pointing accuracy and
stability, the quality of the recorded spectra must be questioned as to whether
they are of use for high-accuracy calibration purposes /4/.

Notwithstanding these difficulties, some initial moon calibration observations will be
performed whenever the possibility arises. This will be done by special "Test Timelines"
which temporarily override one of the onboard resident timelines.

8.4 Operations during Commissioning Phase

As GOME is the first sensor of its kind, it requires a thorough engineering and scientific
evaluation before proceeding to routine operations. This evaluation is done during the
commissioning phase, scheduled for the six months following launch, and concludes
with a review and assessment of the results obtained by the end of the period.

The present planning subdivides commissioning operations into four phases:

Phase 1 (up to L+30 days): Initial Switch-on and Functional Tests.
During this period, checks will be performed mainly on the command/control,
telemetry formats, and some subsystems. The coolers in the FPAs will not be
operated during this period; this allows sufficient time for off-gassing and FPA
venting.
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Phase 2 (up to L+60 days): Performance Evaluation and Initial Calibration.
After switch-on of the coolers, all calibration and observation modes will be
executed, one by one, to evaluate performance, assess differences between ground
and in-orbit calibrations and operations, and to obtain "first data" for the calibration
database (see Chapter 9.4 ).

Phase 3 (up to L+90 days): Operations Optimisation.
Using the measurements obtained in phase 2, settings in the various timelines are
updated as necessary and operations (with timelines) are executed and monitored.
Also, evaluation of the functioning and performance of the data processor begins.
(It is expected that from this point, the first preliminary data products will be
available to Cal/Val users).

Phase 4 (up to the end of commissioning): Data Product Validation.
(See Chapter I0.)





9. Data Flow and Processing

9.1 On-board Data Flow

The science data (as described in Chapter 7.4) from the DDHU arc delivered to the
ATSR-DEU. where they are formatted into packets, together with IRR and MWR data.
These packets are then transmitted to the "Instrument Data Handling and Transmission"
system (IDHT), where they are multiplexed with other low bit rate data (from SAR/wave,
Scatterometer and Radar Altimeter). During the majority of the orbit. when there is no
contact with a ground station. these data arc stored on-board on tape recorders (see Figure
9.1-1) at a total rate of 1.1Mbps. During periods of ground station visibility. the recorder
is replayed at 13.6 times the recording speed (in reverse order) and is downlinked at 15
Mbps in the X-band. The downlink is shared with a real-time channel. which transmits
those data acquired during the playback period.

Next to the X-band link, there is a second link in the S-band, which downlinks housekeep
ing information (see Chapter 7.3) and uplinks commands. However. these data arc for
monitoring by the MMCC only and are not intended for any processing or distribution.

9.2 On-ground Data Flow

Several ground stations are equipped to receive the X-band data: Kiruna (S) (main sta
tion), Prince Albert. Gatineau (CON), Maspalomas (E). and Fucino ([).Data from ten out
of fourteen orbits are transmitted to Kiruna every day. resulting in the coverage shown in
Figure 9.2-1: data from the other four daily orbit tracks are transmitted to the other ground
stations.

The data, arriving in reverse order (tape recorder dump) or correct order (real-time down
link), are sorted and put into the correct sequence in the "Low Rate Data Processing
Facilities" (LRDPFs). co-located at the receiving ground stations (except for Prince

Figure 9.1-1 The llJHT 1i11•eRecorderfor
on-board data storage
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Albert; those data arc processed at Gatineau after physical transport of tapes from Prince
Albert to Gatineau). The LRDPF also demultiplexes the data streams from the different
instruments and generates Fast Delivery Products for instruments other than ATSR and
GOME. The demultiplexed data, together with general information for time correlation.
orbit and attitude determination, are then copied on Exabyte cassettes and distributed to
the specialised "Processing and Archiving Facilities" (PAFs), and to ESRIN and ESTEC
for monitoring purposes.
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During the commissioning phase (and possibly depending upon special arrangements for
campaign support), the process of data delivery will be accelerated (at least for the Kiruna
orbits; see Figure 9.2-1) by not only transporting them by Exabytes, but also by copying
them on a BOON satellite link.

The assigned processing centre for the processing of GOME data is the German Process
ing and Archiving Facility (D-PAF) at the DRL in Oberpfaffenhofen, Germany
(near Munich; see Figure 9.2-2).

9.3 The GOME Data Processor (GDP)

The overall processing scheme of GOME can be broken down into three major
elements:

interfaces with the external world (input and output of the system) via the "Data
Management System";
level 0 -> 1processing, which generates calibrated spectra from the raw data;
level I -> 2 processing, which computes the total column amounts from the spectra;

The functions and interfaces are described in this chapter; the latter two processes are dis
cussed in the following two chapters.

The Data Management System is a general infra-structure, not limited to GOME but also
supporting other data products generated from ERS data. It provides the following
functions:

interfacing with and registration of incoming data (GOME data through Exabyte or
BOON, supporting data for time, orbit, and attitude restitution);
generation of time correlation, restituted orbit and attitude files;
archiving of generated products
cataloguing of the archived products
reporting to ESRIN (see Chapter 9.6)
product order handling.

This system has been used already for ERS-1 and is only slightly enhanced to include
GOME processing. The dedicated processing system, purchased and commissioned ex
plicitly for GOME, is a network of five Spark 1000 stations, each with eight processors
and an internal hard disk for real-time processing. This capacity enables data to be proc
essed, on average, at the same rate as the data arrive, with spare capacity for implement
ing and testing new algorithms in parallel to the operational processing (or to work off
backlogs).

9.4 Level 0 -> 1Processing

Raw GOME data (Level 0) are converted into "calibrated radiances" (Level 1) by apply
ing calibration algorithms and calibration parameters. The calibration parameters are de
termined regularly using in-flight data obtained either when the GOME operates during
darkness or when lamp, internal LED or sun calibration measurements are taken. In addi
tion, data from the pre-flight instrument calibration activities are required. The extracted
calibration parameters are collected into a complete "calibration data base" over the
entire lifetime of the GOME sensor.
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The major results of Level 0 to 1 processing arc the Level I Data Products. The
following requirements were the driving factors for the design of a Level 1Data Product
format:

storage space should he saved in the archive and on distribution media;
most of the information included in Level 0 Data should he retained in the Level 1
Data Product (reversibility of processing):
error values should he given on the earthshine spectrum and the sun reference
spectrum.

These requirements imply a format as given in the Interface Specification Document
IAppendix Bl- in which no calibration data are actually applied to the raw spectrum data.
To get Level 1Data (which might he used for further Level 1to2 processing). an addition
al processing step (for extracting these data from the Level I Data Product)
is performed to apply the calibration data to the signal data. and to calculate the associated
errors.

Figure 9.4-1 shows a functional model diagram for the Level 0 to I processing. including
the main functions and the internal and external data stores.
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The main functions of the GDP Level 0 to 1 software are:

Screening of Level 0 Data

Check readability and completeness

Level 0 to I Processing Initialisation

Read an orbit from tape; this function has the following sub-functions
Check consistency and plausibility of each data package
Convert from binary units into "engineering units"

Split into different types of data packages
Split scanning data packages into channel data, PMD data, time & scan mirror
position and temperature.

Calculation of Calibration Parameters
Calculation of the leakage current correction
Calculation of the fixed pattern correction
Calculation of the spectral calibration parameters
Calculation of the intensity calibration parameters

Selection of Calibration Parameters

Selection of fixed calibration parameters for one orbit (Leakage, LED,
Intensity)
Selection of spectral calibration parameters for each temperature
(predisperser prism)

Scanning Data Calculations

Geo-location of the ground pixels
Determination of the polarisation correction
Assessment of scanning data quality and flag setting

Generation of Level I Output Data

Generation of the Level 1Data product
Extraction of the Level 1 extraction data; application of calibration
parameters and calculation of the associated errors are performed:

Application of the leakage current correction
Application of the LED fixed pattern
Application of the spectral calibration parameters
Application of the intensity calibration parameters
Application of the polarisation correction
Application of the stray light correction
Calculation of measurement errors

The main processing logic of the Level 0 to 1processing is straight-forward. Screening is
done once for a Level 0 Tape. After that, there is only one main loop. Within that loop, the
complete Level 0 to 1 processing for one orbit is performed. This is repeated for every or
bit which is on a Level 0 Tape until all orbits are processed. The last activity in each loop is
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the generation of Level I Data Products. which means that one process produces several
Level I Data Products.

The extraction of Level 1Data from a Level I Data Product, as included in the functional
model, is not part of this process. This function may be executed using a different
process to apply the calibration parameters to the signal data, to calculate the errors on the
signals and to print this information in a more convenient form. This programme
will be part of each Level I Data Product in executable (SunOS and MS-DOS) and
source codes, and will be used as the Level I Data interface function for Level I to 2
processing.

A description of all the various fields and their meanings is given in the GOME Data
Product Definition Document, Appendix C.

9.5 Level I -> 2 Processing

From the calibrated spectra as generated in the Level 0 to I processing, the total ozone
column amount is retrieved by means of the DOAS technique. The scientific background
of this technique is described in /6/. The result of the DOAS retrieval .is a total column
amount of the species under consideration (e.g .. O:;. N02• CIO . BrO , etc.) along the
viewing direction of the instrument at the time of spectrum recording ("slant column").
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The conversion to a vertical column is achieved hy applying the so-called Air Mass Fac
tor (AMF) which not only takes into account geometrical relationships hut also radiative
transfer information. Because clouds affect the radiative transfer. it is necessary to detect
them and take them into account in the processing.

Figure 9.5-1 illustrates the functional processes and data stores required for the first ver
sion of the Level I to 2 operational processing software.

One of the advantages of the DOAS approach to total column retrieval is that the spectral
filling (DOAS) and the radiative transfer (AMF) parts of the retrieval process are almost
completely separate. The two main retrieval algorithms (labelled
DOAS_Fitting_Routinc and Air_Mass_E1clor_Calculatio11 in Figure 9.5-1) produce
separate results and diagnostics.

Results from the two algorithms are combined 111 the process labelled
Culculutc; vcrticul ; Columns. while the diagnostics from the two algorithms arc exam
ined in the function labelled Quality_Control. The Vertical_ Columns function will pro
duce results (the total Ozone retrieved vertical columns) to he interfaced (written to) the
final output file: it also produces a third set of diagnostics to he passed to
Quality_ Control. Once a quality value has been assigned to the results. this. too. can be
written to the output Level 2 Data values.

OOAS-.,for._nut_
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The upper part of the functional diagram is concerned exclusively with the setting
up of correct variables for the two main algorithms mentioned in the previous
paragraph.

The CloudPreprocessing function is a fitting routine designed to produce two
important variables to be used in later algorithms - cloud top height and fractional cloud
cover.

The final input function is the Setup_Climatological_Databases, in which information is
extracted (and sometimes interpolated) from a bank of climatological data bases, accord
ing to the requirements of the three processing algorithms. A summary of the essential da
tabases follows.

The main functions of the GDP Level I to 2 Software are:

two main processing algorithms (AMF and DOAS fitting)
one subsidiary algorithm (cloud pre-processing)
four interface functions to Input/Output files (Static Parameters (I), Extracted
Level 1Data (I), Extracted Level 2 Data (I), Output Level 2 Data (0))
two functions ( Vertical_Colu11111sand Quality_Control) to process the resultsfrom
the main algorithms
one function to extract and interpret data from Climatological Databases.

The functional model diagram says little about the processing logic and ordering of the
functions and their components. For the GDP Level 1to 2 operational software chain, this
task can be summarised in the form of a dynamic model diagram. (Figure 9.5-2 shows a
dynamic model diagram of the software chain.) In this model, the boxes represent
states achieved in the programme, and the operations required to produce these states
are printed in open italic form adjacent to the arrows which represent the state
transition.

The first two dynamic operations are the input read functions. The function
SctupUlimetologicul Dutebases mentioned above is, in the dynamic model perspec
tive, now divided into four separate operations. The four states achieved by these opera
tions are the boxes <Initial Climatological Set-up Done>, <AMF Set-up I Done>, <AMF
Set-up 2 Done>, and <DOAS Set-up Done>; the corresponding operations are marked in
italics above these boxes.

The other dynamic operations in Figure 9 .5-2 (Quality_ Control,
Cslcultue ; Vertical_Columns, Write_Level_2_Data_ Value, CloudPre-processing,
DOAS_Fitting_Routine, Air_Mass_Factor_Calculation) all correspond to their func
tional equivalents in Figure 9.5-1. The main point to observe in the dynamic model break
down is the ordering of the operations and states, and the appearance of three main
control loops.

For the first (inner) loop, al1operations within that loop are repeated for each of the DOAS
fitting windows selected for the operational processing. (The number of windows is a
static parameter.) Inside this loop, the AMF calculation always follows the DOAS fitting;
each algorithm is immediately preceded by a set-up routine. The final operations
(Vertical_ Column, Quality_Control and Leve1_2_Data_lnterface) are not performed un
til the inner loop over fitting windows has been completed.
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Execution of the middle loop depends upon quality control assessment, and the number
of times this loop is executed depends upon the number of times one is willing to do the
re-processing to obtain the best results; in practice, this will be severely limited by run
time considerations. Two remarks are in order here:

(I) It should be noted that re-processing does not automatically mean that both main
algorithms will be repeated. In practice, it is likely that the DOAS fitting would not
be repeated, whereas the AMF calculation(s) would be run again with different
(better) climatologies, the improved choice of climatology depending upon the
internal quality control assessment.

(2) Cloud information is not re-processed as a result of this internal Level 2 quality
control evaluation. All cloud information is assumed to have passed its own
independent quality control assessment before the main algorithms are embarked on.

For a given Level 1Data Product (one orbit of data), the GDP Level I to 2 Dispatcher dis
tributes batches of observations to several parallel processors. The processing of one such
batch, which might be only one observation, is called a Level I to 2 Process. The Extract
ed Level I Data file for this Process contains scores of observations; the exact number of
observations is read in the first line of header information. The chain from input to
Single_ Value_Leve/_2 must be repeated for each observation; an exception is that the
Ex tracted_Data ft Jes and the Static_Parameter_I nput file (the latter independent of data!)
do not need to be read for each observation, hence, the positioning of the outer "observa
tion loop" in the dynamic diagram.

The dynamic system design includes the following decisions:

(i) The dynamic ordering of the operations and states follows that outlined in Figure 9.5-2.

(ii) Within the loop over the number of fitting windows, the AMF calculation always
follows the DOAS spectral fitting.

(iii) The assessment of quality control and the production of retrieval results is deferred
until the loop over fitting windows has been completed.

(iv) Re-processing following quality control assessment always starts after the cloud
pre-processing algorithm.

(v) The initial read of the Extracted Level 1Data file and the Static_Parameter_Inputfile
is performed only once for each Process.

The databases used in the various processing modules (climatological database, molecu
lar absorption cross-sections, etc.), as well as details of the algorithms used, are described
in /9/ and I 10/.

9.6 User Interface and Services

Data products are dispatched to users in two ways:

On CD-ROM. This is the default medium for users of Level I data because of the
large data volume. Three days of Level I and 2 data fill one CD-ROM with 600 Mb
capacity.
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By FTP, secured by a password. This is the method of dispatch of Level 2 data. (At a
later stage, it might be decided to collect about three months of Level 2 data on one
"summary" CR-ROM).

Three groups of users have been distinguished:

I. Calibration/validation users, who are served right from the beginning of the data
acquisition;

2. Science Users. These users will be served after a certain validation level of the
products has been achieved, which is hoped to be at the end of the commissioning
phase. about six months after launch.

These two groups have been selected from proposals received in response to an "An
nouncement of Opportunity for the European Remote Sensing Satellites ERS-1 and
ERS-2" in October 1993.
3. Other users. The conditions applying to other users are still open at present.

The main user interface is through ESA's European Space Research Institute (ESRIN) at
Frascati, Italy (near Rome; see Figure 9.6-1 ). In addition to certain system management
tasks (e.g., maintenance of the high level operations plan). ESRIN provides the following
services:
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a Help Desk for handling user inquiries: maintaining information on sensors.
products. etc.
order handling (see form in Appendix E)
product catalogue: catalogue of all processed and archived data products accessible
to the user
product quality control
long loop sensor performance monitoring

Figur« CJ.6-2 F11ro1><·u11 S1><1ce Research
lnstitutc (l:SRIX Iat trosc.ni. ltu!v
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10. Concluding Remarks

10.1 GOME Data Validation

The launch ofERS-2 took place on 21 April 1995. Anticipated validation activities of the
project team and of the more than 20 scientific groups world-wide supporting the GOME
include:

Radiance/lrradiance

In fact, the true radiance and irradiance at the top of the atmosphere can be validated only
with other spaceborne instruments. For the solar irradiance, the identified candidates
expected to be still in-orbit at the time of the ERS-2 launch are:

the SOLTICE instrument on UARS
SSBUV on the Space Shuttle (if there is a coincident flight)

Because parameters such as spectral coverage, spectral resolution, Field-of-View, obser
vation principles (direct or via diffusers), and orbital parameters are different for GOME
on ERS-2, there is no direct one-to-one comparison possible. However. data from these
instruments are supposed to provide a viable cross-comparison.

For the radiance, comparisons are possible with

TOMS on Meteor
SBUV-2 on NOAA satellites
SSBUV on the Space Shuttle

Total Ozone Amount and Interfering Parameters

Satellite Data

Total ozone amount data products are produced by the following satellite-borne
instruments:

TOMS on Meteor
SBUV/2 on NOAA satellites
TOYS on NOAA satellites

Ground-Based Measurements

Various methods are used to measure total ozone amounts (and profiles, which then can
be integrated) from the ground. The means selected for the GOME validation are:

Dobson and Brewer instruments
Ozone sondes

• Ozone lidar
• Microwave radiometer

SAOZ (also for N02)

Some of these instruments (in particular, the DOBSON) are operated in more or less
wide-spread networks.



Supporting Measurements

Next to the direct comparisons of parameters measured by GOME and other instruments,
supporting data will be collected and archived: cloud information, temperature and pres
sure profiles, meteorological information, aerosol load, measurements of species other
than those measured by GOME but possibly interacting with Ozone.

It is hoped that, by the end of the commissioning phase, confidence can be placed in the
accuracy of the GOME data products, at least for relatively "standard" atmospheric con
ditions. However, when one realises the complexity of the "system under study" (the
Earth's atmosphere as seen from space), one should be aware that a high level of accuracy
can be achieved only in longer term observations involving several iterations on process
ing algorithms, operational procedures, database updates, etc.

10.2 Further Data Products

In addition to the "default" products as described in Chapters 9.4 and 9.5, other products
derived from the GOME measurements might be generated. Some considerations. scien
tific studies, and implementation preparations are reported here briefly, without any com
mitment:

From Level 2 products, which include measurements of individual orbits, a re-sampling
in time and space might lead to Level 3 products of "monthly averaged global ozone"
and related trace gases, which are expected to be particularly suitable for climatological
studies.

Much interest has been expressed by atmospheric scientists and meteorologists in ozone
profiles; initial scientific studies indicate, in principle; the feasibility of developing these
profiles. Issues such as vertical resolution and accuracy depend both on instrument per
formance and on the algorithm implementation. Implementation of these possible opera
tions might be limited, however, by how efficiently radiative transfer computations can
be performed; such computations are very demanding in terms of required computing
power.

Finally, scientific studies and preparations for implementation are underway for a prod
uct which provides aerosol and cloud information. including cloud classification. at least
for the more straight-forward cloud scenarios. This product will be derived from Level I
products at the Italian PAF at Matera.

10.3 After GOME

The capabilities of GOME may be surpassed by the SCIAMACHY instrument, presently
being developed for the ENVISAT project and scheduled to be launched at the turn of the
century. Unlike the multi-national scope of GOME, SCIAMACHY is provided national
ly by Germany and the Netherlands. So, even if there is a number of key requirements
common to both instruments, there are significant differences in the practical implemen
tation due to different project management and the industrial consortia involved arriving
at different implementation solutions. Still, in principle, the mission of GOME is consid
ered a subset of the SCIAMACHY mission. However, because it is more "project friend
ly" in terms of resource demands, accommodation, and finally cost, there is a possibility
of flying a slightly improved GOME. Using the "lessons learned" from GOME on ERS-2,
these instruments may be incorporated into the series of METOP satellites, presently
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under joint definition between ESA and EUMETSAT. Nominal performance of the
GOME instrument and the supporting system will definitely increase the probability ola
follow-on instrument generation for the next fifteen years.
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ADC Analog-to-Digital Converter LED Light Emitting Diode
AIV Assembly, Integration, Verification LRDPF Low Rate Data Processing Facility
AMF Air Mass Factor LSB Least Significant Bit
AMI Active Microwave Instrument MCMD Macrocommand
AOCS Attitude and Orbit Control System ML! Multi-Layer Insulation
APM Analog Processing Module MMCC Multi-Mission Control Centre
ATSR Along Track Scanning Radiometer MPS TB Mirror Position Strobe
BBM Breadboard Model MSB Most Significant Bit
BDDN Broadband Digital Data Network NIR Near Infrared
BRDF Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution NIST National Institute of Standards and

Function Technology
CAT Calibration Timeline NOT Normal Observation Timeline
cu Calibration Unit NPOT North Pole Observation Timeline
cw Command Word O/B Optical Bench
DDDI Double Differentiating, Double Integrating OBC Onboard Computer
DDHU Detection and Data Handling Unit OBDH Onboard Data Handling
DEU Digital Electronics Unit PAF Processing and Archiving Facility
DMA Direct Memory Access PCB Printed Circuit Board
DOAS Differential Optical Absorption PCS Power Control Service

Spectroscopy PDU Power Distribution Unit
DSU DEU Switching Unit PMD Polarisation Monitoring Detector
EEPROM Electrically Erasable PROM PRARE Precise Range and Range Rate
EMC Electromagnetic Compatability Equipment
ERS European Remote-Sensing Satellite PRL Pixel Readout Logic
ESOC European Space Operations Centre PU Polarisation Unit
ESRIN European Space Research Institute QCM Quartz Crystal Monitor
ESTEC European Space Research and Technology RA Radar Altimeter

Centre RAM Random Access Memory
FET Field Effect Transistor RTM Remote Telemetry Module
FIFO First In, First Out S/W Software
FM Flight Model SAR Synthetic Aperture Radar
FoV Field of View SOL Switch Off Line
FPA Focal Plane Assembly SOT Sun Observation Timeline
FS Flight Spare SPOT South Pole Observation Timeline
GDP GOME Data Processor SSM Secondary Surface Mirror
GMB GOME Microprocessor Board SSYNC Scan Synchronisation
GOME Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment SU Scan Unit
H/W Hardware SUEA Scan Unit Electrical Assembly
HK Housekeeping SUMA Scan Unit Mechanical Assembly
I/F Interface TB Thermal Balance
I/O lnput/Output TV Thermal Vacuum
ICU Instrument Control Unit UV Ultraviolet
IDHT Instrument Data Handling and Transmission VIS Visible
IT Integration Time YSM Yaw-Steering Mode
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Appendix A

Timelines



As explained in Chapter 8, the routine operations of GOME will be by timelines stored on-board and activated by ground command
to the ATSR-DEU.

These timelines have been defined prior to launch on the basis of the FM results evaluation and LOWTRAN simulations of the radia
tive fluxes expected in the various situations, in particular as a function of solar zenith angles. The settings will be reviewed and, if
necessary, updated during the commissioning phase.

The meaning of the different columns is as follows:

Mode: a general statement on what is done in this period (i.e., nadir scan, dark current). The actual complexity of
the mode setting is not really reflected in this, but it gives a general impression of what the data are used for.

Time: indicative for the duration of each setting.

SZA Solar zenith angle. The SZA forms the starting reference for starting the timelines, as it
determines the illumination conditions on the ground. For any given location on Earth, the SZA varies
with the seasons, even for a sun-synchronous orbit.

Band IA ...4 Integration time settings for the various bands/channels. Note that both bands of channel 2 are always at
the same integration time; this is a consequence of modifying the split wavelength between channels I and
2 to reduce the effects of stray light.

#ofCMDS Number of commands. For some settings, two commands are necessary. Maximum number of commands
per timeline is limited to 30. -

In the following, the timelines as defined for routine operations are given as:

Normal Observation Timeline (NOT): used for routine observations for 13 out of 14 orbits per day.

Sun Calibration Timeline (SOT): as NOT, but with a period of 120 sec. around SZA 90° inserted for
sun calibration.

Polar Observation Timelines (NPOT and SPOT): in the polar regions (North and South, respectively, depending upon the
season), a sideways swath is inserted, in order to have polar coverage.

Observation Timeline (CAT): to update, once a month, the calibration data base for the
processing.
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Cesa DOC NO: ER-TN-ESA-G0-0339
ISSUE: 2

ERS 2 DATE: 06/02195
PAGE: 8

fig. 3.1: TL_NORM_OP (NOT)

mode tlrne " SZA band 1A band 18 band 2A+B Band 3+4 #of
(S) (deg) (s) (5) (s) (S) CMD's
duration SZA 240-310 nm 310-312 nm 312-405 nm 400-790nm

tag.
nadir scan 180 100 60 (3>- 60 (3) 60 (3) 60 (3) 2
" 180 85 60 (3) 6 (30) 6 (30) 6 (30) 2
" 2460 75 30 (82) 1.5 (1640) 1.5 (1640) 1.5 (1640) 2

...
" 180 75 60 (3) 6 (30) 6 (30) 6 (30) 2
" 180 85 60 (3) 60 (3) 60 (3) 60 (3) 2
dark curr. 100 scan mirror to dark current position
" 1200 60 (20) 60 60 60 1
" 900 60 (15) 6 (300) 6 (300) 6 2
II 300 30 (10) 1.5 (200) 1.5 (200) 1.5 2
still 450
available
sum 6030 15

* given only for information. Exact duration has to be calculated on the basis of the info
in column 3.

- the number in brackets states the number of valid readouts performed in this time
interval

Remark: In this timeline still 7.5 min are available. They can be used for a additional
dark current measurements or for health checks or for recovery actions of the scan unit
(TBD).

Note: GOME itself will continue its operation in the last commandedmode until it
receives a new command. The 450 sec of still available time in the timeline is used for
dark current measurementwith the last commanded integration times in case no new
command is sent.
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Gesa DOC NO: ER-TN-ESA-G0-0339
ISSUE: 2
DATE: 06/02/95
PAGE: 12ERS2

fig 3.3.1) TL_POL_OP (NPOT)

mode time• SZA band 1A band 1B band 2A+B Band 3+4 #of
(S) (deal (S) (S) (S) (S) CMD's
duration 240-310 nm 310-312 nm 312-405 nm 400-790 nm

n-pole scan 180 100 60 (3)- 60 60 60 2
nadir scan 180 85 60 (3) 6 (30) 6 (30) 6 2

2460 75 30 (82) 1.5(1640) 1.5 (1640) 1.5 2
...

180 75 60 (3) 6 (30) 6 (30) 6 2
180 85 60 (3) 60 60 60 2

dark curr. 1200 100 60 (20) 60 60 60 1
900 60 (15) 6 (150) 6 (150) 6 2
300 30 (10) 1.5 (200) 1.5 (200) 1.5 2

still 450
available
sum 6030 15

- the number in brackets states the number of valid readouts preformed in this time
interval

fig. 3.3.2) TL_POL_OP (SPOT)

mode tirne " SZA band 1A band 1B band 2A+B Band 3+4 #of
(S) Cdeg) (S) (S) (S) (S) CMD's
duration 240-310 nm 310-312 nm 312-405 nm 400-790 nm

nadir scan 180 100 60 (3)- 60 60 60 2
180 85 60 (3) 6 (30) 6 (30) 6 2
2460 75 30 (82) 1.5 (1640) 1.5(1640) 1.5 2

...
180 75 60 (3) 6 (30) 6 (30) 6 2

s-oole scan 180 85 60 (3) 60 60 60 2
dark curr. 1200 100 60 (20) 60 60 60 1

900 60 (15) 6 (150) 6 (150) 6 2
300 30 (10) 1.5 (200) 1.5 (200) 1.5 2

still 450
available
sum 6030 15

• given only for information. Exact duration has to be calculated on the basis of the info
in column 3.
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ERS 2
DOC NO: ER-TN-ESA-G0-0339
ISSUE: 2
DATE: 06/02/95
PAGE: 15

'0Sa
fig 3.4) TL_WAVE_CAL (CAT) (last 3 orbits)

mode time SZA band 1A band 18 band 2A+B band 3 Band 4 #of
(s) (deg) (s) (S) (S) (s) (S) CMD's
duration 240- 310-312 312-405 400- 590-790

310nm nm nm 605nm nm
wave cal 3180 100 30 (106)* 30 1.5 (2120) 0.1875 0.09375 2

(2120) (2120)
dark cal 300 30 (10) 30 1.5 (200) 0.1875 0.09375 1

(200) (200)
FPN 270 0.09375 0.09375 0.09375 0.09375 0.09375 2

(180)
FPN 270 0.1875 0.1875 0.1875 0.1875 0.1875 2

(180)
LED cal 270 0.09375 0.09375 0.09375 0.09375 0.09375 2

(180)
LED cal 270 1.5 (180) 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 2
dark cal 60 0.09375 0.09375 0.09375 0.09375 0.09375 1

(40)
dark cal 2460 2304 (1) 2304 600 (4) 72 (34) 72 2
diffus cal 2460 2304 (1) 2304 600 (4) 72 (34) 72 1
wave cal 600 30 (20) 30 1.5 (400) 0.1875 0.09375 2

(400)
dark cal 300 30 30 1.5 0.1875 0.09375 1
dark cal 2460 2304 (1) 2304 600 (4) 72 (34) 72 (34) 2
still 5130
available
sum 18090 20
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1 Introduction

1.1 Purpose and Scope

At its meeting in June 1990, the ESA Council approved the satellite project which followed the first
European Remote Sensing Satellite (ERS-1 ). This new satellite (ERS-2), is intended to provide
data continuity between ERS-1 and the European polar platforms. Its launch was performed on
April, 21st 1995.

In addition to the mission objectives ofERS-1, ERS-2 is intended to make a significant contribu
tion to atmospheric chemistry. Thus, in addition to the instruments on ERS-1 (AMI, ATSR, RA,
PRARE, etc.), it also carries the Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment (GOME). This instrument is
intended to measure a range of atmospheric trace constituents both in the troposphere and in the
stratosphere.

GOME is a nadir-viewing spectrometer which in its normal mode scans across-track in three steps.
The field of view may be varied in size from 120 km x 40 km to 960 km x 40 km - a total of five
options. The mode with the largest footprint will provide global coverage at the equator within 3
days.

GOME will demonstrate the feasibility of using the differential absorption technique (DOAS) to
observe trace constituents including ozone. Existing nadir-viewing instruments such as SBUV ex
ploit the fact that the height at which solar radiation is back-scattered by the atmosphere varies with
wavelength. However, this approach depends on an accurate radiometric calibration.

Besides the on-line components at the ground stations and the Mission Management and Control
Center (MMCC) the GOME Data Processor (GDP) system will be the operational off-line ground
segment for GOME. It will incorporate a Level 0 to 1 processing chain, the complete GOME data
archive, a DOAS 03 total column retrieval process (Level 1 to 2), and an image processing chain for
the generation of higher-level products.

The first issue of the present product specification document (PSD) was one of the primary results of
the Architectural Design (AD) phase of the GDP project. It was distributed as part of the Critical
Design Review Data Package (CDR-D P) to the participants of this review and to the members of the
geophysical validation group selected from the AO proposals by ESA. By that time it just contained
the description of the proposed data products. The detailed specification of the product formats was
contained in the Interface Specification Document (ISD) [Al]. This separation required the dis
tribution of two documents to those who wanted to work with GOME data products and most of the
content of the ISD was for internal use only. Therefore, a re-structuring of the PSD/ISD documents
was planned and is implemented by the present issue of the PSD which includes also the format
specification of the products.

Besides the new structure also the content was changed, mainly the format description due to
changes imposed by new or modified requirements on the GDP. At present the information in this
PSD is somehow stabilising, hopefully there will be only minor changes required to its content.

One addition not a change to the PSD is already planned: due to the large interest on the GOME sun
measurements on its own and because the sun reference spectra as part of the Level 1data products
do not include all the intermediate processing results it is envisaged to have a new data product on
the GOME sun spectra. More details about this new product are discussed recently and will be pub
lished in the next issue of the PSD.
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1.2 Acronyms and Abbreviations

A list of about all abbreviations and acronyms which are used throughout the specification is given
below:
AD
AMF
AO
BBM
BDDN
BSDF
BU
CD-R
CEOS
CDR-DP
DFD
DOAS
DSR
EGOC
ERS
ESA
FTP
GDP
GOME
ICFA
ISD
ISIS
MMCC
MPH
PMD
PSD
SBUV
SPH
UTC
VCD

Architectural Design
Air Mass Factor
Announcement of Opportunity
Bread Board Model
Broadband Data Distribution Network
Bi-directional Scattering Distribution Function
Binary Units
Compact Disc (Write Once, Read Multiple)
Committee on Earth Observation Satellites
Critical Design Review Data Package
Deutsches Femerkundungsdatenzentrum
Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy
Data Set Record
Extracted GOME Calibration Data
European Remote Sensing Satellite
European Space Agency
File Transfer Protocol
GOME Data Processor
Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment
Initial Cloud Fitting Algorithm
Interface Specification Document
Intelligentes Satellitenbildinformationsystem
Mission Management Control Centre
Main Product Header
Polarisation Measurement Device
Product Specification Document
Solar Backscatter Ultra-Violet
Specific Product Header
Universal Time Coordinated
Vertical Column Density
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1.3 References and Documents

The following documents are referenced in this specification:

[Al] Interface Specification Document of the GDP,ER-IS-DLR-G0-0004, Issue 2, 11.9.95

[A2] GOME Level 0 to 1Algorithms Description, ER-TN-DLR-G0-0022, Issue 3, 15.7.95

[A3] GOME Level 1 to 2 Algorithms Description, ER-TN-DLR-GQ-0025, Issue 1, 30.9.94

[A4] EECF to PAF Interface Specifications, ER-IS-EPO-GE-0102, Issue 3.0, 29.1.90

[A5] GOME Science Packet Description, ER-TN-ESA-G0-0096, Issue 2, 29.8.1991

[A6] GOME Flight Spare Model Software F.5 Test Report, ER-TR-ESA-G0-0467, Issue 1 -
draft, 7.8.95

The following documents are applicable for this specification:

[A7] System Requirements Document of the GOME Data Processing, ER-SR-DLR
GQ-0020, Issue 1/B, 15.10.93

[A8] Functional Software Requirements of the GOME Data Processor (Level 1), ER-SR
DLR-G0-0008, Issue l/B, 15.10.93

[A9] Functional Software Requirements of the GOME Data Processor (Level 2), ER-SR
DLR-G0-0009, Issue l/B, 15.10.93

[AlO] Architectural Design Document of the GDP,ER-AD-DLR-G0-0021, Issue 1, 11.4.94

[Al 1] Architectural Design Document of the GDP (Level 1), ER-AD-DLR-GO-OO 11, Issue
1, 11.4.94

[A12] Architectural Design Document of the GDP (Level 2), ER-AD-DLR-G0-0012, Issue
1, 11.4.94
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1.4 Overview

The present document is divided into the following sections:

• Products Overview
This section gives a short overview about the products of GDP

• Level 1 Data Product
This section gives a detailed description of the Level 1Data Product

• DOAS Total Column of Ozone Product
This section gives a detailed description of DOAS Total Column of Ozone Product

• Detailed Product Formats
This appendix gives a detailed bit-by-bit description ofahe specified products and their extrac
tion formats
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2 Products Overview

There are the following products which will be distributed to the users:

• A CD-R including the Level 1data products of approximately 3 days (35 orbits) and the corre
sponding sun reference and Level 2 data set (the total column of ozone calculated with the
DOAS algorithm) of this period;

• The GOME sun reference spectra sets available at the FrP-server of DFD (not yet available!).

• The Level 2 data products available at the FrP-server of DFD.

The CD-R will have the following directory structure:

Documents

------
GOME
Data

Product
File

GOME
Data

Product
File

GOME
Data

Product
File

•••

Figure 1: Distribution CD-R Content

The GOME data files which are included in the Products directory on the distribution CD-Rs are
specified in section 3 for the Level 1Data product and in section 4 for the Level 2 Data product. The
specification for the sun reference product will be published later.

The Programmes directory will included at least the programmes to extract Level 1 data from the
Level 1 data products and to extract Level 2 data products in ASCII representation. Other utilities
for visualisation etc. are envisaged. The Aux. Data directory will included a copy of the Pre-flight
Calibration Data Base version which was used for the Level 0 to 1Processing and the climatological
and spectroscopic data bases of the Level 1 to 2 processing. The Documents directory will include
any type of documentation which is necessary at least to read and use the content of the CD-R (in
cluding a PostScript version of the present document).

The Level 2 Data and the sun reference products on the FrP-server being a part of the ISIS (Intelli
gentes Satellitenbild Informationssystem) of DFD will have the same format as the corresponding
GOME data files on the CD-Rs. The directory hierarchy and the filenames will indicate the time
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period these data sets are covering. The filenames have been designed in a way to be usable under
MS-DOS and are looking as follows:

99999999.lv2
I I I I I I

I I I I I +-- level of the product
I I I I +------ first digit of the minutes
I I I +-------- hour of the day
I I +---------- day of the month
!+------------month of the year
+------------- last digit of the year
of the UTC start time of the product

E.g.: 50118015.lv2 (the Level 2 product from 18.1.95 01:5?).

Due to the large interest on the GOME sun measurements on its own and because the sun reference
spectra as part of the Level 1data products do not include all the intermediate processing results it is
envisaged to have a new data product on the GOME sun spectra. More details about this new product
are discussed recently and will be published in the next issue of the PSD. This product will be avail
able on the FTP-server, but also copied to the CD-R together with the Level 1 data products.
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3 Level 1 Data Product (LVL13)

3.1 Definition

The Level 1Data product includes a header, fixed calibration data, ground pixel specific calibration
parameters and ten spectral bands. With the different integration times, these bands (six spectrum
bands, because channel 1 and 2 are divided into two electronically independent bands; three stray
light bands; one blind band) are handled as separate logical units of data. The header includes refer
ence to input data, processing software and pre-flight data versions, time correlation and orbital
information. The fixed calibration data includes leakage current and noise characteristics, spectral
and radiometric calibration parameters, sun reference spectra and polarisation sensitivity parame
ters. The pixel specific calibration parameters include geolocation information, seven fractional po
larisation values and header information retained from the Level 0Data. Using the included calibra
tion data, the ADC readings of the diode arrays in the individual band data records may be converted
to geolocated, spectrally and radiometrically calibrated radiances, including the correction for pola
risation, leakage current and stray light. This may be accomplished by an extraction programme be
ing part of a Level 1Data product.

3.2 Description

Input

To generate GOME Level 1 Data products the following inputs are required:

• GOME extracted product files (EGOC) from Level 0 Tapes or send via BDDN, as described in
[Al]. One EGOC product file (covering 1orbit) is required to make up one Level 1Data prod
uct.

• Restituted orbit information of the covered time period. The main product headers (MPH) of an
extracted product file (EGOC) include state vectors of a predicted orbit. This orbit information
may be used whenever the Restituted Orbit file of the requested period is not available. In this
case the accuracies of the geolocation information and the sun reference spectrum are reduced.

Pre-flight calibration data. Conversion to Engineering Units: Polynomial coefficients of ana
log data package measurements and other semantic explanations of the data package content;
Correction for Stray light: Centre pixels of ghost columns, their efficiencies and defocussing;
Radiometric Calibration: Bi-directional scattering distribution function of the diffuser in the
calibration unit, Instrument response function, Polarisation characteristic of the calibration
unit; Polarisation Correction: Polarisation sensitivity per pixel, Correction factor for the pola
risation sensitivity per pixel to correct for the various scan mirror positions, Wavelength depen
dency of the PMDs, the PMD ratios.

In-flight calibration data (Leakage current correction, Pixel-to-pixel gain information, Spec
tral calibration parameters, Sun reference spectra measurements).

•

•

Algorithms

The algorithms which are used to generate Level 1 Data products are listed below. A detailed de
scription of these algorithms may be found in [A2].
• Conversion to Engineering Units
• Correction for Leakage Current and Determination of Noise
• Correction for pixel-to-pixel gain
• Correction for Straylight
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• Spectral Calibration
• Radiometric Calibration
• Polarisation Correction
• Quality Flagging and Determination of Errors

Output

The extraction programme of the Level 1Data product generates the following output:

• Geolocation Information
Date & Time
3 Solar Zenith and Azimuth Angles (left, centre and right of ground pixel)
3 Line-of-Sight Zenith and Azimuth Angles (left, centre and right of ground pixel)
Satellite Height and Earth Radius (Geoid)
4 Comer Coordinates of Ground Pixel
Centre Coordinate of Ground Pixel

• PMD Data

• Spectrum Data
Wavelength
Earth-shine Radiance
Solar Irradiance
Associated Errors
Flags indicating quality of measurement

3.3 Specifications

Units

Angles
Satellite Height and Earth Radius
Geographical Coordinates (long.flat.)
PMD Data
Wavelength
Radiance
Irradiance
Errors

[degree]
[km]
[O- 360 degree/ (-90) - (+90) degree]
[photons m-2 nm-1 srl]
[nm]
[photons m-2 nrrr ' srl]
[photons m-2 nrrr"]
[absolute]

Geographical Coverage

Nominal: global

Depending on the scanning modewhich will be used themeasured groundpattern may be different.
Only the largest footprint results in global coverage at the equator after three days. (see note below
on spatial resolution)

Radiometric Resolution

16 Bit

Spectral Resolution

240 - 400 nm: -0.2 nm
400 - 790 nm: -0.4 nm
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Spatial Resolution

Nominal: 3 ground pixels across-track with 40 km along-track, 320 km across-track

Depending on the scanning mode (swath width) the across-track range of one ground pixel may be:
320, 160, 120, 80 or 40 km.

Note: Due to the reduced integration time (1.5 sec to 0.375 sec) to avoid saturation on the detector
arrays for the nominal mode only the last quarter of each ground pixel is covered by the recorded
measurements. New sensor modes have been proposed and implemented on the GOME FS by ESAJ
ESTEC to overcome this problem. These new modes are still tested and discussed by the members
of the scientific advisory group. A detailed description of these modes is given in [A6].

Absolute Radiometric Accuracy

-3%

Relative Radiometric Accuracy

< 1%

Spectral Accuracy

0.01 - 0.02 detector elements corresponding 0.002 - 0.0045 nm

Spatial Accuracy

Restituted Orbit: 60 m along-track, 15 m across-track
Predicted Orbit: 920 m along-track, 15 m across-track (whenever the restituted orbit is not avail
able)

Sizing

Level 1Data will be calculated in granules of one orbit from an ascending node to the next. 35 orbits
stored in 35 different files covering approximately a period of 3 days are logically packed to be one
Level 1 Data product. Whenever the Level 2 Data product covering the same period is available, it
will be also part of the Level 1 Data product.

3.4 Data Volume

-595 MB (35 Orbits per 17MB)+ -35 MB (Level 2 Data)+ -5 MB (Programmes and documenta
tion)

3.5 Presentation

The Level 1 data products will be available on CD-R. One part of these products will be the extrac
tion programme to yield Level 1 extracted data. The format of the Level 1 data product and the ex
traction format is described in A.I on page 18 and in A.3 on page 33, respectively.

3.6 Remarks

• General

The Level 1Data product includes not directly the calibrated radiances, but the Level 0 Data values
and the associated calibration parameters. This information has to be combined using a programme
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which is alsopart of the Level 1Data product. The following requirements have driven the design of
the Level 1 Data product format:

Storage space should be saved in the archive and on distribution media;
Most of the information included in the Level 0 Data should be retained in the Level 1 Data
product;
Error values should be given on the earth-shine and the sun reference spectrum.

These requirements imply a format as given in appendix A.1 where no calibration data is actually
applied to the spectrum data. To get Level 1Data which might be used for further processing, the
additional data processing step for the extraction of this data from a Level 1Data product must be
carried out in order to perform the application of the calibration data to the signal data and to calcu
late the associated errors (see format in A.3).

• VariablePortions

There are severalplaces in theproduct where variable portions have been used to keep theproduct as
compact aspossible. This is always done by specifying the number of records prior to records them
selves. The following places are found in the product:

Pixel specific Calibration Records
Band Data Records
Input Data References
State Vectors
Hot Pixel Occurrences
Spectral Calibration Parameters
Sun Reference Measurements
Polarisation Sensitivity Parameters
Array Data Values

• Indexing

To reduce redundant information and to increase flexibility in the reading of the product, an index
ing scheme was used. The elements of some of the lists mentioned in the VariablePortion remark
above are referred to by an index (number of the element in this list, starting with number 0) into
other portions of the product. The following indices are used:

• From the Pixel specific Calibration Records into
the Band Data Records
the Spectral Calibration Parameters
the Polarisation Sensitivity Parameters

• From the Spectral Band Records into
the Pixel specific Calibration Records

This scheme allows the sequential read by time via the Pixel specific Calibration Records with in
dices to the available (depending on the integration time) spectralbands and the correspondingspec
tral calibration and polarisation sensitivity parameters. It also allows the sequential read of just one
spectral band with indices to the Pixel specific Calibration Records which again give access to the
necessary calibration data.

• Hot Pixels

Individual detector pixels may be hit by high energy particles, such as protons. The worst situation
could be permanent damage to the detector pixel; this case will be identified by a zero value in the
pixel-to-pixel gain array in the Fixed Calibration Data Record. Another possibility is a transient
effect whereby a detector pixel shows several abnormal (most probably very high) readouts before
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returning to normal operation. Such an occurrence, the so-called "Hot Pixel", will be identified by
the Level 0 to 1 Processing and entered in this list.

• Spectral Calibration Parameters

Depending on the temperature of the optical bench, the dispersion of the pre-disperser prism is dif
ferent resulting in different spectral properties on the detector arrays. Using the spectral calibration
lamp of the calibrationunit, a set of spectral calibration parameters will be calculatedfor each occur
ring temperature. Measurements with GOME BBM in the thermal-vacuum chamber at Galileo
have shown that the maximum shift for a temperature difference of 60°C (-20° to +40°) is below
one detector pixel. To fulfil the ultimate scientific requirement for the spectral resolution of 1/1ooth
of adetector pixel, it is possible to round the temperature measurements to a 1/10thofdegreeCelsius.
Therefore, temperature steps of 0.1°C will used for the spectral calibration parameters. Measure
ments with the ERS-2 payload in the thermal-vacuum chamber at ESTEC have shown an orbital
temperature variation of about 1°C. Therefore, about 10 setsof spectral calibration parameters are
expected to be in one individual product. ·

There is one set of spectral calibration parameters which is valid for the sunreferencemeasurements
and their mean value. The Intensity Calibration Parameters and the Polarisation Sensitivity values
are interpolated to this wavelength grid.

• Intensity Calibration Parameters

The Intensity Calibration Parameters are the interpolated instrument response (radiancesensitivity)
function for the four detector arrays. The radiance sensitivity is dependent on the scanmirror angle.
Therefore, it is necessary to include for each scan mirror angle occurring during time period of the
product an array of radiance sensitivity values. For a nominal timeline three scanmirror angles are
expected; a polar view timeline will yield in six different scan mirror angles.

• Sun Reference Spectrum

The Sun Reference Spectrum is given in form of the individual sun calibration measurements (in
BU), the mean value of these measurements using the Bi-directional ScatteringDistribution Func
tion (BSDF) of the diffuser and the mean values of the corresponding PMDmeasurements.

• Polarisation Sensitivity

The polarisation sensitivity is also dependent on the scan mirror angle. Therefore, it is also neces
sary to include for each scan mirror angle occurring during time period of the product an array of
polarisation sensitivity values.

• Level 0 Data Headers

The Level 1Dataproduct will be the lowest level of GOMEdatawhichwill bedeliveredto ageneral
user. Therefore, it is a good idea to retain as much information as possible of the raw data. The fol
lowing information of the Level 0 Data is copied into the Level 1 Data product:

• parts of the Main Product Header (MPH)
Product Confidence Data
UTC time when MPH was generated
Processor software version used to generate Level 0 Data product.

• parts of the Specific Product Header (SPH)
Product Confidence Data or Padding Flag
(padding of the product DSR occurs in the event ofmissing frames containingGOME sci
ence data. The corresponding fields of the DSR are padded with BB hexadecimal)
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Product Confidence Data
• parts of the Data Set Record (DSR)

Primary Header
Secondary Header
Auxiliary Data of the Science Data Packets
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4 DOAS Total Column of Ozone Product

4.1 Definition

The GOME Level 2 data product comprises the product header, the Level 2 total ozone column
amounts and their associated errors, selected geolocation information, and intermediate output. The
latter will contain total column amounts of all retrieved trace gases, plus selected results and diag
nostics from the GDP Level 1 to 2 algorithms, and a small amount of statistical information.

The Level 2 data product represents a compromise between compactness and usefulness - it must
emphasize the total ozone column, and yet contain enough diagnostic information for validation and
analysis. At the same time it must have the flexibility to allow for other trace gas retrieved columns.
It is not feasible to output any detailed spectral information at Level 2.

4.2 Description

Input

The product defined here is the end result of the operational GDP Level 1 to 2 processing scheme.
This processing requires the following inputs:

• One Extracted Level 1 data product, comprising
Geolocation information
Earth-shine radiance values and their absolute errors at specified wavelengths
Solar irradiance values and their absolute errors at specified wavelengths
Relative errors of the instrument response function
PMD data

• Climatological database, comprising
Trace gas concentration profiles, temperature and pressure profiles
Aerosol loading profiles, aerosol scattering properties
Global Surface albedo data set, sea surface albedo data set
Global topography data set
Cloud-top reflectance data set
Trace gas cross-sections data set; other reference spectra
GOME slit functions data set

• Input parameter file, comprising

DOAS fitting specifications (windows, reference spectra, fitting control.etc ..)
Parameters controlling execution of Air Mass Factor algorithm
Parameters controlling cloud fitting algorithm
Overall control of the Level 1 to 2 processing chain

Algorithms

The algorithms to generate Level 2 data products are listed below. A detailed description of these
algorithms may be found in technical note [A3].
• DOAS - spectral fitting for generation of slant column amounts

AMF - calculation of Air Mass Factors
ICFA - fitting algorithm to generate cloud fractional cover
VCD - computation of vertical column amounts from results of above 3 algorithms
Computation of statistical information in Level 2 data product

•
•
•
•
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Output
The GDP Level 1 to 2 processing chain generates the following Level 2 output:

• Product Header Information
Pointers to retrieved species (see not below)

• Geolocation Information (a subset of the Level 1 geolocation data)
Date & Time
Solar and Line-of-Sight Zeniths at centre of ground pixel
Ground Pixel location coordinates (centre, four corners)

• Main Result Output
Total ozone column amount (plus error)

• Intermediate output, comprising
Vertical column amounts for all retrieved trace gases (and relative errors)
Slant column amounts for retrieved species (and relative errors)
Air mass factors for retrieved species (to cloud-top and to ground)
Cloud-top pressure and cloud fractional cover (and errors)
DOAS diagnostic information (includes RMS, chi-square, etc ..)
Statistical information (sub-pixel colour and contrast)

4.3 Specifications

Units
Angles
Geographical Coordinates
Total ozone column amount
Other trace gas column amounts
Pressure
Errors

[degree]
[Oto 360 degrees, -90 to +90 degrees]
Dobson Units [DU]
mol.crrr+
millibars
relative values in %

Geographical Coverage

Nominal: global

Depending on the scanning mode which will be used the measured ground pattern may be different.
Only the largest footprint results in global coverage at the equator after three days.

Spatial Resolution and Accuracy
Nominal: 3 ground pixels across-track with 40 km along-track, 320 km across-track

Depending on the scanning mode, the across-track range may be: 320, 160, 120, 80 or 40 km. The
accuracy is 60 m along-track, 15 m across-track for the restituted orbit, and 920 m along-track, 15
m across-track for the predicted orbit.

See note on spatial resolution in section 3.3 on page 8.

Accuracy
GOME Level 2 data products must be validated. During the commissioning phase, attention will
focus on the validation of total ozone column amounts. Experience with ground based (and other)
DOAS applications suggests that the.error on total Ozone column amounts should be less than 1%,
and for N02 less than 10%.
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It is worth noting again that in most circumstances, the ozone column error induced by uncertainty in
the tropospheric cloud cover across a pixel scene will in general be small - the bulk of atmospheric
ozone lies in the stratosphere.

Sizing

Level 2 data product are sized for one orbit.

4.4 Data Volume

One Level 2 data product will contain approximately 2200 individual Level 2 records (covering one
orbit with 2200 pixel scenes). This makes up a total of about 950 kbytes.

4.5 Presentation

Primarily the Level 2 data products will be available on ftp server. In addition, the Level 2 data prod
ucts will be available on CD-R, along with the Level 1 data products (if already processed) and
associated software and documentation (see previous section). The format of the Level 2 data prod
uct and the ASCII extraction format is described in A.2 on page 27 and in A.4 on page 40, respective
ly.

4.6 Remarks

• Main Result Output

As ozone is the top priority measurement, the retrieved column of 03 has been specified and for
matted separately in the Level 2 output. 03 columns are specified in the traditional Dobson Units.
Ozone columns can be retrieved from the UV window (currently 323-335 nm) or from the visible
window (430-530 nm) - only the best fitted value will be taken. The best fitting window for the
visible region is still under investigation.

The ozone column amount will be the latest value only- that is, if individual re-processing has been
carried out as a result of quality control in the Level 1 to 2 algorithm, only the re-processed value
will be retained in the product. This also applies to all intermediate results.

• Geolocation Output

The geolocation output is a selection from the Level 1 data product. Level 1 and Level 2 data prod
ucts are identically geolocated.

• Trace gas column retrievals

The output of trace gas results other than those for 03 is governed by the fact that both DOAS fitting
windows are optimized for ozone column retrieval. This limitation rules out species such as ClO and
N03 with no significant spectral signatures in these windows. Some species are marginal- only in a
few circumstances could we expect to see reasonable values for S02 and HCHO for example. N02
and H20 are the main interfering species, N02 for both the GOME operational windows, H20 only
for the visible window. BrO is sometimes an interfering species in the UV window.

Ozone is not singled out from other retrieved trace gas columns in the intermediate output. For the
UV window then, we would expect retrieved columns of 03, N02 and perhaps BrO to be derived
from Level 1 to 2 processing, and 03, N02 and H20 columns should be retrieved routinely from the
visible window. A flag in the product header will indicate which trace gas total column has been
retrieved in which window. The following disclaimer is important.
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Additional output for other trace gases should not at this stage be regarded as the last word -
only ozone amounts will be verified thoroughly during the commissioning phase, and the oth
er trace gas quantities should be regarded as research products.

• Intermediate Results Output

The intermediate Level 2 results are be classified according to source of information (whether from
the Level 1 to 2 algorithms [AMF, VCD, DOAS, ICFA], or from additional sources [statistical out
put]). The results are accompanied by a small number of flags - these will indicate which options
have been used in the execution of the algorithms, and for the statistical output, the availability of
data.

VCD algorithm
The VCD intermediate output will comprise up to 7 vertical column amounts (down to ground only)
for all retrieved trace gases (including at the least, 03 twice fer the 2 windows, N02 twice, and H20
for the visible window). [Main product result for ozone is duplicated, but it was thought best to re
tain all trace gas results on an equal basis in the intermediate record]. Also output will be the errors
on these quantities (7 entries). The control flag will indicate whether individual re-processing was
performed, and the method of calculation of the ghost vertical column (see [Al 4], chapter 5).

Not included are vertical columns down to the cloud-top (these can be derived from Air Mass Factor
and slant column information), and the ghost climatological columns (requires knowledge of clima
tological trace gas profile information).

DOAS algorithm
The basic level 2 intermediate output from the DOAS algorithm will be the effective slant columns
(ESCs) and their errors, for all retrieved trace gases (14 entries). Single number fitting diagnostics
will be given in the product - these include the RMS value, the final chi-square value, number of
iterations in the fitting, and the goodness-of-fit statistic (8 entries for the two windows). The flag
indexing this DOAS information will indicate whether the linear or non-linear fitting has been ap
plied (fixed versus varying shifts and squeezes), and a qualitative (good/bad) indication of the accu
racy of the fitted shifts and squeezes. The flag will also indicate whether reference spectra such as
the Ring spectrum were used in the fit.

Not included are the fitting-parameters (and their errors) for the low-order polynomial modelling
the broad-scale features of the optical density spectrum (aerosols, clouds, surface reflection). Also
not included is the correlation matrix of cross-correlations among different trace gas species and
fitted polynomial coefficients (broad scale part of the spectrum).

AMF algorithm
The AMF output will include the averagedAir Mass Factors for all retrieved trace gases, both down
to cloud-top and to ground level (14 entries). [If AMFs are calculated for each of the 3 possible
geolocation geometries across a single ground pixel, the average result will be specified]. Simulated
total intensities down to cloud-top and ground will be generated for both windows, plus one mea
sured intensity (interpolated to the representative wavelength at which the AMFs were found) for
each window (6 additional entries). The flag could indicate model simulation control (multiple vs.
single scattering, use of 3 geometries, etc.).

Not included are intensities (to cloud-top and ground) calculated without the trace gas of interest
(these quantities form part of the definition of the AMF). Note that no climatological information
will be specified.

ICFA algorithm
The main output here is the cloud fraction and its error, and the cloud-top pressure and its error (4
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entries). The surface pressure will also be specified here. The flag indexing this output will indicate
the quality of the fit, version number and defaults used. Total 6 entries. Output of most diagnostics
from ICFA has been suppressed (no RMS value, no chi-square, correlation matrix, etc.).

Statistical output
These numbers provide additional qualitative information about the measurements. They are sup
plementary to themain output, and are not derived from anygeophysical algorithms.Twoquantities
are of interest- the "pixel contrast" and the "pixel colour". Pixel contrast values are foundby taking
the mean and standard deviation of the PMD reflectances (back-scattered to direct sunlight ratios)
(6 entries for the 3 PMD devices). Pixel colour is indicated by the 16 sub-pixel values of the ratio
PMD3/PMD2. The pixel colour gradient is taken from a linear regression carried out on GOME
channel 3 measurements over a certain wavelength range (1 entry- the linear gradient). A flag in
dexes the output (availability of data). Note that this is the first attempt to use the PMDdata, albeit in
a non-physical way. Total 23 entries.

• Summary Table of Intermediate Output

(source)
VCD
VCD
VCD

DOAS
DOAS
DOAS
DOAS

AMF
AMF
AMF
AMF

ICFA
ICFA
ICFA

Statistics
Statistics
Statistics
Statistics

(description)
Total vertical column amounts to ground
Errors on these total vertical columns
Flag indexing output

Slant columns
Errors on these slant columns
RMS, chi-square, goodness-of-fit, iteration number
Flag indexing output

Air Mass Factors to cloud-top and ground
Total intensity (ground and cloud top)
Measured intensity
Flag indexing output

Cloud fraction & cloud-top pressure plus errors
Surface pressure
Flag indexing output

Pixel contrast (mean & standard dev., 3 PMDs)
Pixel colour (sub-pixel values)
Pixel colour gradient (Channel 3)
Flag indexing output
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A Detailed Format Descriptions

A.1 Level 1Data Product

The Level 1Data product file will consist of the following basic elements:

Field Number I Data Byte Description
Number of Bytes Type Position
1 38 PIR 1-38 Product Identifier Record

see table 3
2 78 FSRl 39-116 File Structure Record

see table 2
3 ca. 210 SPHl 117-322 Specific Product Header

see table 4
4 ca. FCD 323- Fixed Calibration Data Record

575,788 576,110 see table 5
5 Nrec*669 PCD 576,111- Pixel Specific Calibration Records

ca. 2,047,910 see table 7
1,471,800

6 ca. BDR 2,047,911- Band Data Records
15,576,000 17,623,910 see table 8

Table 1: Level 1 Data Product Content

This yields an approximate size of==17MB (16.81MB for the assumptions asmade below) for one
Level 1Data product which covers one complete orbit.
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The File Structure Record (FSRl) structure is given in the following table:

Field Number Data Byte Description
Number of Bytes Type Position
1 2 short 1-2 Number of SPHl Records (always 1)
2 4 long 3-6 Length of SPH1Record
3 2 short 7-8 Number of FCD Records (always 1)
4 4 tlong 9-12 Length of FCD Record
5 2 short 13-14 Number of PCD Records
6 4 long 15-18 Length of PCD Record
7 2 short 19-20 Number of Band la Data Records
8 4 long 121-24 Length of Band 1a Data Record
9 2 short 25-26 Number of Band 1b Data Records
10 4 long 27-30 Length of Band 1b Data Record
11 2 short 31-32 Number of Band 2a Data Records
12 4 long 33-36 Length of Band 2a Data Record
13 2 short 37-38 Number of Band 2b Data Records
14 4 long 39-42 Length of Band 2b Data Record
15 2 short 43-44 Number of Band 3 Data Records
16 4 long 45-48 Length of Band 3 Data Record
17 2 short 49-50 Number of Band 4 Data Records
18 4 long 51-54 Length of Band 4 Data Record
19 2 short 55-56 Number of Blind Pixel Data Records
20 4 long 57-60 Length of Blind Pixel Data Record
21 2 short 61-62 Number of Straylight la Data Records
22 4 long 63-66 Length of Straylight la Data Record
23 2 short 67-68 Number of Straylight 1b Data Records
24 4 long 69-72 Length of Straylight 1b Data Record
25 2 short 73-74 Number of Straylight 2a Data Records
26 4 long 75-78 Length of Straylight 2a Data Record
Table 2: File Structure Record Content
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The Product Identifier Record (PIR) structure is given in the following table, as defined in [A4]:

Field Number Data I Byte I Description
Number of Bytes Type Position
1 2 A 1-2 Satellite/Mission Identifier (E2)
2 3 A 3-5 Sensor Identifier (GOM)

3 5 A 6-10 Start Orbit Number (e.g. O5765)
4 4 A 11-14 Number of Processed Orbits (e.g. OOO1)

5 2 A 15-16 Acquisition Facility Identifier (e.g. KS, if
more than one station, this field is DP)

6 5 A 17-21 Product Type (LVLlO)
7 1 A 22 Spare, blank
8 2 A [23-24 Processing Facility Identifier (DP)
9 8 [A [25-32 Processing Date (YYYYMMDD)
10 6 A 33-38 I Processing Time (hhmms s)

Table 3: Product Identifier Content
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The Specific Product Header (SPHl) structure for the Level 1Dataproduct is given in the following
table:

Field Number I Data [ Byte Description
Number of Bytes Type Position
1 2 short 1-2 Number of Input Data References (Nref-Z)
2 38 * Nref- PIR 1-78 Input Data Reference; see table 3 (Product

76 Type field: LVLO_)
3 5 A 79-83 GDP Software Version,Level 0 to 1 Pro-

cessing (XX . XX)

4 5 A 84-88 Pre-flight Calibration Data Version
(xx. x_x)

5 5 * 4- 20 unsigned 89-108 Time Correlation Information:
long - Orbit Number

- UTC days since 1.1.1950
- UTC ms since midnight
- Satellite Binary Counter
- Satellite Binary Counter Period

6 2 short 109-110 GOME Science Package PMD Entry Point
7 12 I short 111-112 GOME Science Package Subset Counter

Entry PointI I

8 (2 * 3) * 4 I float 113-136 I PMD's Conversion Factors
= 24 I

8 2 short 137-138 Number of State Vectors (Nvec, ca. 2)
9 (3 * 4+ 3* 139-> State Vectors (Restituted Orbit):

6 * 4) unsigned ca. 210 - UTC days since 1.1.1950
* Nvec long - UTC ms since midnight
ca. 72 - Orbit number

6 *float - Position vectors (X, Y,Z) in km

I
- Velocity vector (dx/dt, dy/dt, dz/dt) in

mis

Table 4: Specific Product Header Content (Level 1)
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The Fixed Calibration Data Record (FCD) structure is given in the following table:

Field Number Data I Byte Description
Number of Bytes Type Position

1 2 short 1-2 Detector Confidence Flags:
Bit 16-12: always 0
Bit 11: PMD3

I Bit 10: PMD2
I Bit 9: PMD 1

Bit 8-7: Array 4
Bit 6-5: Array 3
Bit 4-3: Array 2
Bit 2-1: Array 1
0 - detector ok
1 - detector is dead
2 - detector has dead pixels (arrays only)

2 10*6=60 BCR 3-62 Band Configuration Record; see table 6:
6 Spectral Bands
1Blind Pixel Band

I
3 Straylight Bands

3 (4*4) * 4 = I float 179-142 Relative Errors on the Pre-flight Measure-
64 ments

4 4 * 4 = 16 float 143-158 Uniform straylight level
5 4*2 * (2*2 short- 159-254 Symmetrical and asymmetrical ghosts

+ 2*4) = float characteristics
96

6 2 short 255-256 Number of Leakage Correction Parameter

I
Sets (Nleak, ca. 5; Integration Time Pattern
or Time Line variance during one orbit)

7 (5 + 4,096) float 257- Array Noise, 3 PMD Offsets, PMD Noise
*4 * Nleak 82,276 and Dark Current
- 82,020

8 4,096 * 4 float 82,277 Pixel-to-Pixel Gain
- 16,384 98,660

9 2 short 98,661- Number of Hot Pixel Occurrences during
98,662 this Orbit (Nhot, e.g. 5, hopefully zero)

10 3*2 short 98,663- Hot Pixel Occurrences:
* Nhot 98,692 Record, Array, Pixel
ca. 30

11 2 short 98,693- Number of Spectral Calibration Parameter
98,694 Sets (Nspec, ca. 1O; temperature variance

during one orbit is expected to be ca. 1°
and the temperature is resoluted to 0.1°)
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12 (5 * 4 + 4) double 98,695- Spectral Calibration Parameters (4th order
* 8 100,614 polynomial) and AveragePixel Deviation
* Nspec for each channel
ca. 1,920

13 2 short 100,615- Index into Spectral Calibration Parameters
100,616 for the following Calibration Parameters

(field 14, 15, 19 and 21)
14 4,096 * 4 float 100,617- Intensity Calibration Parameters (lnterpo-

= 16,384 117,000 lated Instrument Response Function)
15 4,096 * 4 float 117,001- Sun Reference Spectrum (Mean Value)

= 16,384 133,384
16 4,096 * 4 float 133,385- Relative Radiometric Precision of the Sun

= 16,384 I 149,768 Reference Spectrum
17 3 * 4 = 12 float 149,769- PMD Mean Values of the Sun Reference

149,780 Spectra
18 3 * 4 = 12 float 149,781- Wavelength of the PMDMean Valuesof

'I 149,792 the Sun Reference Spectra
19 2*4-8 unsigned 149,793- UTC Date & Time of the Sun Refererence

long 149,800 Spectrum
20 2 short 149,801- Number of Sun Reference SpectrumMea-

149,802 surements used for the following mean val-
ue (Nsun; ca. 20, 30 s of 1.5 s)

21 4,096 * 4 * float 149,803- Sun Reference Spectrum Measurements
Nsun 477,482
""327,680

22 2 short 477,483- Number of different scan mirror angles per
477,484 channel for which the pre-flight calibra-

tion parameters "Interpolated Polarisation
,Sensitivity" and "Radiance Response" are

I calculated (Nang; e.g. 12)I
23 (1,024 + float 477,485- Interpolated Polarisation Sensitivity

1024) * 4 * 575,788 ( T/nadir · x (w) ) defined in [A2] section
Nang "Polarisation Correction" and Radiance
•• 98,304 Response (no»,)defined in [A2] section

"Radiometric Calibration"
Table S: Fixed Calibration Data Content
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The Band Configuration Record (BCR) structure is given in the following table:

Field Number Data Byte Description
Number of Bytes Type Position
1 2 short 1-2 Detector Array Number (1-4)
2 2 short 3-4 Start Detector of Band (0-1023)
3 2 short 5-6 End Detector of Band (0-1023)

Table 6: Fixed Calibration Data Content

The Pixel Specific Calibration Records (PCD) structure is given in the following table:

Field Number Data Byte Description
Number of Bytes Type Position
1 97 GLRl 1-97 Geolocation Record, see table 9
2 2*4=8 float 98-105 Dark Current & Noise Correction Factor
3 2 short 106-107 Index to Spectral Calibration Parameters
4 2 short 108-109 Index to Leakage Correction Parameters
5 22 * 4 = 28 float 110-197 Polarisation Parameters (7 fractional pola-

risation values including the appropriate

I
wavelength value, error and Chi, the angle
of the plane of polarisation) defined in
[A2] section "Polarisation Correction"

6 34 MPH: 6, 7, 198-231 Extraction of Level 0 Data MPH: fields 6,
16 7, 16; see [Al]

7 22 SPH: 5, 6 232-253 Extraction of Level 0 Data SPH: fields 5,
+ 1byte 6; see [Al] (last byte reserved to get field

even)
8 396 IHR 1254-649 Instrument Header Record of the Science

Data Packet; see [A5]
9 10 * 2 = 20 short 1650-669 Index to the 10 Spectral Bands

I -1, if the integration time of this band was
I not finished

Table 7: Pixel Specific Calibration Data Content
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The Band Data Records (BDR) structure is given in the following table:

Field Number Data Byte Description
Number of Bytes Type Position

1 284,900 REC 1- Band la, Nlen=256, lv=550
(see table 10)

2 2,182,400 REC ... Band lb, Nlen=493, Iv=2200

3 52,800 REC ... Band 2a, Nlen=9, Iv-=2200

4 3,436,400 /REC ... Band 2b, Nlen=-778, Iv=2200

5 4,518,800 REC ... Band 3, Nlen ...•1024, Iv=2200

6 4,518,800 REC ... Band 4, Nlen=-1024, Iv-2200

7 57,200 REC ... Blind Pixel, Nlen-49, Iv-550

8 58,300 REC ... Straylight Pixel la, Nlen-50, Iv=550

9 233,200 REC ... Stray light Pixel 1b, Nlen-ou, Iv=2200

10 233,200 REC 15,576,000 Straylight Pixel 2a, Nlen-so, Iv=2200

Table 8: Band Data Records Content

where the values for the number of pixels per spectral band (Nlen) are taken from table 5 field 2
(Band Configuration Record, Nlen = End-Start+ I) and the number of integration intervals (Iv) are
estimates for one orbit to calculate the expected size of one Level 1 Data product.

The Geolocation Record (GLRl) structure is given in the following table:

Field Number Data Byte Description
Number of Bytes Type Position

1 2*4=8 unsigned 1-8 UTC Date & Time of the ground pixel
long

2 6 * 4 = 24 float 8-32 3 Solar Zenith and Azimuth Angles
3 6 * 4 = 24 float 33-56 3 Line-of-Sight Zenith and Azimuth

Angles
4 4 float 57-60 Satellite Height
5 4 float 61-64 Earth Radius

6 1 char 65-65 Possible Sun-glint (0 = no, 1 = yes)
6 8 * 4 == 32 float 66-97 4 Comer Coordinates of Ground Pixel

(Latitude and Longitude)

Table 9: Geolocation Record 1 Content
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The Spectral Band Record (REC) structure is given in the following table:

Field Number I Data Byte
I

Description
Number ofBytes I Type Position
1 2 short 1-2 iQuality Flags:

Bit 8-7: Spectral check:
0 = E < 0.02 px
1 ""'0.02 < E < 0.05 px
2 = E > 0.05 px

Bit 6-5: Saturated pixels
Bit 4-3: Hot pixels

I
Bit 2-1: Dead pixels
0 =- alrpixels ok
1 == less than 1% of pixels affected
2 = more than 1% of pixels affected

2 2 short 3-4 Index to Polarisations Sensitivity Parame-
ters

3 2 short 5-6 Index to Pixel Specific Calibration Param-
,eters Record (PCD)

4 2 unsigned 7-8 Integration Time (one count corresponds to
J short 93.5 ms)

5 Nlen * 2 = unsigned 19- Array Data Values
ca.2048 short !max. 2056 I

Table 10: Spectral Band Record Content
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A.2 Level 2 Data Product

The Level 2 Data product file will consist of the following basic elements :

Field Number Data Byte Description
Number of Bytes Type Position
1 38 PIR 1-38 Product Identifier Record

see table 3
2 12 FSR2 39-50 File Structure Record

see table 12
3 ca. 118 SPH2 51-168 Specific Product Header

see table 13
4 Nrec * 438 DDR i 169- DOAS Data Records

ca. 963,768 see table 14
963,600

Table 11: Level 2 Data Product Content

This yields an approximate size of -950 kB (941.18kB for the assumptions asmade below) for one
Level 2 Data product which covers a one orbit of data.

The File Structure Record (FSR2) structure for the Level 2 Data product is given in the following
table:

Field Number Data I Byte Description
Number of Bytes Type Position
1 2 short 1-2 Number of SPH2 Records (always 1)
2 4 long 3-6 Length of SPH2 Record
3 2 short 7-8 Number of DOAS Data Records (ca. 2200)
4 4 long 19-12 Length of DOAS Data Record
Table 12: File Structure Record (Level 2) Content
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The Specific Product Header (SPH2) structure for the Level 2 Data product is given in the following
table:

Field Number Data Byte Description
Number of Bytes Type Position

1 38 PIR 1-38 Input Data References
see table 3

2 5 A 39-43 GDP Software Version, DOAS Level 1 to
2, (XX. XX)

3 5 A 44-48 GDP Software Data Bases Version,
(XX. XX)

4 2 short 49-50 INumber of Fitting Windows (Nwin-B)
5 Nwin * 2 * float 51-74 Window Pair(start and end wavelength in

4= 24 I nm)

6 2 short 75-76 Number of Molecules (Nmol= 7)

7 Nmol * (1
IA

77-118 Molecule Pair (fitting window number and
+ 5) = 42 molecule name, e.g. 3N02_

Table 13: SpecificProduct Header Content (Level 2)

The DOAS Data Record (DDR) structure is given in the following table:

Field Number I Data 11 Byte Description
Number of Bytes Type Position

1 56 GLR2 1-56 Geolocation Record
see table 15

2 4 float 57-60 ITotal Column of Ozone (Dobson Units)

3 4 float 61-64 Relative error on the Total Column (%)

4 374 I IRR 165-438 IIntermediate Results Record
I see table 16

Table 14: DOASData Record Content (Level 2)

The Geolocation Record (GLR2) structure is given in the following table:

Field Number I Data Byte I DescriptionINumber of Bytes Type Position I
I

1 2*4=8 unsigned 11-8 IUTC Date & Time
long I

2 4 float 19-12 Solar Zenith Angle of the Ground Pixel
I Centre

3 4 float 13-16 Line-of-Sight Zenith Angle of the Ground
Pixel Centre

4 8 * 4 = 32 float 17-48 4 Corner Coordinates of Ground Pixel
(Latitude and Longitude)

5 2*4=8 float 49-56 Center Coordinate of Ground Pixel
Table 15: Geolocation Record 2 Content
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The Intermediate Results Record (IRR) structure is given in the following table:

Field Number Data Byte Description
Number of Bytes Type Position
1 Nmol * 4= float 1-28 VCD: Total VCD to ground of e.g. 03uv,

28 03VIS'N02uv, N02VIS'BrO, H20, S02
2 Nmol * 4= float 129-56 VCD: Errors on VCDs above

28
3 2 short 57-58 VCD: Flag indexing output
4 Nmol * 4= float 59-86 DOAS: Slant Columns of e.g. 03uv, 03vrs,

28 N02uv, N02VIS,H20, BrO, S02
5 Nmol * 4= float 87-114 DOAS: Errors on Slant Columns above

28
6 Nwin * 4 * float 115-162 DOAS: RMS, x2,Goodness of Fit, Iteration

4= 48 Number for the Nwin fitting windows
7 2 short 163-164 DOAS: Flag indexing output
8 Nmol * 4= float 165-192 AMF: AMF to ground for species as listed

28 above
9 Nmol * 4= float 1193-220 IAMF: AMF to cloud-top for species as

28 listed above
I

10 Nwin * 4 = I float 221-232 AMF: Total intensities for ground for Nwin
12 fitting windows t

11 Nwin * 4 = float 233-244 AMF: Total intensities for cloud-top for
12 Nwin fitting windows t

12 Nwin * 4= float 245-256 AMF: Measured Intensity for Nwin win-
12 dows t

13 2 short 257-258 AMF: Flag indexing output
14 2*4=8 float 259-266 JCFA: Cloud fraction and Cloud-top Pres-

sure
15 2*4=8 float 267-274 JCFA: Errors on Cloud fraction and Cloud-

top Pressure
16 4 float 275-278 JCFA: Surface Pressure
17 2 short 279-280 1CFA: Flag indexing output
18 3*2*4= float 281-304 Statistics: Pixel contrast (3 PMDs: mean

24 and standard deviation) :j:
19 16 * 4 == 64 float 305-368 Statistics: Pixel colour (sub-pixel values) +
20 4 float 369-372 Statistics: Pixel colour gradient (Ch. 3) :j:
21 2 short 373-374 Statistics: Flag indexing output

Table 16: Intermediate Results Record Content

*Note: Vertical Columns and Slant Columns are given in moVcm"2
t Intensities returned as representative wavelenghts for the given windows (1 or 2 per window).
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Absolute Radiance Units.
:j: For definitions, see section 4.6 on page 15.

The following tables define the flag indexing output of the different algorithms:
(bits will be set for underlined condition)

0
I
5

I I
2 I 4 3

I I I I I I I I I I I I
no - ~ smoothing of measurements
no - ~ error weighting of fitting
no - yes use of pre-convoluted templates
no - yes convolution of templates
no - yes poor fit
no - yes noisy fit
no - yes cloud fractional cover from climatology

success/warning - error condition

Table 17: ICFA Flag Indexing Output

\; i ; IITIII 8 7

04 3

I I I I I II I I I I I I I I
no - yes smoothing of measurements
no - yes error weighting of fitting
no - yes use of ratioed measurements
no - ~ use of pre-convoluted cross-sections
no - ~ convolution of cross-sections
no - yes convolution on measurement grid
no - yes sampling of cross-sections
literature - GOME cross-sections
linear - non-linear fitting

success/warning - mm: condition

Table 18: DOASFlag Indexing Output
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I' I I I Is 21 87 43 0

I I I I I I I I I I I I I l
single - multiple scattering
clear - clear&cloud calculations
one value - extended field-of-view
undepleted - depleted profile
no - yes aerosols present

I
s

success/warning - egor condition

Table 19: AMF Flag Indexing Output

I 1
2 1 4 3 0

I I I I I I I I I I I I
yes - no contrast PMD 1
yes - no contrast PMD 2
yes - no contrast PMD 3
all - not all colour ratioed defined
yes - no colour gradient defined
yes - no PMD statistics for large ground pixels

success/warning - error condition

Table 20: Statistics Flag Indexing Output
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I' 1 1 I I5 21 87 43 0

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
L • ' ' ' ' ' '

no - yes extended field-of-view calculations
no - yes ghost column from climatology
no - yes cloud fractional cover from climatology
no - yes re-processing done
good - bad quality

Table 21: VCD Flag Indexing Output

success/warning - error condition
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A.3 Extracted Level 1Data

Extracted Level 1Data files have the following format:

Field Number Data Byte Description
Number of Bytes Type Position
1 328 GSll 1-328 GDP Software Identifier, see table 23
2 38 PIR 329-366 Product Identifier, see table 3
3 1or2 char 367 Line Separator; the number of bytes for

this field depends on the operating system
the Extract_ Level_ I_ Data programme was
running on (e.g. UNIX- 1,MS-DOS - 2)

4 123 or 124 SFS 368-487 Solar Format Specification, see table 24
5 Nchannel * CDR 488- Channel Data Records, (Nchannel - 4), see

(47149 or 189,083 table 25
48169)
= 188,596

6 52 or 53 EFS 189,084- Earthshine Format Specification, see table
189,135 27

7 Nground * EGP 189,136- Earthshine Ground Pixels (Nground ca.
(189,447 2200), see table 28
or I
193,527) =

-400 MB

Table 22: Extracted Level 1Data Content

The byte position information is given for the extraction of a complete Level 1Data product. It is
expected that for the normal case only parts (e.g. thewavelength windows for the DOAS fitting) are
extracted which is much smaller than 400 MB.
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The GDP Software Identifier (GSil) structure for the Level 1 extraction software is given in the
following table:

Field Number
I

Data Byte Description
Number of Bytes Type Position
1 80 A 1-80 Separator 1

(/*

*\)

2 1 or 2 A 81 Line Separator, see comment in table 22
3 80 A 82-161 Software Version (** GDP Level 0 to 1

I Extracting - Version9.99 - Copyright
DLR1995 **)

4 1or2 A 162 Line Separator, see comment in table 22
5 80 A 163-242 Separator 2

(\*

*!)

6 1or2 A 243 Line Separator, see comment in table 22
7 35 A 244-278 Calibration Parameters Used (L:y, F:y, S:y,

N:y, P:y, I:y, U:y,_)
8 1or2 A 279 Line Separator, see comment in table 22
8 48 A 280-327 Wavelength, Irradiance and Radiance Units

(Units: [run] [Photons/mn.cm"2.s]
[Photons/nm.cm"2.s.sr])

8 1or2 A 328 Line Separator, see comment in table 22
Table 23: GDP Software Identifier

The Solar Format Specification (SFS) structure is given in the following table:

Field Number Data Byte Description
Number of Bytes Type Position
1 15 A 1-15 Description (Solar_Spectrum_)
2 16 A 16-31 Wavelength Range [nm]

(999.999_999.999_)

3 28 A 32-59 Average Pixel Deviation of the Spectral
Calibration for each channel
(9.9999_9.9999_9.9999_9.9999_)

4 12 A 60-71 UTC Date of Solar Spectrum
(DD-MMM-YYYY_)

5 12 A 72-83 UTC Time of Solar Spectrum
(HH :MM: SS .mmm)

6 1or2 char 123 Line Separator, see comment in table 22
Table 24: Solar Format Specification Content
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The Channel Data Record (CDR) structure is given in the following table:

Field Number I Data I Byte Description
Number of Bytes Type Position

1 10 A 1-10 Channel Identifier (Channel 9_)

3 16 A 11-26 Wavelength Range (nm)
(999.999_999.999_)

4 8 A 27-34 Spectral Calibration Error (9 . 9999_)

5 2 A 35-36 Spectral check (9_)
0 = e < 0.02 px
1= 0.02 < e < 0.05 px
2 = e > 0.05 px

6 2 A 37-38 Saturated pixels (9_) t
7 2 IA 39-40 Hot pixels (9_) t
8 2 A 41-42 Dead pixels (9_) t
9 4 A 43-46 Number of Detector Pixels Samples (9999)

(Nsamp)
10 1or2 A 47-48 Line Separator, see comment in table 22

11 Nsamp * SDR 49-47149 Solar Data Records, see table 26
(46 or 47) or 48169 (e.g. Nsamp = 1024)

Table 25: Channel Data Record Content

t 0 = all pixels ok
1 = less than 1% of pixels affected
2 = more than 1% of pixels affected

The Solar Data Record (SDR) structure is given in the following table:

Field Number Data Byte Description
Number of Bytes Type Position
1 8 A 1-8 Wavelength [nm], (999. 999_)
2 12 A 9-20 Absolute Irradiance measurement [pho-

tons/nm.cm''2.s], (9. 99999e-99_)
3 12 A 21-32 Absolute Irradiance measurement Error

[photons/nm.crrr'Z.s], (9 . 99999e-9 9_)
4 12 A 33-44 Irradiance * relative response Error [pho-

tons/nm.cm=Z.s], (9. 99999e-99_)
5 1 A 45 Flag, (9) (e.g. 0-Good, 1-Dead, 2=-Hot,

3=Saturated, ..., 9-other errors)
6 1or2 IA 46 Line Separator, see comment in table 22

Table 26: Solar Data Record Content
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The Earthshine Format Specification (EFS) structure is given in the following table:

Field Number I Data Byte I Description
Number of Bytes Type Position
1 20 A 1-20 Description (Earthshine_Spectrum_)
2 26 A 21-46 Time Range (99: 99: 99_99: 99: 99_)

3 5 A 47-51 Number of Ground Pixels (9999)
(Nground)

4 1or2 char 52 ILine Separator, see comment in table 22
I

Table 27: Earthshine Format Specification Content

The Earthshine Ground Pixel (EGP) structure is given in the following table:

Field Number I Data Byte Description
Number of Bytes Type Position

I

1 18 IA 11-18 Ground Pixel Number
!

(Ground_Pixel_9999_)
2 2 IA I 19-20 ISubset Counter (9_) ('O' to '2' forward,

I

I I '3' backward)
4 1 A 121

1 Number of Band Data Samples (9)
(Nband)

5 1or2 char 122 ILine Separator, see comment in table 22
6 1208or 213 AGI 23-230 Geolocation Information in ASCII, see

table 29
7 16 * (36 or PDR 231-806 PMD Data Values of the corresponding

37) science data packet, see table 30
8 1or2 A 807 Line Separator, see comment in table 22
9 Nband * BDR 808- Band Data Records, see table 31

(47,160 or I 189,447 or (e.g. Nband = 4)
48,180) I 193,527

I

Table 28: Earthshine Ground Pixel Content

The Geolocation Information in ASCII (AGI) structure is given in the following table:

Field Number I Data I Byte I Description
I I

Number of Bytes I Type 1 Position i

1 12 A 1-12 IUTC Date of Ground Pixel Start
(DD-MMM-YYYY_)

2 12 A 13-24 UTC Time of Ground Pixel Start
(HH: MM:SS .nunm)

3 1or2 A 25 Line Separator, see comment in table 22
4 47 A 26-72 3 Solar Zenith and Azimuth Angles

3 * (-999. 99_-999. 99_)

5 1or2 A 73 ILine Separator, see comment in table 22
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6 47 A 74-120 13Line-of-Sight Zenith and Azimuth
Angles, 3 * (-999. 99_-999. 99_)

7 1or2 A 121 Line Separator, see comment in table 22
8 7 A 122-128 Satellite Height, (999 . 99_)
9 8 A 129-136 Earth Radius, (9999 . 99_)
10 1 A 137 Possible Sun-glint (9) 0 = no, 1 = yes
11 1or2 A 138 Line Separator, see comment in table 22
12 69 A 139-207 4 Comer and Center Coordinates, Lat. and

Long., 5 * (-99. 99_999. 99_)

13 1or2 A 208 or 213 Line Separator, see comment in table 22

Table 29: Geolocation Information in ASCII Content

The PMD Data Record (PDR) structure is given in the following table:

Field Number Data Byte Description
Number of Bytes Type Position
1 12 A 1-12 PMD 1Data Value [photons/nm.cm"2.s.sr]

I
(9. 99999e-99_)

2 12 A 113-24 PMD 2 Data Value [photons/nm.cm"2.s.sr]
(9. 99999e-99_)

3 11 A 125-35 PMD 3 Data Value [photons/nm.cm"2.s.sr]
I (9. 99999e-99)I

4 1or2 A 36 or 37 Line Separator, see comment in table 22
Table 30: PMD Data Record Content
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The Band Data Record (BDR) structure is given in the following table:

Field Number Data Byte Description
Number of Bytes Type Position
1 8 A 1-8 Band Identifier (Band 9a_)

2 11 A 9-19 Integration Time [s] (9999.99999_)
3 16 A 20--35 Wavelength Range (nm)

(999.999_999.999_)

4 8 A 36-43 Spectral Calibration Error (9. 9999_)
5 2 A 44-45 Spectral check (9_)

0 .••e < 0.02 px
1 = 0.02 < e < 0.05 px
2- e > 0.05 px

6 2 A 46-47 I Saturated pixels (9_) t
7 2 A 48-49 Hot pixels (9_) t
8 2 A 50--51 Dead pixels (9_) t
9 4 A 52-55 Number of Detector Pixels Samples (9999)

(Nsarnp)
10 1or2 A 56-56 Line Separator, see comment in table 22
11 Nsarnp * EDR 57-47160 Earthshine Data Records, see table 32

(46 or 47) or 48180 (e.g. Nsamp = 1024)
Table 31: Band Data Record Content

The Earthshine Data Record (EDR) structure is given in the following table:

Field Number Data Byte Description
Number of Bytes Type Position
1 8 A 1-8 Wavelength [nm], (999. 999_)

2 12 A 9-20 Absolute Radiance measurement [photons/
nm.cm"2.s.sr], (9. 99999e-99_)

3 12 A 21-32 Absolute Radiance measurement Error
[photons/nm.cm"2.s.sr],
(9. 99999e-99_)

4 12 A 33-44 Radiance * relative response Error [pho-
tons/nrn.cm"2.s.sr], (9. 99999e-99_)

5 1 A 45 Flag, (9) (e.g. O=Good, l=-Dead,2=Hot,
3=Saturated, ..., 9=other errors)

6 1or2 A 46 or 47 Line Separator, see comment in table 22
Table 32: Earthshine Data Record Content
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The following is an example for the specification of the extracted Level 1Data, as described above
(the text in brackets and the dots are only for information and shortness, not part of the data set):

/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------*\ (GSI)
** GDP Level 0 to 1 Extracting - Version 3.02 - Copyright DLR 1995 **
\*----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
L:y, F:y, S:y, N:y, P:y, I:y, U:y

Units: [nm] [Photons/nm.cmA2.s) [Photons/nm.cm~2.s.sr)

E2GOM000000001KSEXTR1 DP19940506191143 (PIR)
(SFS)
(SDR)

Solar Spectrum 19-MAY-1994 10:35:09.500

CHANNEL l 236.898 314.484 0.0315 0 0 0 0 512

236.898 O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO 0

237.019 O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO 0

237.139 O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO 0.00000E+OO 0

237.259 O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO 0

237.380 O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO 0

237.500 O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO 0.00000E+OO 0

237.620 0.44720E+l4 0.22360E+l3 0.89441E+ll 0

237.741 0.52373E+l4 0.26186E+l3 0.10475E+l2 0

237.861 0.45247E+l4 0.22623E+l3 0.90494E+ll 0

790.000 0.50000E+l5 0.30000E+l4 0.20000E+l3 0

Earthshine Spectrum 10:35:95.500 12:15:90.000 1500

Ground Pixel 1 O 2

(EFS)
(EGP)
(AGI)20-MAY-1994 10:35:09.500

42.50 205.61 42.46 205.63 42.42 205.65

10.00 90.00 19.68 90.00 -9.37 270.00

796.65 6361.36 0

-61.90 197.71 -62.23 197.98 -62.59 192.67 -62.93 192.89 -62.41 195.31

0.12345E+OO 0.23456E+OO 0.34567E+OO

0.12345E+OO 0.23456E+OO 0.34567E+OO

0.12345E+OO 0.23456E+OO 0.34567E+OO

0.12345E+OO 0.23456E+OO 0.34567E+OO

0.12345E+OO 0.23456E+OO 0.34567E+OO

(PDR)

0.12345E+OO 0.23456E+OO 0.34567E+OO

Band la 30 236.898 268.121 0.0493 O O 0 0 255

236.898 O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO 0.00000E+OO 0

237.019 0.00000E+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO 0

237.139 O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO 0

237.259 O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO 0.00000E+OO 0

237.380 0.00000E+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO 0

237.500 O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO 0

237.620 0.44720E+l2 0.22360E+ll 0.89441E+09 0

237.741 0.52373E+l2 0.26186E+ll 0.10475E+l0 0

(BDR)
(EDR)

268.121 0.95544E+l3 0.47772E+l2 0.19109E+ll 0

Band 4 1.5 578.602 780.266 0.0331 O O O 0 1024 (BDR)

Ground Pixel 2 1 6 (EGP)
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A.4 Extracted Level 2 Data

Extracted Level 2 Data files have the following format:

Field Number
I

Data I Bvte I Description
Number of Bytes Type I Po;ition II
1 328 IGSI2 1-243 I GDP Software Identifier in ASCII

see table 34
2 38 IPIR 1244-281 Product Identifier Record

see table 3
3 1or2 char 282 Line Separator; the number of bytes for

this field depends on the operating system
the Extract_Level_2_Data programme was
running on (e.g. UNIX .• 1,MS-DOS==2)

4 4 IA 1283-286 Number of DOAS Data Records in ASCII
I ! (ca. 2200) (9999)

5 1 or 2 char 1287 Line Separator, see comment in table 33
I

6 192 ISPH2A 1288-479 ISpecific Product Header in ASCII
i I see table 35

7 N_DDR * IDDRA :480- DOAS Data Records in ASCII
I

1373= I ,2.059.979 i see table 36
2.059.500 I

I
I

Table 33: Extracted Level 2 Data Content

This yields an approximate size of -2 MB (1.96 MB for the assumptions as made below) for one
Level 2 Data product which covers a one orbit of data.

The GDP Software Identifier inASCII (GSI2) structure for the Level 2 extraction software is given
in the following table:

Field I Number I Data Byte
I

Description
Number of Bytes I Type Position
1 80 A 1-80 Separator 1

(/*

*\)
2 1or2 [A [81 Line Separator, see comment in table 33

I

3 80 IA 82-161 Software Version(** GDP Level 1 to 2
I Extracting - Version9.99 - Copyright
I DLR 1995 **)

4 1or2 A \162 Line Separator, see comment in table 33
5 80 A 163-242 Separator 2

(\*

*/)
6 1or2 A 243 Line Separator, see comment in table 33
Table 34: GDP Software Identifier
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The Specific Product Header in ASCII (SPH2A) structure for the Level 2 Data product is given in
the following table:

Field I Number : Data I Byte I Description
Number of Bytes l Type I Position I

' i

1 38 iPIR I 1-38 I Input Data References
I II ! see table 3I I

2 1or2 [char i39 /Line Separator, see comment in table 33I

3 6 IA 140-45 GDP Software Version. DOAS Level 1 to
I I 2, (XX. XX_)

4 5 A 146-50 GDP Software Data Bases Version,
(XX. XX)I

5 1or2 char /51 Line Separator, see comment in table 33
6 2 /A 152-53 INumber of Fitting Windows (Nwin=S)

I (99)
i

7 1or2 !char 154 Line Separator, see comment in table 33
8 INwin * 2 * \A lss-96 \Window Pair (start and end wavelength in

7 = 42 I I

I i i nm) (999.99_999.99_)
9 I l or 2 I char :97 ILine Separator, see comment in table 33
10 12 short 98-99 :Number of Molecules (Nmol-.7)

I
I i (99)

11 fl or 2 'char 100 ILine Separator, see comment in table 33
12 Nmol * (1 I A 1101-191 ! Molecule Pair (fitting window number and

+ 12)= 91 I I molecule name) (9_XXXXXXXXXX_)
13 I 1or2 I char i 192 ILine Separator, see comment in table 33

Table 35: Specific Product Header Content (Level 2)

The DOAS Data Record in ASCII (DDRA) structure is given in the following table:

Field Number I Data I Byte I Description
Number of Bytes Type . Position
1 113 /GLR2A 11-113 Geolocation Record in ASCII

I see table 37
2 12 1A I 114-125 I Total Column of Ozone (Dobson)

!
I I (-9.99999E-99)I

3 1or 2 \char 1126 ILine Separator, see comment in table 33
4 12 IA 1127-138 I Relative error on the Total Column (%)

I (-9. 99999E-99)I I

5 1 or 2 I char j 139 Line Separator, see comment in table 33
6 1234 IIRRA 140-1373 IIntermediate Results Record in ASCII

see table 38

Table 36: DOAS Data Record Content (Level 2)
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The Geolocation Record in ASCII (GLR2A) structure is given in the following table:

Field Number I Data I Byte I Description
Number of Bytes I Type Position I
1 24

IA 11-24 UTC Date & Time
(DD.MMM. YYYY _HH:MM:SS.mmm)

2 1or2 I char 125 ILine Separator, see comment in table 33
I I

3 18 !A 126-33 I Solar Zenith Angle of the Ground Pixel
I I

! Centre (9999.99_)!
I
I
I

4 8 !A 134-41 ILine-of-Sight Zenith Angle of the Ground
!

i Pixel Centre (9999.99_)i

5 1or2 char 142 ILine Separator, see comment in table 33
I

6 5 * 14 = 70 A I 43-112 4 Corner and Center Coordinates of
Ground Pixel (Latitude and Longitude)
5*(-99.99_999.99_)

8 1or2 char \ 113 Line Separator, see comment in table 33

Table 37: Geolocation Record 2 Content
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The Intermediate Results Record in ASCII (IRRA) structure is given in the following table:

Field Number Data Byte Description
Number of Bytes Type Position
1 Nmol * 13 A 1-91 VCD: Total VCD to ground of e.g. 03uv,

= 91 03 VIS,NOzuv, N02VIS, BrO, HzO, S02
(-9 .99999E-99 _)

2 1or2 char 92 Line Separator, see comment in table 33

3 Nmol * 13 A 93-183 VCD: Errors on VCDs above
= 91 (-9. 99999E-99 _)

4 1or2 char 184 Line Separator, see comment in table 33

5 5 A 185-189 VCD: Flag indexing output (99999)
6 1 or 2 char 190 Line Separator, see comment in table 33
7 Nmol * 13 A 191-281 DOAS: Slant Columns of e.g. o3UV,o,VIS,

= 91 N02uv, N02 VIS,H20. BrO, S02
(-9 .99999E-99 _)

8 1or2 char 1282 Line Separator, see comment in table 33

9 Nmol * 13 A 1283-373 DOAS: Errors on Slant Columns above
= 91 (-9.99999E-99_)

10 1or2 char 1374 Line Separator, see comment in table 33

11 Nwin * A 375-533 DOAS: RMS, x2•Goodness of Fit, Iteration
(4*13 + 1) Number for the Nwin fitting windows
= 159 4*(-9.99999E-99_)

Line Separator, see comment in table 33
12 5 A 534-538 DOAS: Flag indexing output (99999)
13 1or2 char 539 Line Separator, see comment in table 33
14 Nmol * 13 A 1540-630 IAMF: AMF to ground for species as listed

= 91 I above (-9.99999E-99_)

15 1or2 char 631 Line Separator, see comment in table 33
16 Nmol * 13 A 632-722 AMF: AMF to cloud-top for species as

= 91 listed above (-9.99999E-99_)
17 1or2 char 723 Line Separator, see comment in table 33
18 Nwin * 13 A 724-762 AMF: Total intensities for ground for Nwin

= 39 I fitting windows t (-9.99999E-99_)
19 1or2 char 763 Line Separator, see comment in table 33
20 Nwin * 13 A 764-802 AMF: Total intensities for cloud-top for

=39 Nwin fitting windows t (-9.99999E-99_)
21 1or2 char 803 Line Separator, see comment in table 33
22 Nwin * 13 A 804-842 AMF: Measured Intensity for Nwin win-

=39 dows t (-9.99999E-99_)
23 1or2 char 843 Line Separator, see comment in table 33
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24 JS IA !844-848 IAMF: Flag indexing output (99999)
25 ! 1or 2 I char :849 I Line Separator, see comment in table 33I

26 2 * 13 = 26 IA :850-875 ICFA: Cloud fraction and Cloud-top Pres-
i sure 2*(-9.99999E-99_)

27 1 or 2 f char 1876 I Line Separator, see comment in table 33I
28 2*13=261A 1877-902 ICFA: Errors on Cloud fraction and Cloud-

top Pressure 2*(-9.99999E-99_)
29 1 or 2 I char 1903 Line Separator, see comment in table 33
30 13 IA 1904-916 JCFA: Surface Pressure (-9.99999E-99_)
31 1or2 I char 1917 Line Separator, see comment in table 33
32 5 A 1918-922 ICFA: Flag indexing output (99999)
33 1or2 char !923 Line Separator, see comment in table 33

I

34 3 * 2 * 13 A 924-1001 Statistics: Pixel contrast (3 PMDs: mean
= 78 and standard deviation) +

3*2*(-9. 99999E-99 _)
35 11or2 char i 1002 Line Separator, see comment in table 33
36 4*(4*131A 1003-1214 I Statistics: Pixel colour (sub-pixel values) :;:

+ 1 or 2) = i 4*(4*(-9.99999E-99_) +
212 I Line Separator, see comment in table 33)

37 i 13 A 1215-1227 i Statistics: Pixel colour gradient (Ch. 3) +
I '

I
I I (-9.99999E-99_),I

38 11or2 I char I 1228 ILine Separator, see comment in table 33
39 5 IA [1229-1233 Statistics: Flag indexing output (99999).

I

40 1or2 char I 1234 ILine Separator, see comment in table 33
Table 38: Intermediate Results Record Content

* Note: Vertical Columns and Slant Columns are given in mol/cmoZ
t Intensities returned as representative wavelenghts for the given windows (1 or 2 per window).
Absolute Radiance Units.
+For definitions, see section 4.6 on page 15.
For definitions on flag indexing, see appendix A.2.
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B Basic Data Representations

This appendix describes how GDP represents data in storage, specifically in the data products. This
chapter is intended as a guide to programmers who wish to write their own reading modules in other
languages or on other machines having a different representation of numbers.

Storage Allocation

The following table shows the storage allocation of the basic numeric data types which are used for
GDP products:

Data Type Internal Representation
char a single 8-bit byte aligned on a byte boundary.
short half word (two bytes or 16 bits), aligned on a two-byte boundary.
long 32 bits (four bytes or one word), aligned on a four-byte boundary.
float 32 bits (four bytes or one word), aligned on a four-byte boundary. A float has a

sign bit, 8-bit exponent, and 23-bit fraction.

double 64 bits (eight bytes or two words), aligned on a double-word boundary. A
double element has a sign bit, an 11-bit exponent and a 52-bit fraction.

Table 39: Data Type Storage Allocation

Data Representations

Bit numberings of any given data element used for GDP are as follows:

• Bit 0 is the least significant bit of one byte;
• Byte 0 is the most significant byte of a given data element.

The most significant bit of the char, short and long data types is a sign bit. The unsigned
versions of these data types use all bits for representation of the number, but do not known negative
values.

f 1oat and doub1e data elements are represented according to the" ANSI IEEE" 754-1985 stan
dard.

Bits Content
8-15 Byte 0
0-7 Byte 1

Table 40: Short Data Type Representation

Bits Content
24-31 Byte 0

16-23 Byte 1
8-15 Byte 2
0-7 Byte 3

Table 41: Long Data Type Representation
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Bits I Name Content
31 Sign 1 if number is negative.

23-30 Exponent Eight-bit exponent, biased by 127. Values of all zeros, and all ones,
reserved.

0-22 Fraction 123-bit fraction component of normalised significand. The "one" bit
is "hidden".

Table 42: Float Data Type Representation

Bits Name I ContentI
63 Sign j 1 if number is negative.
52-62 Exponent IEleven-bit exponent, biased by 1023. Values of all zeros, and all

ones, reserved.
I

0-51 Fraction I 52-bit fraction component of normalised significand. The "one" bit
j is "hidden".

Table 43: Double Data Type Representation

A float and double number is represented by the form:

(-!)Sign • 2(exponent-bias) . I.fraction

where "I fraction" is the significand and ''fraction" are the bits in the significand fraction.
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Please refer to Appendix B, the "Product Specification Document of the GOME Data Processor."

The document which previously formed Appendix C, the "Interface Specification Document
of the GOME Data Processor" (ER-IS-DLR-G0-0004 Iss./Rev. l/B, 16December 1994), and
the former document in Appendix B, the "Product Specification Document of the GOME
Data Processor" (ER-AD-DLR-G0-0016 Iss./Rev. 1/A, 30 September 1994),were superseded
at press time by the new document now in Appendix B, the "Product Specification Document
of the GOME Data Processor" (ER-PS-DLR-G0-0004 Iss./Rev. 2/A, 11 September 1995).
This was done to provide the most complete and up-to-date information possible. Due to lack
of time, the text of this document could not be modified to reflect this change. The Editor
apologises for any inconvenience this may have caused.
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CoveragePlots



On the following pages, a number of plots indicate the various coverage features of the GOME instrument.

Plots are either in x-y projection or as polar projections. All have been made for the 35-day repeat cycle of ERS-2.
The effect of illumination conditions is considered; therefore, the plots are referenced for a particular day, i.e.,
summer solstice. The horizontal bars in the coverage plots correspond to the ground pixel size for the longest
integration time (channel 1).

Plots 1 to 3 show the coverage of GOME for I, 2, and 3 days, respectively. Although the repeat cycle of the satellite
is 35 days, the largest GOME swath of 960 km enables nearly global coverage to be achieved within 3 days; that is,
"nearly" global coverage because a gap is left about the poles. One gap is caused by the effect of the orbit inclination
and the sensor field-of-view; the other gap is caused by the illumination conditions. Plots 4 and 5 demonstrate this
for the summer solstice in the North and South polar projections, with the coverage achieved within one day.

Plots 6 to 9 show the effect on the one-day coverage of the various swath widths which can be commanded. They
can be compared with Plot 1, which shows the largest swath used by default. Plot 10 shows the traces as achieved
within three days if no scanning is done at all. (This is the pattern of subsatellite point tracks for this period).

Plots 11and12 show again the North and South polar projections, respectively, of the normal 960 km swath, now
with the varying pixel size as a result of the illumination indicated (as per timelines in Appendix A). Plots 13 and 14
show the effect of using the polar timeline (in the illustrated case, the North Polar Observation Timeline, NPOT): in
Plot 13, it is used continuously (for every orbit), whereas in Plot 14, it is interleaved with NOT. One can see that in
both cases the hole in the coverage completely disappears. For clarity, one single orbit with polar view is repeated in
Plot 15.
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ERS Order Desk
~RIN
CP64
1-00044 Frascati
Italy

This Product Order Form should be addressed to:

Phone:( +39) 6-941 80 336 or 406 or 457
Fax:(+39)6-941 80510
Telex:610637 ESRINJ

Inquiries may also be addressed to:

ESRIN ERS Help Desk
ESRIN
via Galileo Galilei
1-00044 Frascati
Italy

Phone:( +39) 6-941 80 600
Fax:(+39)6-941805)(
Telex:6 I0637 ESRIN I

Note: As of press ti: e.fhe detailed conditions for obtaining GOME data products were not yet
defined. Certain restric ons or fees might be imposed, depending upon decisions by the ESA
programme board.



NAME

DATE

PROJECT

DETAILS OF THE REQUEST

SENSOR PRODUCT/S MEDIUM/S

AREA NAME .

AREA COORDINATES (in degrees and minutes) LIST OF ORBITS AND FRAMES

lat long . ·································I·································
·································I·································
·································I·································
·································I·································
·································I·································
. I·································
................................. I·································
·································I·································
·································I .
·································I·································
·································I·································
·································I·································
·································I·································
·································I·································
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